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AB 

The ancestors of Geographical Infonnation SvstenlS were developed the 

early 1960's as a cornptlter mal'pU:lg Il1lectlanJlsm but with the development the 

"",aJUal.la (jreo,gralphlcal Infonnation System 

analytical tool that could be used a wide 

base was set for a powerful "'1-''',''''1 

of applications from Ow;m4t!ss thr,,",l1r.h 

to map anallvsts and archaeology, have been used in tpn~p"f'ri"l archaeology 

success for a number years have to move into maritime 

archae:olOIgJ.cal field, hovvevler little has been published on use GIS the regard 

to latter. 

On May 1697, the VOC retourschip, Oosterland, was wrecked in Table Bay off 

PaalfOem Eiland, Town, With its discovery by divers 1988, 

an opportunity represented itself for sCllentilic ex(;av,atl(m of a shipwreck 

in southel:n the development project, it was aeC:lae:o 

be applied to surveyed artefacts recovered over the 

efforts, in set a GIS for this site 

fieldwork seasons, 

succeeded in and 

creating a system through mapping ",1"1',,,,1",,,,,..+ groups selected the user 

which ad\ran<::ed ..,p .......... anallvsJs could be undertaken, Because of the SUTI,plu;lty 

1991 and versions of the Ooster/and the the fonnat of analysis 

was changed to ArcView it was necessary to re-enter all 

This was achieved by creating tables fP."tllY'P of Arc View 

contained x and y pO~iltl(mS 

was achieved through a 

all of surveyed artefacts, Positioning of artefacts 

Basic nrf'H)'rllm that ('f'\'1Vf=·rt,:·r! on-sue tape measurements 
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into co*ordlma.tes. Other teatun;:s included in tables were artletal:::t numbers, 

Hall,n;;;;), a ClaS5[fic~1t1(m and a of each .:Irt,,,,T.:I,,.t created specifically for use in 

this system Once data captured it was ploltted and .. 1-' ......... an2uysis that hoped 

to test viability and accuracy of the system was performed. tests included 

on the sea floor, assigning ownership personal onemta-tIon of the 

within .:Irt'f>ti::l,~t assemblage to spe~cdjlc people or areas on board the 

also examined position of art,etacts wh:ose place on working were 

known from documentation related them to artefacts prel;ent 

nrune!:i1a1te neighbourhoods. 

This system appears to posses the potential for being a which 

can be easily updated to more advanced and adapted to incorporate 

other Finally, has enormous potential as an tool 

that can used to raise awareness of the ImlDOliallce historically SlgmtllCaJt1t wrecks. 
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cOIltll1len1ts or across oceans. 

Qn:lat€~r demand for more accurate 

3 

known world took place, a 

charts became evident (Hale 1966:61). 

possible maps for use by sanors and Chart makers of the time needed to create 

other navigators. Maps were a mndUl:e navigational and social for 

travellers making them not only representations of the physical en'V1ronm4ent, 

documents. eXI>anlsicln was possibly one of the most important events in the 

history of map malanJg. sums of money were invested in vmralZles and European 

governments were to lay claim to newly discovered Because of this, 

advances in na'l1g~ltlolnal ins'truments were rapidly made and this significant 

advancements surveying of land masses and sea routes. chart-makers drew on 

source available, from the proiowceo by ancient Greeks 

Inaliners and the early concepts of latitude, 10nglnlde and a round world devised by 

to accounts of land surveyed by the new explorers. The problem 

was that the detail present along coastlines 

be mapped in term latitude and short of sight calculations by surveyors 

on board the ships. It was up to 

create maps that covered the coa,stlines 

maJ.;:ers to put all the information togeth1er to 

by piece. One of the 

problems facing navigators was absence of a tmlepilec:e could 

accurately place departure for long sea vo'vallres. deslPite 

constantly ch;:mgingperilods of heat (l.nd cold, wet (l.nd dry. second pro1blem 

map ma~;:ers was displaying a round world on a flat surtace. some 

eXf)enmenta.tion, a Flemi~ih scholar, Gerhardus Mercator, de'rise~d the practical 

solution maps that he prclOU!ced 

svs1tem were amongst the most accurate of the 

in map making today (Hale 1966:70). Fm:allv it 

Mercator projection 

Mercator projection is still 

seem that map makers 
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on analogue or hard copy maps, it was possible to store data in a computer Tnf"1m<>f" 

meant that maps could produced more quickly and that any or updates 

could be easily performed, map also for more information to be 

to a set. example, it is possible to create separate layers for 

feature represented a particular area and to overlay the required features to the 

of map 

of the map. 

produced. Features can be "'"'''",",U;iU or U";;,,";;l,.ivt,.;U to suit the function 

As maps have become more COlrnplex in terms of features, more specialised in terms of 

user groups more simple to understand, they have become a means which to 

analyse landscapes rather than a tool for positioning people, and features on 

earth's Maps are now to test viability building development, 

recreational areas, distributions of features, prediction of locations, route 

analysis etc. order to perform functions, through use of quick digital 

mapping as opposed to the manual analogue systems, one final step had to be to 

the possible. This step was to create software that can 

handle spatial data perform spatial on those data. With the realisation of 

Geographical Information Systems came into being, 

development of the true Geographical Information Systems in the 

go 1960's opened the way for cartographic spatial data analysis systems 

""''''1'"\'''1''1 the boundaries of mere 

would used as a means of and ...... r"' ... t'''' ... 

data connected with tracts of land, cities and towns. 

GIS was that 

development and """' .. ' ...... 

systems have developed 

a great over past 30 and GIS, their mapping and their spatial analytical 
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on amlJoJ~e or copy it was possible to store data in a computer format. 

This meant that could be produced more quickly that any changes or updates 

be easily performed. map also allows for more information to 

added to a set. For it is to create layers every 

tea.tuI·e represented in a particular area to overlay the required features to the 

of map 

map. 

produced. ,Felltures can be sehectc;~d or deselected to suit the function 

As maps have become more complex terms of :teatures. more spe:clallsed terms of 

user arl"l'nnc:: and more simple to understand, have become a means by which to 

analyse landscapes than just a tool for positioning places features on 

the ~~ ... , ... '~ surtace. Maps are now used to test the viability of building development, 

recreational areas, roads, distributions ofi:eature:s. plredictlion of feature locations, route 

anClllysls etc. order to perform these functions, through the use quick 

mapping as opposed to the manual systems, one final step had to be taken to 

the prClce!;s possible. step was to create software can 

handle spatial and perfonm spatial an13uvsis on data. With the realisation of 

Geographical Information Systems came into being. 

The development of true Geographical Int()rmaticlfl S'yst~~ms the 

1960's opened the cartographic and spatial data analysis systems that go 

beyond boundaries mere mapping. The ori:g:inal concept GIS was that they 

would as a means of analysing and monitoring land development and spatial 

data connected with large tracts ofland, cities towns. systems have developed 

a over past 30 and GIS, mapping and their ".., .... 1"'1 analytical 
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tools are now used in a multitude of capacities, from business to sUlvevinJz 

and archaeology. 

Despite the pre:valent use of in archaeology, most of the has 

undertaken to date concentrated on terrestrial Relatnrelv little been done to 

apply this tec.hnc,lojl';'i to the maritime or underwater areas of the discipline and where 

work has done, the results not been published or made to the 

gell1er,al public. It is for this reason that this project can seen as important in the 

context of maritime archaeological specifically, to arCna~~Ol()jlr;y as a 

The nri1m!U"'I.! aim of this project is to create a GIS that can used on a mantlme 

arclhaeologic;ai site test worth as an analytical tooL the study will an 

"'''''''''11&>Ul of the development of GIS as a whole. 

Because technologies are their infancy, have been difficulties in detirurlg 

the as being different other mapping software. In the of Ch,lPtC1!r 

1 these will be addressed an attempt to the needed for a 

package to classified as a Once the .uvu....,. has been examirled, different 

definitions win be investigated in an effort to move closer to an encapsulating 

definition that includes all of the and needs The presented 

win also examiIle the reasons certain pa(;kages that present themselves as 

GIS have been established, 

it will become possible to trace the predecessors of the svstenlS and their de'lIel1oplneJnt 

can not COIls1dlen~d as being so. Once the criteria 

into what exists today and give a hUI.tnrv of the development of GIS. Finally, 
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Chapter 1 will briefly investigate the use as archaeological tools by looking at 

some examples use on f'<> ..... <>"'~ .... <> and maritime 

2 becomes specific to the site question, the wreck the Dutch India 

Company Ooster/and. of the of something about 

the itself and the social, political and economic context in which the existed, 

this undertaking will look at the history, wrecking and discovery of the ship. 

chapter will look at history the under investigation, including the state 

Dutch India Company (VOC) at time and voyages which the 

undertook. The cncmtc~r will eXallll111e the voyage the Ooster/and in some detail 

the of the on 1697. Following this, a brief "' ..... j'Ll"''" of the 

discovery of the wreck and the subsequent project planning will examined. 

Chapter 3 deals specifically the implementation the GIS its 

application to Oosterland site. This of the study is more specifically related to 

the creation of a that can be applied to a maritime archaeological The chapter 

deal with attempts at ...... """t,..,'o a GIS use on maritime 

describe how the ...... ,.., ..... "',,<' of senmg up this project took place. It 

and then 

describe the 

manner in which data were captured and entered into the system, including the 

conversion on data into computer readable files, incorporating the 

associated data and converSiOn on tape measurements to map co-

ordinates. This chapter will also look at the associated problems encountered 

creating this 
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The system will be tested by asking relevant with 

spatial of on the sea in an attempt to check the manner in 

which the system can deal these problems. solutions deIlVl.::d from 

the use system will given in the of the mtc~mal organisation a 160 

VOC retcrurs.r::hiv orClceliS of an5lwf~riIltQ these questions, a short description 

the Arc View functions that have so project can 

users and future res(~arch, This will also include accessed by 

pr()cessl.:~s involved in actual cre,aticm and of the Oosterland GIS, 

A -_. 'I:r~~ ... and software. 

It should be that the of this is not to undertake a complete 

spatial analysis of the artefacts recovered from the Oosterland. Instead, analyses 

presented are melrelv a means of makiI1lg preliminary observations on spatial 

distribution an effort to test the viability system. 

include mamlg conclusive spatial analytical arguments. 

aims do not 

results presented here are 

part of process testing the Vlab'llIty validity SlgInfi(~an(~e of the system. 

results the questions asked of the svstenn. although int(~re!)ting, cannot be seen as 

detimtive in any way for a number of reasons, including the that the site 

not fully exc:avalted to date and as more artc:~tacts are recovered, updated data may 

show different results to those ofiere:d here. What results hope to show is 

sysltem cre,lted can be 

Finally, Chapter 3 win give a 

to do meaningful spatial anaLlysis on a wreck site. 

summary how the 

IULI-LI L. Some will made regarding ways in 

might be 

it could 

and ways in which it can be adlllpte:d for use on other archaeological sites 

African waters and abroad. 

in the 

improved 

in South 
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The sysltem will be by asking relf~VaJtlt aJrchae()lol~ic:al questions dealing with 

spatial distributions artefacts on the sea floor in an attempt to check maJtlner 

which system can with of problems. The solutions derived 

the use of the system will be given in light of the internal organi~iati(m of a 160 foot 

VOC retourschip. the process of answering questions, a description 

the Arc View functions that have used will 

accessed by future users and in future resear'ch, 

so that the project can be 

This will also mclude 

the creation of the Oosterland using 

Arc View and ArclInfo software. 

It should noted that the purpose this project is not to undertake a complete 

spatial anaLlysis of the recovered the Instead, analyses 

presented are a means of makiIllg preliminary observations on spatial 

distribution in an effort to test the viability of the aims of the study do not 

include mamlg conclusive spatial analytical arguments, results pn~seltlted here are 

part of process testing the vial)ility, validity significance of the system. 

the questions asked of the system, altltlOllgh mtc~re~ltIng, CaJtlnot be seen as 

definitive in way for a number of reasons, including the that the 

not been fully exc:avalted to date and as more arteta.cts are recovered, updated data may 

different results to those I'\ff;:'r~.n here. What results to show is that 

system cre:ated can be to do me:anmg;ful spatial ~nl1lluc::ic:: on a "'1'I',C>i"'V site. 

Finally, Chapter 3 will give a brief summary how the might be in the 

suggestions will made regarding ways in which it could 

and ways in which it can adapted for use on other archaeological sites both in South 

African waters and abroad, 
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1. GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Many of the daily decision-making processes that face humans are related to space and 

the interaction that take place with and within that space. In an effort to deal 

effectively with a complex world of which very little can be physically seen, humans 

have developed a system by which data relating to the world around them can be 

represented symbolically in a simple, universally understandable manner. These 

representations are called maps. They contain varying amounts of detail or data 

regarding features that exist in the environment and assist in daily decision making 

related to the world around us. 

Data elements represented on maps are commonly called spatial data. Each element 

has the distinction of occupying a unique location on the earth's surface. Each of these 

locations can be defined using co-ordinate systems, such as latitude and longitude, 

distances, depths and heights. Over time, humans have created increasingly complex 

and accurate means of measuring the co-ordinates of objects on the earth's surface. 

The scientific advances in geodesy and surveying have meant that any part of the 

globe's surface can be located to within an astounding degree of accuracy (Peuquet & 

Marble 1990: 1). Following the development of more accurate measuring systems is the 

practice of creating more accurate and detailed maps. Maps have moved out of the 

realms of being merely a means of locating an item or finding a direction into the 

terrain of analytical use. Maps can be used for determining land ownership, 

environmental assessment, military applications and other commercial and 
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governmental purposes (Peuquet & Marble 1990:2). It is unfortunate, however, that 

many maps contain only limited data sets, such as roads or vegetation types, which are 

dictated by the specific purpose for which they are produced. Few maps contain 

complex series of different data sets, one over the other, for the simple reason that 

each set would obscure something of the set below it. This problem is easily managed 

with smaller and fewer data sets, but as the questions being asked of the map become 

mere complicated and more varied, it becomes less and less elementary. Analogue 

maps, those maps which are represented on paper rather than on a computer screen, 

also make spatial analysis a time-consuming and difficult task. For example, if an 

organisation wanted to build a large building on flat ground, close to a road system in a 

mountainous area, it would have to build up two data systems. One would have to 

show the size and distribution of the potential sites, i.e. the flat areas. These would 

have to be individually examined in order to locate the sites that could support a 

building of the size required. Secondly, a data set that incorporates the proximity of the 

roads to the site would have to be created. This would also have to be studied in order 

to locate roads that fall within the required distance of the sites that could be used. 

Only after this could a site be selected. This is only a basic example but it does 

illustrate the types of problems that may arise in such spatial problem-solving. The 

example also illustrates how this type of spatial analysis takes place on a day to day 

basis (peuquet & Marble 1990:2). 

Over the past twenty years, technological advances have allowed new types of 

computerised spatial data handling systems to be developed. These systems are known 

as Geographic Information Systems (GIS). These systems have developed considerably 
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since their inception 1960's and have become powerful 

and interpretation of the 

& Marble 1990:3). 

surface and 

attainable objective and accurate. 

spaces in which people (peuquet 

complex spatial data both an 

emlovf~d massive growth and increasing 

popularity and have become an important tool many people: from planners and 

finamcial atlalv'StS. GIS represent a new field, expIlorers, to the bUSiiness community 

has not been fully explored. He,~au:se continuous development 

it impossible for its users to agree on any definition a Despite this, 

sevleral teJjjb()o~:s on the subject have been written, but cannot the 

rapidly chrungirlg aSipects of these new analytical tools (Magutlfe, (jo~Ddc.lnld & Rhind 

1991:5). 

1.1 TOWARDS 

INFORMATION SYSTEM 

GEOGRAPHICAL 

use computers in the handling of ge()gn:aphlcal data has been allowed to 

ad\l'an(~e as computer technology itself has advanced. move from 

the analogue handling of spatial data into the digital world exp,enc~ncc~d a and 

pull" & Marble 1990: 5). The fact amounts 

basea. geograpmcal 

accuracy, has had a 

can be 

on 

Furthermore, the ph,rsical storaJ~e 

that of the analogue map, 

storea. ana. quicKly tetnevea. with mechanical 

development of this kind 

digital map is small when compared to 

use of computerised maps also allows the 
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performance of quicker and more complex analytical operations. example, the 

computer can handle large data sets at once without problems of overlay 

distortions and masking. Computer or maps have an advantage over their 

analogue counterparts that they are cheaper and to update when new 

mt()rmatlCm becomes available (Marble 1990: 9). At there has a 

pull towards the handling and analysis of geographical data the use computers 

Vliil.,Q,U:,1;J most new data available are collected digital form. Advances data 

capture techniques, such as the development remote sensors, means raw data 

are collected and can directly accessed computer (Peuquet 

1990: 5). popularity the GIS also been increased of capability of 

linking attribute or ... ""+1:> ... ,,," that could not be displayed on an analogue map to a 

specific .. "' ... , .......... The can the not only a point a 

location referenced to latitude and longitude, but also an area or polygon such as a 

town or landscape which encompasses other attributes. Having locational data implies 

that separate location can linked to others. In a world which temporal IS 

continuously diminishing, it is important that data sets can compared tested 

over regions that can be associated to one another in this way (Maguire 1991: 14). 

Remote and popUlation surveys, surveys other 

advancing data collection techniques are adding to our culture and environment 

day. The development of and Iocational attributes means that all these data can be 

stored, retrieved and used in ways that were not previously available. 

The Geographical Information Systems have been created out of this move from 

analogue towards mapping systems. Although a can be both manual 
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digital, modem tectmcIIO,!lW most are now in the digital or computer 

format (Maguire Dejtinirlg .,.~r!l,..tl" what they however, is problematic. In 

order to describe what a GIS is and 

at mtiornllation systems in general 

it is perhaps necessary to look 

examirle how GIS is different from the 

intc)rmaticm systems could be defined by task alone, it would PO!lslble to divide 

them two distinct groups. The first of these groups would cOiltalln 

information 

second type 

in banking systems or restaurant 

are transaction processing 

intc)rmattcm s"ste:ms are those involved with dec:isicm SllPPiOrt 

emphasis is on manipulatioln, a11al"sis modelling of data to support 

of 

the 

making. 

this type of system 

Information Systems 

to retl1ev'aI orientated and flexible. The applications 

tac:t1c:al warfare to civil engineering. Geographical 

use of information systems but are more 

based in decision support. 

have been many attempts at Most of the definitions depend 1<1.-"".,.1" 

on user and what he or she is trying to apply to. Table 1.1.1 below 

some of the many definitions in eX1!!lterlce. 
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T~blel ll Definitions of a Geographical lnfQrroaljQI1 SY,;! C!TI (Aftcr Maguire 

199111) 

A sysTem for capturing, storing, checking, manipulating, analysing and displa}'lng dala 
which arc spaTially referenced 10 the earth (DoE 1987) 

Any manual or computer based SCI of procedures u:;ed to store and manipulate 
geographically referenced data (Aronoff 1989) 

An institutional entity, reflecting an organisaTional Structure lhal integrates technology 
with a database, expertise and continuing financial support ovcr time (Caner 1989). 

An information technology which stores, analyses and displays both spatia! and non 
spatial data (Parker 1988) 

A special case of infQrmation 5}~tem.'l where the database consists of observations on 
spatially diSlnbU!cd features, activities or CVt'llIS" which arc definable in space as 
points, lines or areas. A GIS manipulates data about these points, !int:s and areas to 
retrieve data for ad hoc queries and analyses (Dut:ker 1979). 

A databas.: system in which most of the dala are spatially indc."{oo. and upon which a 
sct of procedures is operated in order to answer queries about spatial entities 1fl the 
databa~ (Smith d al . 1987) 

An automated SCI of functions tllat provides professionals wilh advanced capabilities 
for the storage, n..1neval, manipulation and display of geographically located dam 
(O...:emoy. Smith and Sichcrman 1981). 

A powerful set oflools used for colll.'Cling, storing, retrieving at wi!!, transfonning and 
displaying spatial data from the rea! world (Burrough 1986). 

A decision support system involving the imegration of spatially referenced data in a 
problem solving environment (Cowen \988). 

A system with ad vanced goo-modelling capabilities (Koshkariov, Tikunov and 
Trofimov 1989) 

A form of MIS [r-lanagement Information System) that al lows map display of the 
general information (Devine and Field 1986) 

In their attempt to define GIS and separate them from other types of information 

systems, the above definitiollS tend to gravitate towards four different views or 

approaches to GIS The first of these is a function- or process-orientated approach. 

This focus tends to hIghlight the mforma!ion handling properties orthe GIS A se<:ond 

view or approach to defining the syStemS is an application approach This focuses on 
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the applications uf the information 5)'su.'m,; and th .. probkms they al1empl to solve In 

Ol:her wonl$, 11 GIS IS differelll from olher 1I1folmaUon sym'ms only in il s problem 

solving capabilmes One of EM most " idely u$N approadles 10 defming GIS is 10 look 

III and emphasise the gclleric asp«1s oflhc WSlcm Of 1'.'11.11 the system can do This is 

kllOwn a. 11 toolbox approach Finally, Iller" C~JSIS a d:uabase orient:ued apPlOlich 10 

delining GIS Delirullons 1I,,'cn by SmUh et.J.I and Duckc! abo\(' arc illustrations of 

thiS type of approach This is the moSt popular method of describing GIS b.>cause of 

the close links between other database systems and Geographical Information Systems 

(/'.·laguirc 1991 11). 

Although tile above approaches lughlillht Ihe difl'erences between aspects of function 

and useJ needs, Ihey do all conlDm a common thread that makes a G IS unique from 

0100 information systems, namely tk:n 3 GIS deals with geographical data 

Geographical dina can be diVIded IOtO , .... "1) data elemenlS The lirst of t h~'Se, physical 

gC'OwaphlCaJ data elemern or Iocalional elements. are the tangible clements in the 

laooscapt' such a$ roads, ri\'l'l"$, enclosed areas etc They can be defined as points, lines 

aoo polygon5 These tK1 as fcf,,'u'flce points for a second data elemo:n1. the auribute, 

statistical OJ non-Iocational clement (Maguire 1991 11-12) These scoooo data 

elements COntaU\ ful1ll1. ... Informallon about the physical gl'Qgrnphical elements For 

ex~mple, boundaries could be used 10 contain \'egetation Iypc$, linn could be usW In 

tnc C.'lamlltat lon of traffic flow along roads and points oouId be used as refcrcncc5 in 

the inspect ion of eleviltion tn G IS, the physical geogfaphk data elements are $e\!n as 

mol\' Imponanl than the 311fibute elements and it is thiS lac\ thaI !loes SOnlC way to 

Sl"afating them from other mformation systems (Mllluire 1991 I:;! ) It shOuld be 
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noted. however. that Ihe attributes of the feature, or the non-localional elements, arc 

not ignored and are often used in th" analysis of geographic data 

Further problems in delining GIS arise out or the fact Ihal many systems that do not 

~ol\tain the properties needed 10 be a In"~ GIS are often proposed as being $0 For 

example. Computer Aided DeSIgn or CAD. database management. remme sensing and 

cumpuler c:trtographlc ~ySlem~ are often called GIS All of these. howe,'ci. lac\( 

cert ain clements Although CAll has ~n designed \0 create and define ubjeels in 

>pace. its analytical pOwer is limited and It has pOOl links "iln database systems CAD 

can work only with rciatively small data !>eIS lind has liule abil ity to assign uscr dcf," ... d 

s}mbology automatically \0 a given field "I he same can be said for computer 

cartogmphy Although these systems havc outstanding display capabilit ies, they 

possess little in the way of analytical tools (Magtme 1991 12) Database /> lanagcment 

Systems (DBl'>IS) IIrc powcrfultools in data capture, storage and retrieval but lack the 

display powers and anal)1ical capabilitics that are needed in GIS The same is true for 

the remote sensors Although this system is the closest to GIS in that it has the ability 

to collttt. S{ore, retrieve and graphically spatial display data, It has difficulty handling 

d~t~ not in the ' ... ter fomlHt (~Tahle I 1 2) '\;nce an~lytir.~1 p~~mi,,~rion or ~pHtl~1 

data tends to take place in the vector fom\at (see Table I I :n. remote sensing tails 

do"n in its anal)1ical capabilities. It should be noted. however that all the systems 

memioned above predate the GIS and tbat GIS have evolved from these systems 

(Maguire 1991 IJ) 
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Table I. I 2 Thc_\I!!TeTcnc~ b.clJ,een R3S\Cr and Vcqor daa (After ,\reView Spanal 

Analyst, ESRJ 199636) 

Veaor dati fcprdtnls geograplu.;: Rasle[ darn represents geographic fealmes 

fealures and varmlion as point. line or and vanallon by dlviding the .... arld Into 

:un objectS IIial IIial SpecIfy location 01 dlscrC1c squall" , called cells. for which a 

boundan~ and !>lOftS inform:lIKl1l about value LS sroroo Each cell knows liS 

the oo,ttlS location lmplicnly frolll the origin pomt 

3nd liS locanon fe/am" !O thIS ontO" rhe 

l"Xact localion of cactI cell is 1101 stored, 

JUSt the on gll1. cell ~ and number of 

cells from the ongin 

Examining what these OIlier mformluon systems posses MId what they lack nukes 1 

d\'fimtlon of GIS easier The GIS must contam lhe features mcnl ion«l aoo' c and al'iO 

wmclhing eXIra Data display and caplure are not the only detilll"'8 chauO::lcflsnC$ of 

GIS A po .... ~d'ul and easily dctined analytical componc:nt must also necesSllrllv exiSt 

w;trun the system and this is the IlX»t prominent omission from Ihe otlier systems 

mOllioMd here For some uscrs it is only the abi lity for spatial analysis that separates 

the GIS from other mformallon sysu:ou (1\lagulre 199 1 13) If the olher s)'stems ale 

cxarcincd and compared both ymh each o tho and with the GIS, II IS possible 10 note 

that IlII feaTures are sha/ed bet"'ttII at least t'"'O of the systems, except fOi the spaT ial 

sc:m:hing. o~erla) and anal}1ical ft'3Iute$ "'htch are unique 10 the GIS ( \Iaguire 

1991 tJ) 
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There are three different views on the way in which GIS can be defined. This is 

supported by the definitions presented in Table 1.1.1 These three elements have all 

been suggested as being the defining components of the GIS. They are: mapping, 

database and spatial analyst views (Maguire 1991: 14-15). It should be noted, however, 

that none of the practitioners of these views sees them as mutually exclusive. Instead, 

they are defined by the user and the needs and outlook of the user. Different views can 

be adapted or combined to suit each individual project. 

GIS need four basic units to operate. These elements are hardware, software, data and 

a user (Maguire 1991: 15). As GIS packages have been refined, hardware has become 

more varied. It is now possible for GIS to operate on aU computers, from PC's 

through workstations to mainframe computers. Peripheral hardware that may be 

required for the establishment of a GIS include scanners, digiti sing equipment, printers 

and plotters. These may not be essential to the operation, manipulation and analysis of 

data, which takes place at the computer itself, but are often needed for data input and 

output. 

There are several different types of GIS software available. These packages faU into 

three main design areas, namely: 

File processing designs such as IDRISI, which store each data set and function 

separately and link them only during analytical operations. 
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supported by the definitions presented in Table 1.1.1 These three elements have all 
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that none of the practitioners of these views sees them as mutually exclusive. Instead, 

they are defined by the user and the needs and outlook of the user. Different views can 
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a user (Maguire 1991:15). As GIS packages have been refined, hardware has become 

more varied. It is now possible for GIS to operate on all computers, from PC's 

through workstations to mainframe computers. Peripheral hardware that may be 

required for the establishment of a GIS include scanners, digiti sing equipment, printers 

and plotters. These may not be essential to the operation, manipulation and analysis of 

data, which takes place at the computer itself, but are often needed for data input and 

output. 

There are several different types of GIS software available. These packages fall into 

three main design areas, namely: 

File processing designs such as IDRlSI, which store each data set and function 

separately and link them only during analytical operations. 
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designs such as ARC/INFO, which store attribute data in Database 

Ma.na~~em.ent Systems (DBMS) and use separate data and 

analytical runctl()flS. 

Extended aesllgns store " ... both geographical and attribute in a DBMS 

which is ext:en(led to orclVlcle appropriate geographical analytical tunct!olns" (Magtllfe 

1991: 15). Examplies of design include SYSTEM9 and LL ...... L ........ U. 

The third important operational building blocks of GIS are Data collection can 

take the form of remote sensin:g, PltlVSllcat measulrernenlt, surveys or any other means 

that gives the data some kind or spatial positioning, be it a point, a line 

or an area. This aspect of GIS is most extlem.ive part of the overall process. 

collection of data may involve a part orCllects budget. It is often time 

essl~ntial to the operation. The spent on this part of building a 

is ov<~rlook<~d in the planning stages (Maguire : 16). 

Finally, is user; 

unfortunate that, althIOU~~h 

people trained in its use. 

blocks. He or she reJ;1;ulaltes 

answer and problems for it to 

per:son who designs, ImJ>lennents uses It is 

potential of GIS has been are 

user is vital link between building 

as well as creating questions it to 

(M,lgulre 1991: 16). 

order to create a definition of GeogI~aphical Information Systems it is nec:ess.ary to 

at the components vital to its makeup thus it is essential that the above 
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mind when creating that In searching for a definition it is 

ne(:ess:ary to look at its applications. will briefly here and illustralted 

hypothetical examples. A more detailed GIS applications will 

COI1Sldler~~d later in this chapter. 

There are basic questions that can be asked 

Location: the que:stl()fi "what is at ... ?". For ex~uni)le, it would be possible to 

is density of schools a queries the ask the questIon: 

types of t;eattlres occur at a point, along a line or within an area. 

Condition: at reverse. For example, state: 

"where is all the housing that 

revolves around "where is it ... 

within 5 kilometres of a school?". 

Trend: this asks the question: 

at any location over a period 

que:stl()fi might examine the chang~~s 

ch~mged ... ?", It examines changes that occur 

school example used above, 

at the schools from year to 

are smlplc~r questions asked of a GIS. static features the 

emrironm.ent and do not require any complex "fJ .... = analVSllS. These questions tend to 

ask the GIS attribute data of specific locations, themsielvl~s and within 

larger locations (Magtllre 1991: 16). The questions relalted to 

more advanced. occurs element of time is ...... "' .......... 

tend to become 

questions can 

become more complex ext lend to include: ''where and when did change occur?", 

''what types of crumge oc(:un'ed"", "what is the rate of change?" and ''what is the 
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In and Macdonald developed a threefold th"",('u''''' of the evolution of 

(Crain Macdonald 1984). They believed that the in the creaticm of GIS 

was to answer questions the invlent40rv of the data sets contained in systems, 

rather than to do any true analysis on those data sets. example, an inv,entiorv 

land use could be created to include farming land, towns, scrub, etc. Users 

would ask 

area that can 

questions location and condition such as: "what is the 

for tanmngT or: ''what falls within 1 kllc)m(:tre 

of the 

a 

Phase two of the evolution saw user begin to more cOlmplex questions such as 

about suitability land for a spe:CltJlC purpose. questions take in the more 

cOlmplex areas of condition and as discussed above. reCluil:e access to 

several of data rely on sta1tIstllcal tools "v ......... analysis. final stage 

GIS makes use Rhind' s routing, pattern and modelling questions. 

advanced types of GIS are used in making and support. 

They allow the user to into account a valietv of factors affecting the outcome and, 

in tum, user to certain hypothetical predictions of ch!mg;e 

that may effect a particular outcome (Maguire summary of 

is given in 1.1.3 below. 

factors 

evolution 
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digitisation 

23 

(after Langran 1993:5) 

Output 

and hardcopy; 
maps replicate 

products 

interactive 
graphics~ 
replication 

multi-state animated 
dynamic 01' 
modelling new 

goal is to 

. softcopy 
successful 

of existing 

graphics, 
maps, 

designs 

In summary, a GIS has to to pertorm a variety of fundamental fun.cti<ms. It 

must be able to store a cOInplete overview of the location under investigation, as 

as tea:tun~s within that location it must be able to keep an inv·entlorv 

this, it must be able to cope with changes in the physical world 

cornPllter storage. Secondly, it must able to pertor:m fimctiOIls that can explain, 

manipulate forecast outcomes that result prOiceSises in any particular study 

area. In other words, it must be able to pertonm alIai','s1s. must also be able to 

cope with updates out:-mIOOE:O infonmation with new Fourthly, through 

quality control, a to detenmine new infonmation is 

consistent with existing states or versions. A GIS should to schedule 

database states which trigger a pre:dejtine~d system response. Finally, a 

to display data through static or oyrlamlc maps or tabular SUIJtlmart€~s 

prClce:sses, activities taking place in, the study area (Umgran 

These functions are only .... "'.-i"n'r .... ".r! the most advanced stage of 

evcllutlon as above. 
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It is now possible to create a definition a Information System 

is an information system that includes mapping, <1at:aba:se and spatial analytical links 

and tools. Although many overlap into other types of information 

systems, as and remote sensing, it includes powerful spatial anallvtllcal 

are to GIS. It can answer various types of qwestllon 

involving loclitlon, condition, trend, routing, pattern and modelling. The to 

answer qUt~sti4cms <1el=,en<ls largely on the stage of ev.olution of the more 

fully the system, the more complex and analytical the tasks. A 

"building blocks" in order to exist. These are hardw;are. sottwlue. data and a 

user. needs to perform certain functions mclu<1mg mvent,orv analysis, updates, 

importantly, it must be based quality control, scheduling and display. 

geographically, i. e. it requires a locational refierel1ce. 

Marble (1990: 10) realises the vast potenti.al ar)plic~ati()fl of He states that despite 

the divlersl1tv of 

oceanographic 

characteristics 

applications, forecasting potential market areas to gathermg 

Newfoundland coast, all the GIS have 

summarises the major components as follows: 

penmts it to be qUickly retrieved by the user 

permitting rapid and accurate updates and cofrectlollS __ ... ___ . __ to spatial data. 
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Marble argues further that all of these criteria must met and performed 

efficiently software svS1tem is to can GIS. 

1.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF '-"..L..f'J'-".L 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

It is possible that manual predec:essors of computer based GIS had been in 

at least one hundred hptnrp the automated versiolrls appeared 

1960> s. Unfortunately> little research been cann.ed out as to the origins of the 

Information Systems. Although a thorough search government 

archives and the examination of the records of organisations involved in the production 

of GIS would probably yield a great deal of information on the subject, no-one has yet 
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attempted such a project and at least one of the major GIS producers will not allow 

any outside research into its records (Coppock & Rhind 1991:21-22). Further 

problems with the study of the history of GIS arise in the fact that the earliest users 

and developers, such as people involved with government agencies and the military, 

tend not to be the types of people who would write books or articles documenting 

their successes and failures. Even the academics involved in the earliest developments 

in GIS were often not mainstream academic staff and had little time for the publication 

of results. It was not until 1974, when the first GIS specialist conferences were held, 

that information began to become more accessible. Even so, information concerning 

GIS was difficult to come by, particularly as many of its developers opted to "go it 

alone" rather than join with others and share information (Coppock & Rhind 1991). 

The study of the origins of GIS is also hindered by the definitions of a GIS. As 

discussed previously, many ideas differ substantially. The importance of the spatial 

analyst capabilities of the modem systems can also be misleading. Early GIS would not 

have had much in the way of analytical power. In fact, it was not until the 1980' s that 

true spatial analysis could be effectively performed using computer systems. Because 

of these definition problems at the early stages of development, it is perhaps better to 

define a GIS as "any system for handling geographic data" (Coppock & Rhind 

1991: 22), for the purposes of this historical examination. 

In order to understand the growth and development of GIS, it is necessary to look 

briefly at the predecessors of the system. Because so little was written on them at the 

time, the earliest developments towards a true GIS are difficult to determine. What is 
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however, is that certain factors or inslpire:d 

factors are far ranging and cover all as~)ec·ts 

development of GIS. 

acaldelrruc curiosity with new 

and automate operations handling techniques, through to 

performed on spatially reflerenct:d data, to a necessity to complete tasks that without 

the help of computer based would not be possible (Coppock & 

1991:23). An was experienced by the publishers of the 

Great Britain (Bickmore & Shaw 1963 in Coppock 

the was made available, it was criticised for not 1991:23). By the 

difficult to handle also to be out of date. The enormous of producing such 

an and the length of time taken to gather, consolidate, and display 

meant that an alternative production methc,d m~edc~d to method 

prc,ducing maps needed to also contain the to ",n ... ,...,.n._ edit and classifY 

miC)mlatlon, as well as being able to model and ex~)enment spatial situations 

(Coppock & Rhind 1991:23). As a further example problems facing 

analogue map makers, it is to examUle the sltuatlcm faced by Calnadllan 

government agencies in It was estimated that it would take three years, 

technicians and $Can 8 million at 

the Canada Land Invent,orv 

to the 1 : 50 000 scale maps of 

development was torlced to evoilve Copp()ck 

example it becomes clear why GIS 

1991 :23). 

the until the 1980's, most of the major developments took place in 

Rhind 1991:23). When ffiM introduced a that a 

m-e,ilter and a speed 400 times faster than 

IntiOfnflatlon systems could take a giant leap fhr\l!~lrti 

pre~c1ec~ess()r, the 
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of technology was only available in academic and government institutions, it allowed 

people to recognise the power of computer aids in the management of land use and 

land title data. This is noted by Cook and Kennedy, who saw that by 1966 the District 

of Columbia had already established a land data bank and that Nassau County in New 

York was developing the first fully automated access to records of land ownership 

(Cook & Kennedy 1966 in: Coppock & Rhind 1991:26). 

The government impetus and interest in the design of GIS predecessors was doubtless 

a means by which the technology could be advanced. The US Bureau of Census, for 

example, had designed an automated system (DIME) that matched address data to 

geographical data in order to make locational sense of the information that was being 

gathered by census surveys (Coppock & Rhind 1991:26-27). While government 

approached the problems that faced them as administrators, universities, who were 

gaining access to more powerful computers, were making advances in the field of 

academic geography including the new field of spatial analysis (James & Martin 1978; 

Hudson 1979 in: Coppock & Rhind 1991 :27). Spatial analysis was beginning to gain 

popularity because for the first time geographers could model spatial data and treat 

them statistically. These were, of course, abstract concepts. The graphic display 

abilities of computers were limited, although attempts at using plotters to display data 

were made. It would not be until the middle to late 1980's that spatial statistics could 

be coupled with geographic displays. Because of the problems encountered with 

graphic display, many of the early developments were merely attempts to make 

computer~ mimic manual processes such as drawing maps. These were very successful 
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in their purpose and produced maps almost indistinguishable from their manually 

produced counterparts. (Coppock & Rhind 1991:30). 

The need for better display capabilities that came with research into computer mapping 

in the 1960's led to the creation of the Harvard Laboratory for Computer Graphics in 

1965. Here, graphic capabilities of computers were expanded to include the use of line 

printers as a means of displaying maps generated by computer. This meant that 

advances such as the overlaying of maps could follow. The Harvard Laboratory for 

Computer Graphics was undoubtedly the influencing factor behind many of the long 

term GIS developments that would follow. 

It was at about the same time as the inception of the Laboratory that Tomlinson, the 

father of GIS, began the development of the first true GIS: the Canada Geographical 

Information System (CGIS) (Coppock & Rhind 1991:28; Bemhardsen 1992:27). The 

CGIS was initiated when the Canadian government realised that the land resources of 

Canada were not limitless. Growing rural populations forced the government to set up 

a committee to study land use in Canada and pass what would eventually become the 

Agricultural and Rural Development Act (Tomlinson 1990: 18-19). The problem that 

then faced the government was re-mapping Canada and all the various types of land 

use. In order to acquire sufficient detail on these maps so that they would be of use, 

both nationally and regionally, meant that they had to be of scale between 1 : 20 000 

and 1 : 250 000. As mentioned above, the cost of producing maps and the time 

expended on the process would be enormous were the government of Canada to 

follow conventional map making practices. Tomlinson also points out that in a country 
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v ........... , ... it would take about 200 at 1 . 000 scale and 3 000 maps the 

at 1 000 scale to cover the area (Tc)mlms;on 1990: 19). Clearly some alternative 

to found. 

time, advances in cOInplltelrs meant that they were becoming more 

reliable and capable of storing more data. Developers at mM were to 

develop methods of photographs and were therefore mt~~resited in the 

problems that faced '-'aJua\..la 

(Coppock & Rhind 1991 

putt111tg maps into a computer or numerical format 

Although the concept of nurnerlcal explreSSl0I1S of lines 

and the digiti sing maps was not new, the corlCe})t linkjng different sets of map 

data was 1990: 19). Once these links had computer could 

on natural resources for a country or even a continent and help make 

me;anilrlgfilll dleCll;IOIlS for strategies for the manag;em.ent of the natural resources. 

Tomlinson was faced with numerous computers that were av~l.ilable 

were slow, extremely expensive and pelipller:al h;ardlwGLfe_ such as digitising and 

scanners, were inadequate. were limited, 

meeilUIn. T echmcal kn<)wled~~e of creating digital was limilted and 

many of the prc.gr~umners, w'orkjng with extremely cumbersome cornPllter langUIlges, 

were employed by companies themselves. ''No one was trained in digital 

spatial data handling" (TcmrtlilnS()fl 1990:20). Despite these sett,ack:s, by the end of the 

1960's, the CGIS was operational and able to perform ","".:.nui",u efficiently and 

quickly entered 

efficient raster-vector 

accurately. Mf~th()ds were developed so that attribute 

and stored separately from 
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conversion techniques were created and "automatic topological coding 

1990:20). 

errors in the 

svsltem allowed users to 

were [assembled]" (Tomlinson 

togeth~er smaller maps to build up a 

complete, 

attribute 

to map system of country. This included the 

associated with each (Tomlinson had 

almost all of the traits seen in a modem but experienced setbacks. Graphic 

disJ)lay was a problem associlatt:ld with hardware available at the time. 

system was also limited its 

capabilities (Tomlinson 1990:21). 

to handle lines and points lacked interactive 

was not the only development taking place at It should be noted that the 

The US Bur'eau ....... "'~J,.3 ... .., continued the of it's DIME as 

discussed above (Tomlinson 1990:21). De'vel()pnlen1ts were also being the 

United Kingdom and continental Europe. pioneering 

cartography, as the Oxford Cartographic System's AUTOMAP, was 

creation. As the automated mapping and GIS 

began to governments interest in their development. high 

cost of ent,erirlg the field meant that most universities could not compete or did 

not see the need to compete. There of course, a exc1eptlons including 

Ua'nla1rn Laboratory of Computer Graphics, the Experimental Cartography Unit at 

of and the University of Michigan's Geography 

Department. Despite scientific community to take a more 

interest in GIS and in the International Union established the 

Commission on Ueoglraphlcal Data Sensing and pr(Jlce~.sm.g. This body ola'ved a 
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in the of knowledge and information about GIS throughout the next 

decade (Tomlinson 1990:22). 

In the 1970's, cheaper, better computers and associated hardware beC:anJle available to 

a larger nUlnbc~r of people. GIS mo'ved from solely the domain of central 

government into local go'vernrn.ent:s, UJrnv,erslltles, and other res4ear(:h a~?;enlcie:s. 

with increase in the potential markets for cotnp1Llters and 

begun to realise the importance of land management to a degree that had not seen 

before and, as a result, began legislation This meant 

that were to creating, developing and GIS 

applications (Tomlinson 

Commercial companies such as ESRI, Synerco, Systemhouse and others 

to produce off-the-shelf software that was well-supported. These and 

analytical functions, hO'Nei/er. did not expand on what had been produced the 

1960's. Despite advances hardware, sottw:are ..... '-I ....... 1 .. 'nt c~[)nsiolildation rather than 

innovation the It was a decade of increasing the numbers of trained 

personnel university stultlen.ts who were Cotnptlter l1teJrate C[clinlilnscm 1990:23). 

During 1980's 1990's, demand ca):,abilltu~s continued to grow 

1990:24). The systems moved out the arena governmental and 

research application and into They spread and continue to be developed 

allover the world, from the to Europe, Africa and Coupled with this 
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Increase demand spatial analytical capabilities are the developments in computer 

hardware and software, Despite advances, there are still problems associated 

with such as converting graphic to ma~ch1Ile readable formats but as 

technologies advance, are taken to overcome obstacles (Tomlinson 

1.3 GIS AS ARCHAEOLOGICAL TOOLS 

have used a number of years in archaeology. Work has, nn'IJIlPv.!'1" 

concentrated in terrestrial applications, Maritime archaeology has made use the 

.a,."r .. TTl but to a much ;'11"Ul";;' degree, There is no lack of .nt.!>r.,.d maritime 

as an analytical tool and the ~nn,~rp'nt of 

information should not be viewed as an indication that little work has done 

the system. It merely means that very little the results have been published or made 

publicly available, spatial distributions artefacts is one of the themes 

of archaeological analysis, are perfectly suited for use in the The problems 

associated with manual spatial analysis and the time consumed in doing so can 

greatly decreased with this new technology and the of inter-relations hpt'\lIlP,"Tl 

and the they can be accurately and processed. In 

the following section some of the applications that have been in archaeology 

An examination as wide a range of applications has selected 

in order to illustrate the power of the systems and the variation that can be achieved. 
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1.3.1 GIS IN TERRESTRIAL 

are well suited to archaeology in that they can prClce!>s amounts similar 

and different from smaLller individual various sets. They 

they in terrestrial archaeology. On one 

Management (CRM) and site manag;ement. 

Cultural 

apJ)l1catl(ms include predictions of 

locations thrlou'~h the de\reloiprn.ent of regional or even national GIS and related 

databases (Allen 1990: 197). On a second level, have used in a more 

theoretical manner to create models and simulations processes occurring on 

(Allen 

GIS 

197). several terrestrial archaeological projects in 

been used will be briefly examined. 

the AIrLeri,can Mid-West, Illinois State Museum created a GIS 

National in the that attiempte:d to make predictive models for the 

location of arCllae()log~cal The project members noted that sites tended to occur 

similar environmental conditions. The predicltive mooelllmg this 

to undertake made the assumption that people in the past tended to be strongly 

mtllue1ncc::o by the environment when selecting a living area. It also assumed 

model'll maps would partially reflect 

it had previously necessary to examine 

environmental and archaeological information time and 

assumptions, 

amounts of geographical, 

in order to predict 

locations archaeologically important With the advances in spatial modelling 

computers, this task had bec:omle easier as a it became 
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po!;slble to nrrl(,_p,~~ data sets much faster. In addition, it be(~arrle plDssilble to 

predictiO[lS from small data sets as wen (Warren 1990:201). 

The examined environmental data as aspect (the direction that the 

site is facing and its relli-bon to prevailing emllf()flIlnerltai conditions), proximity to 

resources, soil types was that people would have 

selected the best pes.sible areas and would thus selection would focus on 

those areas that 

implied that areas 

most faV'OUlrable environmental features. This also 

COlltailn few or none of these preferred environments would 

settlement. In order to predict the presence or abs:enc:e or no tteqwenc:y 

it was to make a statistical 

en'Ilf()flIlOerltai differences between the two cases (Warren 

eXlmlltne these differences over a landscape in order to ....... /'1" ... 1-

measure 

to 

method of landscape evaluation tended to look more at land parcels at 

specific points or sites. In other words, area study examllled areas where 

settlements might be present than 100jOng sites themselves. 

The type of project three main implications for archaeology. 

Firstly, it shows archae:olclglsts ... ;~tt".rn~ distribution of sites which suggests the 

a of environmental favouritism that would 

a settlerrlent location. Secondly, it indicates 

as a tool for developers in their selection of areas for building 

areas where archaeological sites are most likely to occur and 

partlcllpalte in the protection of these sites. protecltlOn is requirc~d 

use 

it can indica1te 

de"elc)pelfs to 

U.S. state 
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laws n~d a GIS ofrhis namre helps in lowering ~QS!S invulved in Ihe locating of sne~ 

lind the subsequent avoidance thereof Finally_ predictions orlh,s nature call show up 

IIftas that :'r~ most lihl), tu conTain lIon-sius anti therefore construction in these arfas 

IS least likely 10 effect cultural rCSOUTC!."> (Warren 1990 202) 

I'roblems ern;ountered by the Shawnee Forest ~tudy included rhe pro(hlClion of poor or 

produce sl t)p~d slopt\s rather than Ill" m)()olh slopes Ihnt <'xist.,J in reality Thb 

problem could be overcome by shonening the intervals entered for the contours 

(Wllnen 1990 210-21!) Funhcr problems arose w,th the slaus!lcal classification of 

envirorlmeniai dnta U~er~ 1\01(1 10 be aware Ihm Site preseocc probability CQuid be 

lUulli·nHKlal For example. sites appear"d In he situated both Il~ar and far frnlll strl'ams 

al1d r;~'ers. but 110t as frequently ill the imerirTI distal1ces The bar di~gr~1ll below 

illustmtes ~ bi ·mod~1 di~ributiol1 (Figure I 3 1 I) . 

Figure 1 J 1 Example ora bi-modal distribytion 
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it clear that a 

and that pre

de,'elopment field surveys are still a vital part of Cultural Re:source Management 

process of identitying 

for detailed testing 

sensiti,,,e areas. This inv1estigation 

management tools as 

this type of modelling to be extremely useful accurate. 

at developmental level, the project could accurately predict areas were 

sensitive and should thus be avoided (Carmichael 1990:223-224). 

The United mil1t81Y were also involved a joint venture that incorporated 

army and civilian per'sormel at Fort Hood. This project, however, used not only 

but also Exploratory Analysis (EDA) to locate clustered around zones 

possibly associated with anClent agriculture. EDA is a prc)ce:ss involves searching 

some mSlght into the causes for patterning in the larger sets order to 

the data structures (Willi8lfls, Briu.er 1990:243). reSll1lts of this project 

agricultural zones showed little clustering, rural rather 

than sett:lerrlent patterns (Williams, Limp and Briuer 1990:268-269). 

archaeologists do not to use predictive modelllmg to discover 

or do not exist (Altschul He feels that are 

concludes, it is inn'\nr1r~Tlt to determine the where,abcluts 

These are would be both eXI,emlive 

consuming to excavate and document (Altschul "Red flag" are 

also those anomalous sites that occur areas not usually aSSOCllate:d with settlements 

(Altschul 1990:235-236). hypothetical eX8lflple of this would be habitation sites 
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dlslcmren~d on a steep slope on the south of mountains, a chl:l.faCJtelflstlc 

COtltra.dlcts the occurrence of the majority of sites found on more favourable north 

orientated, gentle a Spe:cltic area. These are important because they 

something new about the past, something that is not already knc~wn 

1990:228). models, as above, tended to show only 

were known to COll1ta:m remnants cornmunrttes on the 

characteristics which influenced decision-making in 

Altschul technique overlaying favourable zones, or 

were most likely to have with actual 

areas that 

identified 

where people 

were then 

mS1Dected to determine the number of sites that outside the patterns and to 

discover if there was correlation between 

1990:234). Unfortunately, Altschul could not 

irregular encampments (Altschul 

any conclusive single variable or 

group of variables that linked these sites. believe, ho'we'ver that, once retlmec:1, 

should useful the archaeological of areas that 

fall outside ofnorrnal habitation patterns (A1ltschul L7.-'V.'<;."',J-kJ 

JacksOln maintains the type of study undertaken at Fort Hood, as mentioned above, 

goes a long way the development GIS (Jackson 1990:274-277). Although the 

topic has not fully discussed stu:QU:~s of this nature have shown 

levels of money and effort can be curtailed by moving away from analogue 

mapping methold that makes use maps into the digital ma,pplmg world 

which can not only make overlays automatically, but predict a 

accuracy location or distribution of sites (Jackson 1990:274-275). 

level of 

GIS can 
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handle amounts of data with a deJl:ree acc:ufllCY that hand drawn 

cOlmt(~rplms cannot hope to achieve (Jackson 

HalSeIlst£tb and Resnick corroborate 

of having a relatively slm,ple svsl:em 

observations, They identifY the tmJ)ol1:an(~e 

can predict and identifY sensitive areas that 

may contain archaeologically They believe that such 

systems that can test which can be verified thrlou~m Sllbsjequ.ent survey, 

accordlan(~e with They conducted a nrn1",,..t at Fort Drum in New York 

Cultural Relmurce Mlmagelnellt laws, agencies working Army contracted 

the a oredlc1tlve modelling GIS that could again identifY areas rich in 

cultural resources & Resnick This study examined 

settlements est:ablilsh(~d after the AIrleflican Re'ilolllticin through to the early 20th century 

& Resnick 1990:286), at environmental data, 

historically mapped site locations and mOdelTI W"OUlld disturbance surveys, were 

dig1itist::d into a GIS map (Hasenstab 1990:289), Once areas had 

been identified, field tests were canrted out to check the reliability of the svs:tern, 

physical field <1l1T'\lP'J<1 proved invaluable in that they identified prc,bl€:~ms with the 

predictive models, lIir"tl" that were produced proved to be too coarse to 

exact locati()ns of sites, The cells that were identified to contain properly identify 

archaeological renlauls were too large to be It was not possible to identifY the 

exact location within these cells by means Secondly, sites were 

areas that the GIS had shown to in cultural residue in 

This meant that 

re-jevalua'ted in order to include 

(Hasenstab and Resnick 

conditions" had to 

initial 
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contained the new 

as important tools 

Hal;emltab and Resnick concluded that 

effiectiivelv forecasting site location 

can still be Vlf'!Wf~l1 

the examination of 

areas marked for development. Despite the fact are flaws GIS, they 

believe that there is scope for refinement use in archaeological orCllects 

(Hasenstab & l\..t::mU;;K 1990: 3 04). 

Predic1:ive modellling with GIS was an attempt to detemrine the processes 

of settlelnelnt along a frontier. Zul)ro'w elldeav()Un~d to determine llmItUllg factors of 

QT()w1:h and migration and examllined the advantages and of certain 

and their subsequent outcomes (Zubrow on historical 

evidence, it was people followed waterways durmg migration. This was 

done, not only bec;amle tr'am;port along waterways is favourable, but also bec:am;e 

waterways facilitate and contact. Zubrow 

that contained hydrological data of New 

Populations were placed at various points 

flow points were examined. 

people could 1'",11,-""" different routes at dillerent 

.r:l..L',"'VILI. ""J." 'U' to digitise a base map 

(Zubrow 

waterways and all pos,sibillitic~s of 

other words, it was asslunled 

resulting in the population 

a technique oplene:d different pathways at times in 

to investigate the arrival of peolple at his1torilcally documented 10catlC)flS. 'Paths of 

could easily be traced along and streams. outcome this project 

restrictive resistance, such as cost, limited initial settlelneints to areas near 

or on the smaller tril)Ut:ari€~S 

The project was also 

different to those that had 

settlements on the Channe:ls could grow. 

that it exhibited migration patterns that were 

suspected in earlier historical models. 
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The hydrological features of New 

determine the extent of trade bet'wet~n Nl'lti,rp 

were Allen in an effort to 

..... ""ri,.,.·,,,,,, and early European settlers 

bet'ween 1550 and 1750. was based on known settlements, historic forts 

and tradlmg posts 

allowed to 

Although this design was simplified in 

an equal chance of flowing in any direction along 

it 

routes a deC:ISl()fl between two or more directions had to be made and not 

of hostile territory etc. into account, it was successful 

in an ideal situation. With refinements and added data that 

resistance factors into account, 

tool in the examination of the spread of trade, 

agriculture and even abstract ideas, as lan,gualge, in 

In trying to model a late archaic social lan4:1sc:ape 

Georgia and South Cat'ollila 

bec:orrle a Dovverfill 

cultural resources, 

near future. 

Sa"anlllah River V alley of 

crunps and base 

crunp areas (clusters where more than one base crunp occurred in close proximity to 

one another) over study area (Savage 1-332). then created Thiessen 

polygons, which the landscape by taking the maximum divided 

dls1tan(~e b~~t'ween t'wo crunps, which divided the landscape bet'ween different 

Following this, he calculated the size of populations by 

needed for different population sizes and the historically estjmated 

population denlSltlles of region (Savage 1990:349-350). The study concluded that 

there was indeed cultural exchange arid interaction betwe~m 

boundaries acted both as centres exchanlge h"tk .. ,r.. clillsters of 
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appeared close to both sides of territorial limits), and as (where sites were 

not near (Savage 1-352). 

Europe, similar activities have been undertaken. S. W ........ u,"" .. , in collaboration with 

Zvelebil University of Sh(~tfi~eld, England, a project that to 

look at initial colonisation and sutlseclue:nt dl~velopmelt1t of agricultural socleti~es around 

Waterford tia~b()Ur on the south-east coast of Irpil'lnrl (Green were 

first used as a mapping tool to outline, describe and position the area study. Data 

from collections that carried out in area were added to the database 

as those data became available. From this calculate 

artletalct densities on spe~citic sites, as well as site distribution density 

movement of raw It also be<~an:le possible to eXalmlIle the distribution 

matenlals and the between cultural landscapes. 

interaction the cultural and natural landscapes was also studied by Madry 

and Crumley in Arroux Valley Burgundy, & Crumley 1990:364). 

This project linked GIS analytical tools with remote tools survey 

data collected the 1970's. Landsat MSS and satellite 

imagery, team was able to the landscape to with 10 to 20 metre accuracy. 

Although the results of this example were tentative at the time of in 1990, it 

indlicated a great scope 

intl"rnrpt landscapes {Ml'Irl1"V 

research using 

Crumley 

and its potential to map model and 
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1 GIS MARlTIME ARCHAEOLOGY 

Despite an identifiable interest in the use of GIS in manttme arC.haeology, little has 

were umiertakE;m on the published on the subject. The early endlea"OUlrs 

Oosterland project seem to be among I1In-u'lvhpf"P in world and 

inspired by this prCt]ect, 

around 

those wrecks to 

finer level, 

archaeological 

BneitE;:OOlOSler .... 'rp.:.tpn a system that could plot wreck sites 

relevant attribute information corlcelmirlg 

cornp(lra1:ive studies (BreiteDrrloser 1991:1-43). On a 

proJect was used to plot artefacts on specific maritime 

reSl111ts of the first excavation season on the wreck of 

the Uo'sterland 'l.PT'ilpn as a test case (Breitenmoser 1991: 29-32). At the time, ho,,ve,,er. 

svs1tem was not to perform any detailed analysis on plotted artletal~ts. 

reason for this was that Breitenmoser was as a and only at 

providing a framework for a future, more complex svsltem only limited 

datiaba:se was limited. 

redlesigm~d to incorporate 

on-site observations had been made. As a 

that time, however, the project has 

more complex archaeological analysis, as will be dlSI~us:sed in 

Eislew·hel·e in 

archaeological 

set up a 

the Affilericlm 

was involved 

world, other ett()rts made to apply GIS to maritime 

Hattel~as, North Carolina, work is currently underway to 

Monitor, an ironclad vessel built for deployment in 

and launched on 30 January 1862. The vessel 

Confederate forces in Hampton Roads, Virginia, 

including the ironclad Virginia. On 31 December 1862, the Monitor a gale 
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Cape under tow for repairs. Although the wreck site had 

dlSlco\reTE~d e~l.fne:r, it was not until 1974 that the ship was identified. It was in 230 

water, about 16 miles from the coast (Monitor 

survey and monitoring, it was recognised that the wreck was detem>rat:mg rapldly 

to that a plan for long term management and conservation 

management plan, it was decided that an acc:unlte, mtl~ra~:::tl,re 

created that would help with long 

of this 

dat,aba:se should 

resc:::ar<:h of the 

(Charting 1996:7-8). 

Monitor 

cO\l'erages and 

prelsent on 

photographic images, computer aided design, GIS 

sysltem is interactive, allowing the user to select features 

and retlrie,re relevant data concerning their attributes. The system 

such a way that it is updatable and can as a ret,erence 

spatial control for activities taking place on 

assessing and monitoring the physical state 

available to researchers and the public. The creation 

It also serves as a tool 

wn:~ck., as as making data 

is still in its 

Comm.). infancy but promises to yield some exiting reSl111ts (Blroadw'ate:r, J. 

The Plelstc)Celne-lrrudldle Holocene Spring (8S018) in Flolrida dates 

to betwecm. 

extetlSlve matcerial remains in 

undertaken in the late 1970's revealed 

the spring that lay between the surface and 

meters excav3ltioltlS were completed between March and June 1992 

It was decided that 8mm videography and GIS 

abilities would be cornblltled to reclord as many data as possible. A calibrated was 
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included in all video n"''''5''''' 

Image Processing """"TP'rTl 

so that they could be integrated into Map 

:169). 

One meter video squares were produced and integrated into the "".", ......... 

mosaics of the images it was vv~'" .. ,.''' to create a co-ordinate system that the 

south-west corner of the 111\..'.,W .... 

screen, relative x and y .... 1"\._1"\.,. .... "., 

as point 0,0. By moving the cursor over 

covered in this way. 

meters. Despite 

used, the excavators 

manipulation tool 

archaeological device 

could be established for the the site 

uua./'f, ... ., l'T""',~1""·rI gave an accuracy of aDl)roxmnatel 0.07 

of the routines available on 

"","'nrt",nr'''' of the GIS as a "1-,-".,.", ... ,,, 

more work can be to maXlrrnse 

171-172). 

were 

and data 

as an 

Besides the above mentioned, some other projects have been 

made use of computer mapping tools. One such project was 

have 

by Arnold, 

simple mapping 

Although 

archaeological 

Computer 

Landry, (Arnold et al.1994: 109-113) who 

techniques to wreck in Matagorda 

this project was set up as an to involve rec:realtlOnal 

activities, computers were used as a means of plotting 

mapping images were 

shorelines of the 

sub-bottom profiling and 

304). The aim of this 

a project describing historic 

Peninsula in Greece. resulted from 

scan sonar imaging (Van Andel Lianos 1983:303-

was not, however, to set up a by which results 
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could be analysed using 

machines as a means to collect 

extensive use was made 

store relf~va1nt 

..., .... , .... ,1<. a sub-bottom acoustic survey area T ofino on Vancouver Island, 

Hn'tlsh Colul1obla, Canada, computer maps were generated. Once more, the 

prc)je<:t were not intended as a GIS and or no work was done 

data were analysed and manipulated to allow for archaeological 

interpretation. Nevertheless, the latter two projects mentioned 

mapping and navigation systems as a means 

data (Schurer 1984:305-309). It should be 

on computer 

dlspla,ytn,g recorded 

aided mapping of the nature retc;lITt::d to above, can, in due 

establishment of a such proJecl:s. 

It seems clear that, to date, used only occasionally in 

arChat:~Ol{)gy and then primarily as a than an analytical tool. This is not 

to that analytical work has not been undertaken, but rather that the utilisation 

of tool is only at its earliest stages of work that has 

made use system is its infancy and little tenns of results, 

although it should 

seem to have realtse:d 

noted that those that 

potential as an analytical deVlce. 

as an arcJh.aeologlc:al aid 
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2 .. THE OOSTERLAND 

sevent~eenth and eighteenth centuries saw the arl'l'nrth and empowennent a 

Dutch trading empire that was arguably commercial endeavour the world 

has ever seen \ .. "' .... "'.. 1991: empire, United East Comp:anyor 

Verenigde Oost-indische Compagnie (VOC), was established 1602. unification 

of smaller trade which had already established towards end of the 

16th century, was imposed through 

Davies 1961:70, Boxer 1988:25). 

gO\l'ernmelrltal mt(;:rve:nt1()fl (Gaastra, 1991: 19, 

was to combat the erosion of Dutch 

inf]luelrlCe as a world traclmg power, that was taking place due to competition betwec:~n 

these different groups Gaastra 1991: unification allowed the fonnation of a 

monopoly that overwhelmed even the greatest of the seafaring countries at 

Portugal Spain, to footholds in world mrurke·ts 

(Davies 1961 

The VOC was headed by seventeen directors, the Heren XVII. These men represented 

cha~mtlers or regional Because AmsterdaJrn chrumber majority 

share the company, it held of the seventeen seats. The remaining nine seats 

were between Zeeland (four seats), the North Quarter: Hoorn 

(two and South Holland: Delft and RotterdaJrn (two (Bruijn, et aJ. 1987). 

The seventeenth seat was held on a rotational between Zeeland and four 

smaller chrumbers. This seventeenth seat was added to stop Amsterdrum chambler 

gallung overall control of the If it controlled half the votes it in 

hold voting to a tie and jeopardise the dec:IS1{m-1Jlajang pro1ces.ses the 
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Company \ ... ,;).> "'''''1 :69-70). The charter of 1602, which laid the foundations for the 

Company, was de,rise:d in an attempt not only to create a monopoly ~"'"-"-~"'~ east of the 

of Good but also as a ensuring a ..... 1I1t"'.·U power-block against 

traamlg nations as the Portug:ue!;e and later the French and English. 

Comp:any was granted enormous power but remained to 

General, who could revloke 

Company were COl1cemed 

given to inflict dantage to 

VOC's charter (Bruijn et al. 1987:6). Investors in the 

Eighty War, between 

expenditure, as they believed that this power was 

and her ally Portugal during 

1648 (Boxer 1988:26-29). 

Dutch Revolt, or 

meant that funds 

going into the company were diverted from trade into national political 

advancement. fund diversions did, however, to be of that 

the VOC had repelled the Portuguese and exclusive control of the 

leg,endlary "Spice of Tidore and Telma1te (Israel 1991:73). The 

m years, gained a strong foothold extensive power the 

From to 1680's VOC has identified as through a period 

maritime expansion (Gaastra 53 in: enormous 

advances in maritime technology, including building, navigation and the transport 

and storage 

drastically 

The Dutch also began to inclreruse their production of new ships 

ex):,ancied their en"'.,.,."" of influence allover Asia (Werz 

surge of wealth public cor111Cl.enc:e in the VOC, characterised greater 

period maritime expansion, could not maintain at its peak. 

invasion of the Dutch Republic in caused financial the 
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plummeted to record-breaking lows. the market cra.sh€~s and war flaring up 

betwe€m the Dutch French, who were also trying to a foothold in 

betvveen 1672 the voe still managed to mmlntain supremacy. Hunnillatulg 

defeats incurred by French prompted XIV to proclaim never to such 

scale against the voe again, notwithstanding the fact that 

managed to a fort at Pondichery until 1693. Shortly after this, peace 

talks forced voe to return str(mglnolcis to Frp.ln~h and evacuate the Asian 

south-east coast. This signalled the beginning of 

(Israel 

The mid-1680's saw the VOe's culmination as 

Company 

d01mn.ant trade nl'''u",,, in Asia. The 

Comp:any had amassed some 8000 troops in sixteen major garTisl:ms the 

south-east coast and an alnllOSt monopolistic hold on the spice trade with Europe. 

It should, however, noted that the spice 

1700. Dutch had dedicated almost two 

saw a major drop from the 1650's to 

of their total value to spices 

but by 

commodities value ,~._ ..... 

this proportion had dropped to only percent 

The spice trade was replaced by cargoc~s 

such as tea, textiles and porcelain, ""111' .... "_ by 1700, made percent of value 

(Glamann Again the voe had a stranglehold on these cornm()dit:ies, 

removing both EUlrop,ean and trading C01np;lml~S and trading oovvers by 

force and political efficiency. De;soi1:e a decline the last decade of the 

seventeenth {"prlt. IT''U the voe mana~~ed to sustain supremacy in the well into 

the eighteenth century. It is out of the above political and economic clilnal:e that the 

trading ship Ooster/and was to emerge. 
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2.1 HISTORY AND WRECK 

The first mentlcm of the Dosterland is found the minutes meeting 

XVII, dated Saturday 24 1684. In this mec::ting, the Glre:ctors c()mrnissionl~d the 

construction 

Dosterland, 

June 

eight new ships, including a 160 by foot retourschip, the 

use by the chamber VOC (Werz 1997: 229). Soon 

mec~m.g, preparations and materials were made available for the 

commencement construction ship at the Company's shipyard in Middelburg, 

under the scrutiny of master shipwright Penne 1997:229). On July 1685, 

Dosterland was 

chamb~er to complete, 

commissioned the Zeeland 

and pn;:prure the ship for the voyage to Ha'taVlla in time for 

the departure of annual Fair that usually m 

1997:230). Zeeland accumulated the necessary finances to complete this 

work, the was once inspected by the master shipwright, and the of 

nominating recruiting 240 people would the Dosterland began. 

Finally, on 6 October Dosterland left the shipyard to prepare to sail to the 

on 25 November that (Werz 1991a: Werz 1). 

that Dosterland remained in c;:pnnf'P the vessel undertook 

major voyages. Her first voyage had a stuttering, but not uncommon stm. 

an attempt to leave the Wielingen on 25 1685, weather forced the 

to return to and await favourable conditions that would allow the to 

set 

command Karel to two months 
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(Werz 1997:231). On 2 Dr 3 February 1686, the Dosterland left cDast 

set sail fDr Batavia. She at the Cape o.f Go.o.d HDpe o.n May until 

8 June. A mDnth-and-a-half Dn 31 July, Dosterland arrived in Batavia with 

262 peDple o.ut o.fthe 276 that had 

two. had died, a so.ldier and a 

Holland. Of the missing fDurteen members o.nly 

renlainLing twf~lve had left the ship, either 

Dr during stDpDvers Dn the a fDur-and-a-half mo.nth stay, 

Doster/and the ho.meward vDyage. She left Dn 13 December 1686, 

a mo.nth IDng StDP at the Cape Df Go.Dd March to' 20 April 

retllm~~d to' in August 1687 (Werz 1997:23 

The Dosterland's seco.nd vo.yage passed uneventfully. 

cDmmand Df Karel van 148 sailDrs, 144 so.ldiers 

bDarded the ship bDund 

Dutward-bDund vDyage Dn 

same year. 29 Df the pas:senlger'S, 

during the stDpo.ver in Table 

GDo.d HDpe and Batavia. The 

arrived in Batavia Dn 19 July that 

so.ldiers were left at the Cape 

15 May (Werz 1997:232-233). 

the Cape Go.Dd sixteen new passengers, five sailDrs and 

so.l,dielrs hadjo.ined the ship's co.mpany. On sec4cmd leg to. Batavia, fDur peDple 

ieavmlR: 309 people by the time the ship reached it's destinatiDn. After nearly five

an(l-a··nau mDnths in the East, during which time she was prDbably invo.lved in inter-

Dosterland left frDm Java on 1688 the 

hDmeward vovaR:e 

Cape of GODd 

the cDmmand of Aamoud Sctleitieruiit. stolPpiIlg at the 

March and 17 April 

the Dutch coast Dn 9 t\.U.W:St with a cargo destined fo.r the Zeeland chamber 

the VOC (Werz 1997:233). 
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The OO'iI.:r/mul Ollce again left the Widingc-n roads on 8 February 1691 Having been 

In service for over live years. she had probably been overMul"" in the live months 

berme lid Hurd oUlward-bound \'oyag~ (Wen: 1'>9723:» AllmQud SCh~lkrul! 

commanded the)oo people who made lip thl" compliment on board The Hcrl!lI .\17' 

had ordered the n~el to ~leer a COUT.>\' to the north of Scotland. III an allempl to avoid 

French fli.'<:(s with whom the DUlch were at l...ar The voyage to Batavia proved costl], 

35 sailon were los\ on the first leg to the Capt. where the ~hip stayed from 11 JUlie 

until 20 Jul )'. and a further 42 lives were losl before the Go.,lerlalld reached her 

deslimtion in the Fast on 26 or 28 September The ~hip was once agmn involved 10 

IOH:r-AsI3tic trade. eventually arnvlng in Cc,loll. from "hence she hegan he! n::lum 

voyage on:!8 February 1693 After a shon stop a! Table Bay, liom:::O May 10 I~ 

June, lIlt stliP reached the f)utch coastlme On 3 October that same year 

TABU:; 2.2 Summa.ry of lhe fi rs vo)'ages o f the Om/erlalld (Dates and figures from 

Werz 1997 231-2J.l) 

FIRST SECOlll1> TfIIRD 
VOYAGE VOYAGE VOYAG.,; 

Ol:PARTURE ;; or 3 February 29 January 1688 8 February 1691 
FROM 1686 
HOLLAND 
TOTAL PEOPLE 276 l25 )00 

ON ROARO 
STOPOVT.R AT 17 Ma)' to 8 June 25 April 10 15 May 17 June 10 20 July 
CA PE "86 1688 1691 
ARRIVAL ,\ T 31 July 1686 19 July 1688 26 or 28 September 
8ATAVlA 1691 
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TOTAL OF , 4 J7 
Df.,\TIIS 
TOTAL PEOPLE 262 J<)<) 223 
ON BOARD 
Ot:PARTl:RE \J D«embCI- 1686 ::5 Dectmber 1688 28 Febl'\l"'ry 1693 

(lTom Batavia) (from Batavia) (from Ct)lon) 
'l'OTAI. P[OPI.I:. Unkl\()wn 84 soldiers plus About 140 
ON80ARD Mhon 

STOPOVl.R AT 20 March to 20 17 r.larchto 17 20 May 1012 June 
C \PE Apnl 1687 April1 6R9 1693 
ARRIVAL IN \ugust 1687 9 Augusl 1689 3 Oc::tObel 1693 
J'lOLl.A.''iD 

TOTAL CARGO 1''1.51538521'· FJ15804968 Fl.492 82 1 \J. 
VALUE 

During Ihe spnng and summer of 1694. the Oosl,.rlulld \~as filled 0\.11 10 j(lin a 21 ship 

strong Heel headed 10 lhe East With a to\al of 342 people on board, lhe slup 5('1 >ail 

on 16 July 1694 She am\ed allhe Cape of Good Hope on l\ew Years Eve lhat year, 

Slay~ unl~ 3 Malch 1695 and then departed for BataVia The Oo~/<!rI<l/td am~ed In 

I~alavia on 11 June wilh only 181 people on board While 52 ~Idjers and sailors had 

diS<!mbarked II tile Cape aloog with all four passengers, 111 soldiers and seafarers had 

died on the voyage (Wen 1991 ::34) After a soon stay at Bata\ll.ill, the ()f)sl~rf","', 

along Wllh five other ships. !oCt 5,1.11 on 19 July 1695 The ~o)"3.ge was undenaken bOlh 

,15 I Irading IUlgruneru and 10 dnve French merchant shIps OUI of the area (Wen 

1997 235 I The Heel spend eight months tradmg along the western and nonhem [ndbn 

cuasl and by 10 March, il had Idumed 10 Goa. having l05t only foUl mcn in combat 

I'o uh Frwch trading vessels 

The fleel l'oa$jOlned by a SC(:ond group of vesse ls at Goa I'an oflhe fleet, mduding 

the: On.wrfmul, set SIll around 19 Malch and headed nonh \0 Sural On arri~aJ in 
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Surat, on 27 April, the fleet encountered the French ships that had fled from the earlier 

encounter at Vengurla and again drove them off By 1 June, the fleet had sailed south 

to Tuticorin. After a short stay, the Dosterland sailed to Ceylon where, after arrival in 

the port of Billigam, present day Weligama, some time after 22 August 1696, it was 

decided that she should be fitted out for the return voyage to the Netherlands. The 

vessel arrived in Galle some time between the end of August and 3 November that year 

to be loaded with trade goods and manned for the voyage to come (Werz 1997:237-

239) (See Figure 2.1.1 and Figure 2.1.2). 

By 15 February 1697, the six ships for the return fleet were prepared for departure. 

The cargoes included Cowrie shells, indigo and tropical hardwoods, saltpetre, spices, 

including cinnamon and pepper, shellac, sealing wax and textiles. Although the records 

do not reflect the way in which the total cargo was divided between the ships in the 

fleet, it is known that the Dosterland carried goods amounting to a total trade value of 

F1.372 691:14:- for the Amsterdam chamber of the VOC. Although the Dosterland 

belonged to the Zeeland chamber of the Company, the fact that she was probably fitted 

out for this voyage by the Amsterdam chamber meant that she would carry goods for 

the latter. This was the second most valuable cargo in the fleet, the Waterman being 

the only ship with higher trade goods value. The six ships together carried cargo worth 

Fl.1 444 956:4:8, of which F1.496 122: 1:8 was destined for the chamber of Zeeland 

and Fl.948 834:3:- for the markets of the Amsterdam chamber (Werz 1997:239-241). 

No mention is made of cargo being loaded onto the galliot de Snoeper, nor is there any 

record of it entering Table Bay with the rest of the fleet, suggesting that it sailed to 

other Asiatic ports rather than making the voyage home (Werz 1997:322). 
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On 16 or l7 February 1697, the (}n.'~tprltJnd with 146 people on board left 

with the rest and set a course the Cape of Hope. The lou,rm::y was 

rapid and on 6 or 7 May 1697 the fleet dropped anchor at roadstead in Table 

arrival, the Oosterland reported and men Those who were 

were probably for treatment at the hospital. It is also probable that 

some higher officers went ashore to report to Simon van 

and his staff, meant that close on 100 peclple renrlailrled on the ship while 

it was anchored in the bay, where they food and water supplies (Werz 

Ceylon was later joined by a twelve strong from Batavia 

which the ship (Werz 

the south-west. "'-" .... eLup', the 

night, hmNe,'er. it swung around to blow north by nOlrm"WE~SL causing a marked 

On Wednesday 22 May 1697, wind was blowing 

the swells. wind increased durmg May, causing turbulent sea to become 

even more ferocious, At about 8:00pm, distress SigIlalS were fired from fleet 

anchored in the bay, broken free of her anchor cables and drifted 

towards the Kattendijk. In an effort to avoid collision, the cut free of own 

and began to the early of the morruIlg 

passed close to the Oosterland and nrrl/",p'~1i: one of her an(~ho:rs caught the anchor 

cables of the Oosterland. result was that Kattendijk was pulled in to the stem 

of Oosterland, struck and caused damage, In an to avoid further 

crew of the Oosterland decided to cut their emmaJred resulting 

in all ships drifting Some time however, all three managed to 

drop add!iticmal anctlors, approximately 9:00am durmg the morning of 
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On 16 or February 1697, people on board left Galle along 

with the rest of the fleet and set a course for the The journey was 

dropped anchor at the roa,dstead in Table 

of Good 

rapid and on 6 or 7 May 1697 the 

On arrival, the Gosterland rep,ortt~d eleven men sick who were 

were probably ashore for treatment at hospital. It is also probable that 

some of the ranking officers went ashore to report to the governor, Simon van 

Stel, and his meant that close on 100 pec,ple rennailned on while 

it was anchored in where they received fresh food and water supplies (Werz 

The was later joined by a twelve strong fleet from Batavia 

which included the ship Waddinxveen 1997:242). 

On We:dnc~sdliY 22 May the wind was blowing from the south-west. During the 

night, however, it swung around to blow north north-west, CallSirllg a marked in 

the swells. wind inClrea:sed during May, callslIllg the turbulent sea to be(:OITle 

even more tenOCl()Us. At 8:00pm, three distre!;s signals were from the 

anchored in bay. The Stad "''''" .. ",. had broken of her anchor and drifted 

towards the Kattendijk. In an to avoid the latter cut of her own 

cables and to drift. In the hours of the morning of the 24th, Kattendijk 

passed close to Goster/and and process one anchors caught the anchor 

cables of the Gosterland. The result was that the KaftelVldij;k was pulled to the stern 

Gosterland, she struck and caused damage. an effort to avoid further 

darnag;e, the crew Gosterland decided to cut free their ensnared cable, resulting 

in all three ships drifting Some ships to 

additional anchors. approximately during the morniIllg of 
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, the Waddinxveen broke free of her started to drift ...... t+,.,.rt" to lower 

ti .... th..,. .. anchors proved unsuccessful and the ship lost control. 11 :OOam, 

Dosterland, had broken off it's new anchors during the course of the 

hours, also started drifting. The crew 

we,athler and she too lost control. 

not lower further anchors because of the 

the wind had once again changed 

direction and to blow from the south-west. The two 

the perilous opposite the mouth of the Salt 

afternoon the keel of the Waddinxveen touched the sea 

north mouth. Her mast collapsed 

were pushed tovvan1s 

At about 1: OOpm 

in the surf zone, just 

ship 

two that of the Oo.stel'/an'd c:w erz storm had cla1lmf:d a total 

of Blppl"oxima1tely 140 the two 1997:244; 

What could be salvaged from the cargo was to the 'V u..;. u,",. 

ships had broken up meant that a proportion of what 

washed up on along Paarden Further sarva~(e 

manner in which 

on board was 

place in the 

following the catastrophe, but what was recovered been damaged. What 

retllJrning vessels in the months could be reciovered was sent to the Netherlands on 

that followed and distributed amongst the various 

1997:245-246). 

of the 
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2.2 DISCOVERY 

In December 1988, Graham Raynor, Barchard, three 

divers searching for wrecks in an assemblage that included 

blue and white porcelain shards and a cannon opposite the Paarden Eiland 

1989a; Werz 1989b: 14-1 Werz 1991b: 1; Werz 1991c: 21; 

85; Werz 1992b:59; Werz 1993a:25 1993b:33; Werz 1993d:242; 

Klose 1994:522). Realising the historical 'TnT"""""""" of this wreck, they 

their find to Dr Bruno Werz, maritime at the University of Cape 

Town. Werz in tum reported the find to the National Council. The wreck 

was situated close to the south-eastern of ...... ' .... "' .. Eiland 

south of the present-day mouth of Milnerton ......... ,,'"'v' .. (See 

and 

1). The divers expressed their cOlrnpl1aIlce to sCllentLbcall'Y excavate the 

m process of recording and aO(~Urrlen1:mg 

"" .. "' ......... 'u for a permit that would 

.... v, ........ the site itself (Werz 1997:246). 

the task of identifYing the wreck. Working on 

With this, they 

to salvage 

ass1umlPtlC)fl that 

material observed in the preliminary investigations on the site indicated it to 

a homeward-bound vessel, he had a starting point from which to "'v .......... ''''. 

had 

that 

Ins.cnptlC)ns showing that cannon, which had been ... _'n".,,, .. .., 

1685 gave an indication of the time 

Werz took an arbitrary "end point" 

in " ... nJu·" any ship would have sunk or 

would 

out 
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of connnll.ssi<)fl and guns of this would been replaced by more techrucaIly 

equivalents. Following this, an investigation of historical 

ma·terial took place which narrowed down candidates to seven homeward-bound 

These were the 

KwazululNatal~ the Bennebroek 

were wrecked near Cape AgulhtaS; 

discounted because it had been wrech~ed 

both discounted bec:am;e they 

'-"...,,",,"'''' Hoop, the Oosterland, 

and the Waddinxveen. The discrepancy between the time H()!O'PI~O'PP'f:t and 

Waddinxveen were built, 1 and 1691 respectively, and the date cannon 

was too great, two were also discounted. The records de!,cIi.billlg the events 

surrounding Hoop and its subsequent also made it an 

unlikely candidate wreck discovered in case. meant that the ship 

being investigated was most likely the 

supported 

of the 

artt~tacts that have been recovered 

1997:250-252, Werz 1992:86-87). On 

has since been further 

rel~ltioin to the final voyage 

basis of this eV1.delrlCe it 

was concluded that the wreck is, in all probability, that of the Oosterland. 
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2.3 PROJECT PLANNING FIELDWORK 

important motivating factor behind the a permit allowing the 

standard for maritime of the Dosterland, was to set up an 

archae:olc)gy in South Africa. Because this was to beC:OIT1le the fully scientific 

exc:av,atIcm of a maritime archaeological site these act as a 

test case where archaeological methods could be tried and irnI)ro'ted 

1990: A further aspect was the fact that was 

threatened, not by illegal salvage activities but also by natural processes. 

problems were cOl'npc,un~1ed that the Dosterland site is at a depth 

between only 6 9 meters 1). The exposure of the site meant that it 

was vulnerable to COITOlSioltl, l'ilrtpt'~l',t de-contextualisation by currents and wave action 

and damage to 1997:254). This meant that urgent 

needed to be taken to stal)ili!,e the or, that, to rescue what information could 

be recovered before such information was 

true co-operation between private individuals 

this end, an agreement between Werz, the disco~terlers 

T own, which would assist by oro,vidinll taclUltl~es 

stora~~e of recovered material, was drawn up. It was ae:reed 

project signified the 

these waters. To 

and the University 

consen'ati<m and 

should be the 

pernut holder. 

withdrawal 

would ensure the scientific integrity the project by makiIllg a 

were to 

this project has 

to wreck possible if any contravention of the regulations 

noted here that all academic involvement thrIOU~~hOl11t 

nnrl","~1.r"'n ... ' ...... 11" in the interests of the advancement 

archaeology. No monetary inc~mti'{e none shall be offered 
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agI'eelnellt also gives researchers the to delay the dispersal of artefacts by 

disc:::overers of the wreck until such time as fun analysis of all items can 

agr'eelmelnt was contained within 

application for an eX(:aV.lltiC)fl pl;rrmit, 

From an historical point 

research proposal that was issued 

proved of interest and 

25 VOC shipwrecks had been discovered world-wide 

Although some 

little was known 

about the ships and how they related to the regions with 

which were contact. Added to this was the fact that most the wrecks that 

had been ex(:::avated were of outward-bound vessels and therefore carried a very 

different (Werz 1997:254). of the homeward-bound 

have been exanlined, MITurithf.'-;; and the Witte Leeuw, were 

scu~ntltic~illy excavated, the rest (Werz 1997:255). a 

very little information is available. 

Werz 1990a; Werz 19~)2b:8:1-8~) 

excavation experience, 
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Following the res~eaf(~h objectives and 

granted a the dislturt,afl(~ 

agrleerrtent that drawn up, the NMC 

exc:av'ltio;n of the O(Jiste'r/arnd in September 

dlsco'verers of the wreck were to contribute all fin;anc:es, equipment 

labour~ Werz was to manage and direct archaeological aspects project; and 

artefacts. the University of Cape Town was to provide and COilselvat:ion 

addition to at the University as Geology, 

Geodetic EnJginc~ering, Chemistry, Materials Engineering 

Oceanography would in the analysis and recording of the artefacts. 

Co-operation was also obtained from the lin[)rnngc~r ]\I'lus,emn in Netherllandls, the 

Museum in LOltlOCm rvv erz Ashmolean Museum in '-''''..LVIU the Victoria 

Preparations 

Doster/and 

excavations were immediately initiated and on the 

began in late Dec:emtber 1990. By 

had cOinpleted. Most of the given 

Diving Record Sheets, Excavation KecOI'O Sheets and 

four excavation seasons 

been retrieved from the 

that were compiled 

during excavation and reflect the fieldwork undertaken and fielldVi,ork notes 

produced. 

were 
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SEASON', 'DURATION 

1991 27Th December 1990 - 22nd April 

Exc~aviaticm ptDssibili1ties, as with underwater site, were dlc1tate:d by weather sea 

conditions. Although for the most part adverse conditions not stop the prc)grlesslon 

of work, there were occasions when visibili1ty was so poor or weather conditions so 

bad that 

information. At 

work would led to 

work was called to a halt. 

or even loss 

Oosterland site is 10cclte<1 in the SOllth··ea~~teIn section of Bay, opposite 

PaaI'den Eiland 500 meters the mouth of Millnerton lagoon, 

co-ordinates have recorded as being about 33°53'36'S 18°28'43"E 

(Werz 1997:257). It is about 280 meters off the high-water mark and 

ranges in depth from about to 7 meters, part of not 

been P1"ItlT",llv excavated to materials are dispersed over a large area. Uepmats, 

from to bedrock, range featureless fine through mCI~eaS!1ngly 

pebbles and to the Malmesbury Shale bedrock. are clay lenses in cer1tain 

parts of the but this is not a f-""<lt' •• rA that extends throughout. 
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The size of the site is difficult to determine. The ship itself was roughly 45 meters long 

by 11 meters wide. When it broke up, however, artefacts were dispersed over a much 

larger area. It has been determined that the ship is lying in a roughly north-south 

direction more or less parallel to the beach. Added to that it is known that artefacts 

have washed out on to the shore at Paarden Eiland beach. This means that the wreck 

site covers an area of at least 280 meters by 50 meters. This does not take into account 

any artefact dispersion to the seaward of the site or any north-south dispersal. These 

are, as yet, unexplored areas (Werz 1997:257). 

With the help of the Department of Mineral and Energy Affairs' Geological 

Survey/Opname section (GSa), a pre-disturbance survey of the wreck was undertaken 

in 1990 in an attempt to determine its extent. Nine runs were made over the site using 

side-scan sonar. The only feature that was visible from the nine passes was a large 

mound of metal conglomerate that had been observed during earlier diving 

investigations on the site, the rest being covered by sand (Werz 1997:258, Werz 

1993:35, Werz 1992:88). 

On completion of the pre-disturbance survey, it was decided that a control area should 

be demarcated. This area would act as a network from which any underwater survey 

measurements could be taken. This would also allow research to be contained and 

controlled. To that purpose, a grid was created on the sea bed using concrete filled car 

tires. The grid measured 30 meters by 30 meters and was divided into four squares, 

each one being 15 meters by 15 meters as shown in Figure 2.3.2. The tyres at each 

intersection acted as fixed datum points and were called Perimeter Datum Points or 
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PDPs. They were numbered from one to in a seQluelnti,u, clockwise direction. PDP 

5 is represented by a anchor. 

of it's size and as a datum 

feature was chosen as a corner point because 

it would remain in position. 

The PDP were measured into the national grid sysltem 

on 10 March the Department of Surveying and 

Engineering at Cape Town assisted 

theodolite the shore (Werz 1992:88, Werz 

1, 1997:295). 

....., ..... "'I'"> the two seasons (1991 and 1993), smaller, ~umbers 1 - 8) 

control on the 

sea floor, each datum point 

perimeter grid by trilateration. 

were incorporated into the system. These grids rpf'lirp~pnt 

site. Once the rigid grids had been set and levelled on 

or on these grids was measured into in 

In addition to this, the were chetck~~d against on another by taking internal 

measurement ob5.en'atlC)nS to bet'w~:n seven tift4een other DPs on the grids (Werz 

and 1996 seasons. More grids were 1997:261). Excavations conltmu4ed oUlnmz 

laid down in the nOIth-westel:"Il qlJadlrant perimeter grid and later a the new 

added during the 1996 fieldwork season. section of 
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Figure 2.3.2 Approximate positions of grids laid out on the Dosterland site 
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3. THE APPLICATION OF GIS TO A MARITIME 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE: THE OOSTERLAND 

PROJECT. 

It has already very little work has done to date to apply 

to maritime archae:oloiglcal projects. Because GIS have not been specifically 

for use by arc.l1aeologts1ts, there are several 

per:tbrrned outside of the svs1:em can be entered. 

manner in which information is collected on site to the 

need to be 

from the 

particular 

prclgn:unrnes that can transform data a tonmat that can be read by the Once 

data have manipulated and entered, it is possible to test the spatial analytical 

powers 

distribution 

by asking several arc.l1aeOIOglCal questions that relate to 

artt:~tacts recovered. When such tests have been completed, it 

possible to make some preliminary comments on of the Ooster/and 

how it can be adapted to incorporate further archaeological research and how 

GIS in general fit into 

issues by dis(A!ss,ing 

tests were carried out and 

maritime archaeology. following win examine 

which a variety data were captured, the 

resll1lts of those tests. Finally, future of the GIS 

applications to maritime archaeology will be briefly examined. 

3.1. ORIGINAL 

In 1991, the to creating a GIS for use on the Ooster/and project were set 

Emile a student in the Department of Surveying and 
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Engineering at the University of on the responsibility of making 

preliminary this area. This project was a part of Maritime 

Archaeological iJ'rnl",,,t (MAP) of Table Bay, which was created to mvestlgate wrecks 

found in the area. His work was mte:nd~~d as the foundation a that 

could incorporate any ShilDWl"edcs found in area as well as emrironmental data 

concerning Table Bay (BI'eltl~nnlos,er 1991: 1, Table Bay GIS had to 

combine shipwreck environmental data as currents, winds and 

ge()lo:gtcal formations. This was necessary because the da1:ab:ase was not res'tncted to 

archaeological use, but also cat~~rea for geologists, oct::afi()gr,aph,ers, biologists 

Contours 
Co-ordinates 

~NVIRONMENT 

Bathymetry 
Current 

Sediment 

nrnlP~t intended to develop a set of map overlays individual wreck 

artefact layers, FUlure 3 below shows an n'n~rviiPUl of the da1:ab,tlse 

which Bre:iterlffic,ser hoped to achlleve shipwreck 
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Figure 3.1.2.2: Overview of Original Shipwreck Database Planning (After 

Breitenmoser 1991:31). 

Ship Name Area - Name Code Label 
Ship Name Location 91-2- ... 0000/ ... Artificial ... 
Ship Name Number ... 

Ship Name Date 
. ... Weight 

Name Code Label 
.... Depth 

91-2- ... 10/ ... Inorganic ... 
.... Artefact Class 

Artefact Material ... 
.... 

In setting up the GIS it was realised that certain user defined requirements had to be 

followed and incorporated. These included access to artefacts and their related data 

and the ability to map selected artefacts and examine their spatial relations to one 

another (Breitenmoser 1991:29). In order for these requirements to be fulfilled, it was 

necessary to design the database as comprehensively as was possible at the time while 

allowing for future expansion, before commencing data capture procedures. This 

ensured that the required layers would be correctly identified and designed so that 

individual artefacts could be easily accessed (Breitenmoser 1991:30). User needs and 

possible archaeological questions had to be incorporated into this design. Artefacts had 

to be classified in such a way that most, if not all, of their acknowledged associated 

attributes could be examined and groups of artefacts could be identified and compared. 

It should be noted, however, that the original concept was not aimed primarily at 

analysing spatial data but rather to create an inventory of shipwrecks and artefacts that 

could be quickly and easily updated and plotted. Associated information such as the 

history of individual ships, their size and contents were to be added to the database. 
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This mi()rm.ati(m also mcJlud~~d a position wre:cks detected archival and 

historical sources, where exact location was not km)wn. 

With the unfortunate Bn~ltenmiose:r, much of the svsltem became unusable. 

that had been "'nt~'r"'rl originally were not they existe«:1, 

were not properly or explained. meant that a new system had to be 

using only a fraction of information that been previously entere,d. 

the new sv~!tern since Artefact data had to reclassified and manipulated 

some programmes, written for conversion of survey data to map co-ordinates, were 

mostly umlsalole. addition, no eXJ)laIlatllon of the tonnat of data entry was As 

a result unfortunate circumstances possibility of continuing the 

establishment of a GIS for use on the Doster/and project seemed to away, 

the author took on the responsibility of continuing the as suggested 

by Bruno Werz, as an project. 

Df()lec::t that was undertaken in 1994 was similar to that produced by Breitenmoser 

in 1991. The not 

was only used as a mapping tool. 

previous work in that it allowed for 

analytical work 

DrOlect did, 

GIS, once 

hmNe"er. make ad"ances on 

plotting of all art~:tacts recovered up to 1994. 

It also rec.las~!lfie:d artefacts in a manner that made them to identify and examine. 

Information regarding data pr()g:r:amme use were also included so that future 

users can upon the svst:em. Although the product was ~Im,nlp use 

limited to maJ)pmg, it did base from which further work can undertaken. 
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OfOlect took a three-fold approach, On site data, 

field, were recorded and this was 

the infonnation was entered 

Geogt-ap1ruc:al Infonnation System which allowed for further processing and 

to exa.mille on site data capture, it is perhaps nec:essiary to look at the 

manner in which the Oosterland site is laid out. In 1989, wreck was first 

discovered, most overburden which nonnally covers area scoured 

away by currents. 

Unfortunately, the U1OJ1,I1V3 

that by the time a 

by sand overburden once more, 

wreckage was clearly visible on sea bed. 

oc(~uf]red with obtaining an excavation permit meant 

could be undertaken, it had been co\refe~d 

meant an opportunity had been lost to collect 

photographic or survey data that could helped with excavation planning. It 

was decided that a pre-disturbance ,,,''''[TAU 

order to establish a starting point for exc:av(lLtion. 

limited success but did show the location of a concretion mOlund 

scan sonar should 

survey achieved 

would act as 

a starting point the archaeological survey. concretion 

mound was incorporated into an initial thirty by thirty metre the 

fieldwork phase was laid down by divers concrete 

filled tyres to with the exception of the north west comer 

which was represented by a in all likelihood originating from 
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Oosterland itself Concrete tyres were used as datum points be(~aU,se, with 

ex(~eption of the anchor, there were no visible structural renlalilS or artefacts, 

such as cannon, which could 

the sea by hantmering metal 

this purpose. The tyres were fixed to 

through the centre and into the underlying sand 

covered bottom. The orientation this perimeter grid was determined by underwater 

compass resulted in a baseline coinciding with magnetic north, west of 

True North. Each thirty metre side was divided half and the grid was thereby 

sub-divided into four sml1iller fifteen by fifteen metre squares. grid is shown in 

Appendix Datum points on this were nantled Perjmt:~ter Datum or 

They were starting with south east comer and ending 

centre grid. were, at this time, connected m 

could orientate themslelvc;!s on site and move from one 

that 

to 

Unientation was essential at the initial stages work because poor visjbil~ty 

often less than one metre, and strong currents that 

made work ditlicu,lt. 

washed off the 

With help 

Umversitv of Cape 

n~rl!n'tn'l,"'nt of SUrVe\i1ml and Geodetic Engin.eering at 

the were surveyed into South Atilcan national 

system. Buoys were attached to PDP two theodolite readings were taken 

simultaneously from points on the adjacent beach. accommodate for the 

shifting of buoys due to wave ....., .. 'v ... an avc;:railte at least ten readings each PDP 

Werz 1993:35; Werz 1992:86; & Martin In was taken 

addition to readings, divers " ...... ,1",,,1"/'1 the oalum points underwater using tape 

measures. datum were measured to adjacent datum points, the 

exc:eptlon of the distance between PDP9 and PDP3 as the of the concretion 
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mound prevented direct measurement. was later rectified using rigid 

between PDP3 and PDP9, whereby realdm1~s were taken from one PDP to the and 

then to the other PDP (Werz comparison of survey results by 

theodolite and through 1In'rl"" .. ull:lt ..... measurement showed that latter form 

was more accurate than fonner This can probably be aSSIDcultett with 

encountered with movement of the buoys on the surface tturmg Oblsef1{atllon. 

In order to .. ",rI,,,,,,,,, len!~hs of underwater measurements and thus to mClrealse survey 

accuracy, was fi Irthpr divided using three by three metre These 

consisted constructions with legs 

was placed in the comer created by 

was by the positioning of rigid grids 2 to 5 during 

sea floor. The 

and PDP9 in 1991. This 

same season. Grid two 

was placed in the south eastern area of the periIm:ter squ,are formed by PDP4, PDPS, 

PDP9. Grids 3 to 5 were aligned an slightly west of magnetic 

were positioned between the mound and the line formed by 

and PDP4 (See Appendix VTI). the 199211993 field season, rigid grids 6, 

7 and 8 were added to this ran diagonally from PDP9 towards 

grids 3 to 5, with grid 8 

Appendix vn. early 

sligltltly to the south of grids 6 and 7, as ~h(1lwn 

9 to were placed to the immediate 

the line PDP5 to VTI). During the 1996 field seal,on, it beccmle 

necessary to the perimeter grid and PDP5A and PDP16 were to 

magnetic north 

the centre 

cmrere:a an area 1 

and PDP6 respectively. Rigid grids 14 

Ot .... ,"',."" parallel to grids 9 to 13. The 

saUlare meters. (See Appendix VII) 

were plal:::ett 

svsltem now 
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rigid grids was further divided along its At one metre int~.rul'l,l" 

Datum or DPs were cre:ated which consisted hooks (grids 

bolts 5). As a result, measurements could be DPs that were 

to the artt~tacts finds than were 

.r--- Rigid 

Datum point (DP) 
1m 
I I 

3m 

to check the of the rigid grids later use in data each 

DP was measured to all other on the same to as many on ad];ace]nt 

as possible. An example of the measurements can be seen Appendix I. In 

addition, the comers of the were tied survey network by taking 

measurements to surrotmding PDPs. 

If it can assumed that the minimum spread of on the sea 

coincide with the maximum extent of original ship, it can be concluded that 

about 490 squlare metres would the minimum "'''''''''l''1r spread, given that 

dimensions of the were approximately 44.80 by 10.92 metres. Practice has shown. 

however, that this minimum is far exceeded. Currents and wave have caused 
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dispersal of pOlrcellam ::iHWI UlS. cowrie shells and even tropical hru'dVlfood timbers as far 

as the adjacent beach, to date it has not been possible to extent 

to which such artefacts have 

south sides of the wreck. a 

wreckage on the sea floor but it 

least 50 meters, the length 

moved in other directions, to 

it is dlHicult to establish exactly extent 

estjmated that debris may cover an area at 

onJgmai V.::;;''''.:;L by 280 meters, the distance 

to shore (14000 square meters) 1997:257). This means that only a 

of the has been examined since 

Exc;)av,atlcm was canned out over diving seasons summer 

months of the southern hemisphere. Each season which was planned, kept 

divers on standby approximately five months, from to Diving was 

undertaken on faV'OUlrable during these periods but discontinued poor 

weather resulted ad,'enie sea COllldltl.ons or poor visibility. is 

situated just outside of the surf sea conditions had to be carefully monitored. In 

adclltion, recurring mechanical problems with the surface vessel also resulted in re,rullU" 

discontinuation of diving. 

EXI;)avaticm started in a three by three metre area imlne(iia1:ely north-west of in 

grid I, in the way of cultural remains were an iron cannon and a 

art,eta,cts, the first test excavation cerrumc shard were recovered. Despite this lack 

area <>1"'f"'1lE"t1 as a means the investigators some the conditions under 

which wQ1rklng. It was found that the was covered by a layer of 

sterile sand cOllt8llmrlg more more pebbles and boulders with depth. The 

site itself is interspersed with a wide range of deposits. The initial exc:aV,lt1cm on the 
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edge of what was thought to be the site, would have given the divers a good idea of 

how deep they would have to go, the type of material that indicated the site, the time 

that needed to be spent on each section and the feasibility of different excavation 

techniques that were to be used throughout the excavation. On completion of this test 

hole, a second test was carried out towards the centre of the perimeter grid. Rigid grid 

2, to the north west of PDP9, marked the boundary area for this second test zone. 

Following this, excavation continued to the south of grid 2 and to the west of the 

concretion mound. This area was chosen partly for the purpose of defining the extent 

of the site. It was determined that, although no clear boundaries existed, a large 

concentration of the artefact remains was covered by the original 900 square metres 

enveloped by the perimeter grid. This excavation area once again gave divers a chance 

to experiment further with excavation and recording techniques. The area around grid 

2 yielded some animal bone with cut markings on them and some Y sel bricks, used to 

line the galley situated in the mid-ships region of the vessel. For this reason it was 

assumed that the area south of this rigid grid would contain a portion of the contents 

of the stem of the ship. Further evidence for this assumed position was the adjacent 

concretion mound. This was assumed to be the ammunition store, located towards the 

stem. The artefact evidence that these two areas revealed, led Werz to the conclusion 

that the ship was lying in a roughly north-east to south-west direction fY/ erz 

1997:262). 

In order for excavation to continue in the area west of the concretion mound, it was 

necessary to extend the number of rigid grids. On 21 and 22 February 1991, grids 3, 4 

and 5 were assem6led and set up on tfIe sea ([oar. Excavation continued In and around 

these grids, covering an area of about 45 square meters. Artefacts recovered in this 
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new areas included copper cauldrons and ceramics, interspersed with pepper and 

(,,,,,,,1T'1"" shells. 

On data was completed ways for that reason it was required 

that several forms were filled out by archaeologists and divers the course of 

day. was to keep detailed of work undertaken in 

excavation areas. The positions of these areas were recorded on a plan, which had 

and other """"·n, .. ,,,,,, marked onto it, and recorded "code" form. This code 

included the and the area of the under examination. example, a code 

as OS 95-02-28/14-15 S would indicate that excavation took place on the 28th of 

February on the Goster/and in the area south 14 and 15. this 

of the ""vr'Q'U'CI"1l',n an artefact was marked the and a 

would made for insertion into the bag. double reference ensured that if 

one of the written were to be or should fade, a second would available 

As excavation continued through the records, bags and would 

updated or renewed artefacts were recovered, they were brought to 

surface immediately placed the that had prepared for them. 

ensured that artefacts were together and that would be correctly associated 

with each ...... ,"',. .. ,,,,. 

Artefacts that were half complete or more were measured accurately into the grid 

On discovery of such the item would left position that it 

held on discovery while distance between artefact at least three adjacent 

datum points was recorded, a tape measure underwater slate. practice, 
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one diver secured the end of the on artefact, while another would swim out to 

datum points and record distances. Although this process was relatively slow, 

it was found to be remarkably accurate. Standard deviation for positions fell 

n"""{U"'~'n 0.2 and 05 % a degree error that makes this adhere to 

1993:35-37; (y./erz 

Werz & Martin 1994:9-10). 'v ..... ,"' .. .., did, however, arise measurements of a 

limited number of artefacts, as will be discussed hereafter. 

measurements of the artefacts, a short description of each item was .. "",.,·" .. ,1",,1'1 

with the 

such as 

"miniature blue and a shortened code that included the date and the 

the <Ii...,.""..-" ....... 

day. description on 

Miniature blue and white vase 

PDP52.12m 

123m 

1.50m 

above short code would 

that had 

would 

no. 2 

to fit 

item received a tag with full code at the end of the day. 

gathered, the artefact was brought to the surface, 

recovered the same 

as follows: 

mentll:me:Q above as 

data had 

separately and 

excavation continued. ~";;J.~~,",~i) that could not be conserved or were too large to bring 

to the surface, such as iron cannon or basket work, were ....... , ... "' ... labels and 

plan as a means of on the sea bed. 

that even if 

in double recording. 

'"'v, .... ,J.... were recorded on the 

were the rediscovery of an >lTT ...... "'."T would not 
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to completed was the Diving Record An exarnple of 

can be seen in Appendix II. During work, aU rel€~Valnt diving data would be 

and the area under 

investigation. The second section of this form COInplrIsc:~d environmental data such as 

wind and current speed and ..... ll5 .. ~, sea temperature and surface 

onto DRS. This included the 

visibility. Also covered in 

themselves. The names 

data on decompression scbled1ules, 

was information about diving operations 

stanQ··OV divers were recorded as well as 

and tables used. Lastly, names of 

divers, their dive depths and the code number of the to 

would be mCluQe:Q. 'l~[)geltner the DRS and the ERS held all the relevant infc)rm.aticm on 

each day. 

rl'>r-.nrn form was the Finds List. rL"""-llL. an example of this can be seen 

APlpen.QlX II. This list recorded a recovered during 

each day. Information that was ent.ered onto sec1:lOn of this form comprised of 

rec:on:lerP
• In the second section of the the site code and the name 

the Finds List, the finds recorder would display artletalct found, the number 

or code of the artefact, which included area in which it was rec;overed and, in the 

case of those artefacts which had 

on the artefact could 

surveyed, the ERS number where observations 

example of a portion this information is 
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to completed was the Diving Record An example of 

can be seen in Appendix II. During work, all diving data would be 

onto the DRS. This and the area under 

InV'estlga.tlOn. The second section environmental data such as 

wind and current speed and direction, swell U"'1!:51U, sea temperature and surface 

visibility. Also covered in this form was information about diving operations 

themselves. The names of the " ...... , ....... J~"n· .. " and stand-by divers were recorcied as 

data on decompression scl1led1ules, if and tables used. Lastly, the names 

divers, their and the code number of the ERS 

as 

would be included. the ERS held all the relevant mt()rmat1cm on 

diving operations for day. 

The third was the Finds List. ,.....".,,"'- an example 

in Ap1penldlX 

the finds recorder would dlSl)lay type artefact found, the number 

or of the artefact, which included area which it was recovered and, in 

case of those artefacts which surveyed, the number where observations 

on the artefact could be found. 

below: 

a portion this information is 

20 blue and white shards 7V-V"'- 8IPDP16 SE 

5 pipe stems OS 96-02-18IPDP16 SE 

1 oevvter syringe OS 96-02-18IPDP16 SE N 
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Examples of completed DRS Finds lists are given in Appendix 

The seclono phase data capture took place during the post-diving seasons. This 

period was as a to collect, "'''''''''''''", store manipulate data gathered over 

the season and was at further description analysis. record 

were from the divers and on a daily basis, it was an easy task to examine 

them. Despite the fact that record were '"' ... "'''' .... ''',.,. during the diving season, 

additional controls were set up to ensure were If it was found that a 

sheet was missing from the collection, divers were contacted and 

outstanding data. 

for any 

Once records had been scrutinised it was possible to extract information for use in the 

Geographical Information (GIS). stage, it was to complete a 

Finds Record Sheet for each surveyed An example of can be 

viewed in II. It is divided eight The these COfttatltlS 

name of the record keeper, the find number or and cross to 

the ERS on which its survey are recorded. This section also contains a basic 

description of the artefact. The second section of this form shows the physical 

u..o. ........... ,.v ...... of the width, etc.. third fourth parts 

the FRS, artefact is classified as to its function or purpose on board ship and the 

material from which it was made. It can observed each unit of classification in 

sections and four is associated with a classification number. These numbers were 

used to further encode the artefact. It was on the of FRS and ERS that 
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most data capture project occ:un·ed. The following sections of the FRS 

further detatle~d information about the artl~ta(:t, such as where and when it was 

produced and mS(~nptl01[lS or marks. The form aHows for a detailed description 

includes comparative studies and related IIteraUlre. many 

SectlOllS dc~alirlg with comparative studies and related literature have, as not 

cOlnpleted. turt!her work still needs to be done in this regard. 

POINT NAME 

201 91 1/4EN3 

0000,10000, 10, 

Artefact 
Name or Code 
(fromERS 
and FRS) 

11 

1.00 

DP6 

3.20 

Arteiacts were me;asured into the system using direct survey measurements, as 

order for measurements to take on meaning and be plotted 

by it was nec:ess·ary to convert there measurements from grid co-orcl1na1ltes 

co-ordlinates. With the help of Professor Heinz RUther of 

SllfvP'"rinp and Geodetic Engineering at the University of Cape Town, a programnle 

was written using True Basic that could perform the task Appendix 

programme to run it was required that data from artefacts entered into ..,....,'-'1..1. 

format. The records for each artefact COlltatlned in mclllded an assl~~ned 
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previously calculated DP co-ordinates. The artefact code assigned to the DPs was 

0,0,0,0. The records produced by this programme were ready to be entered into the 

GIS . Appendix V contains all of the records created the conversion of tape 

measurements to artefacts into map co-ordinates. 

In the third stage of data capture, data were entered into the ARC/INFO and 

ARCVIEW systems in three ways. Firstly, digitising was used to enter line or polygon 

data from maps or scale drawings into the GIS. Many of the illustration maps in this 

project were created in this manner. Digitising is useful in analysis only if scale is 

known. Although relatively simple, it is a slow task which requires great care if 

accuracy is to be maintained. This is particularly apparent when digitising from small 

maps where even slight errors will distort the accuracy of the coverage produced. This 

specific project has made limited use of digiti sing for the creation of grids. Using the 

conversion programme mentioned above, DPs and PDPs were plotted. Points were 

then connected by digitising lines between datum points to form the grid outline. Two 

methods can be used to do this, the first in ARCIINFO and the second in ArcView. 

Digitisation was also used in the creation of the base map onto which an outline of the 

ship was plotted. The ship model presented here has been digitised from the outlines 

constructed by Gawronski «ed.) 1987:56). 

Secondly, data were also entered into the GIS manually. In this instance it was possible 

to create tables in ARCVIEW that contain information about each artefact and this 

method has been extensively used for the Dosterland GIS. Artefact names and 

numbers were used as a reference, followed by the X and Y co-ordinates generated 
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through conversion from grid measurements to map co-ordinates. Once artefacts had 

been plotted, it was possible to add information pertaining to those items. This 

included the addition of the classification code, as discussed above. Four separate 

columns were created to incorporate the material from which the artefact was made, 

whether it was organic or inorganic, whether it was natural or artificial and what its 

function or purpose on board ship was. These columns were updated to contain words 

rather than code numbers at a later stage of the project as it was felt that this would 

make the system more user friendly and easier to decipher. Finally, a column 

containing a short description of the artefact was included. Appendix VI contains 

tables created from the surveyed artefacts of the first three seasons, all the PDPs and 

DPs and some examples of "Attributes of ... " tables that were created using ArcView, 

as will be explained below. 

This process also made use of the third data entry technique, entering information from 

file. It was possible to import co-ordinate information directly from files created during 

the output of the conversion. This output contained the artefact numbers and their X 

and Y co-ordinates. Although the classification codes were also contained in this 

output, it was decided that numbers represented in the code should be substituted for 

word strings associated with those numbers. It was felt that descriptions would make 

tables more user friendly and easier to handle. The use of these tables also makes it 

easy to check data. Once the artefact number and its co-ordinates had been entered, it 

was possible to immediately plot those artefacts into Views, a feature of Arc View. 

With the help of the Autolabel tool in Views, it was possible to determine the position 

of each artefact in relation to all the others. This meant that the number of any artefact 

that was obviously misplaced would be displayed and could thus be re-examined and 
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data pertaining to that artletac::t corrected. This particular problem will be dlSlcussed 

hereafter. The advantages of can seen largely when changes to 

are made. In the case of manual dig;itis:atioon, it becomes necessary to retrace or 

polygons that have been incorrectly ent,ere,d, 

View when changes have been made. 

automatically update the 

had captured and corrected, it was to window of 

is two commands from the drop-down menu, namely 

Add L ........... , to digitised coverages or other images into and Add 

Event Iheme, to convert data included in the tables that contain gec)gn:Lphllc locations 

but are not in a "va. .. al 

of the data that was 

were included in the 

format (Arc View 1994:43). The latter COfltailtled the 

in project. One digitised image and 

View the Oosterland GIS. The base map of was 

the first to be plotted, followed 

the Perimeter Datum 

COl1trulIDl1lg data regarding to po~nt1()ns 

that they created. Finally, three tables that 

hold the data concerning the seasons and surveyed artefacts have been 

a................ Secondary event tables that are included are tables that carry co-ordinate 

position of the datum points on the The above tables 

of the necessary information needed to pertonm ".''''..,.... analysis on the 

The View window contains two work spaces. The IS 

Contents. This column dls1pla~,s 

From the contents it is pm;slble 

displays. For exampl,e, 

of themes that have been added to 

user to manipulate the style 

COfltaillS a set of points, it is possible to change 
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a round dot to a star, change the colour of the points or create 

l'nl,,..11... • aUllJ;:). Colour be when a field in a theme attribute table 

contains values that are better 111"l{tp ... ~~tnr.rt Oosterland GIS, 

colour ramps were used to separalte aI1et~lcts that were classiJied differently. By using 

the colour ramp it was possible to display 

Belongings etc. as unique symbols and thus 

Ute:nsll<s, ...","'. """", Cargo, Personal 

eX(!urunatlOn of the different 

groups easier. The table of contents aHclws TM",rn", dislpla~{s to 

and different themes to be plotted over or below one an()th~~r. 

SWltctle<l on and off 

is an important 

are bound to when dealing with many point in that cer1tam 

sec~Dn<l area the 

themes 

select oblc~cts 

window is the display area. This window displays 

switched on and can be used to add text, draw l1mlges, 

most l1Dl,ortantly, coverages and themes. 

it was possible to use the Query Builder tool Once tables had been entered 

to select relevant rec:orcis 

that is being examined must 

all of the themes. To use the Query Builder, theme 

a theme 

click on it in the table of contents of the View wirldo'w 

Builder displays a pop-up window with <llSl)lay areas 

it is necessary only to 

When accessed, the Query 

are to create the 

A list of all of the fields within the th"" ..... "'" '" attribute table is displayed in the first 

area of this window called the "Field" text case Oosterland GIS, this 

area lists fields such as Classification, Description, NUll11t)er, x and yeo-ordinates, 

!:Irt,,,t!:l, .. t Name in other words, the headings of all of the columns table being 

or value Once one fields has been selected, all of the rpl',nrrt 
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are displayed in a second box in the categories that appear in that column of the 

pop-up window. For example, if the ualSSlnc~mcm 

box will contain records such as Tools 

has been selected, the Value 

Cargo and the other 

classification groups that were established during manipulation artefact data as 

... "'" ....... "........ already. Between these two IS an area conditions of 

"''';;l'\;;Nt.IVll or operator features. This area such as +, =, 

logic operators such as . By double clicking on the 

followed by the operator that suits and finally, the value 

is being examined, it is possible to automatically 

queried that adhere to the conditions 

that is ""' .. " .... ~, ... is displayed in the text box of the 

the user wished to select all of the artefacts that had 

she would enter the following query: 

([ sification]=stores) 

Once a ..,"'1'''\.4'lVll has been made, simply "'U",.<UlJlP'> on 

LlVLJ'-U'" window will make the system 

all of the records in the 

default, infonnation 

......... "' ..... ". window. For example, 

ClaSSlllea as stores, he or 

................... on the right of 

"'."""" ...... ""'" as "Stores" and 

create a temporary data set that contains only the selected r""i","rf1 It is possible to add 

more data to the selected set by re-accessing the Query the To 

button creating a new query. More complex flU"""''''''' can built by using the 

, "or" and "not" operators: 

( [ si cation]=Stores) or ([C si 
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This will automatically 

as stores as wen as all 

all of the rec()rds in 

records in which artefacts 

classified 

been classified as cargo. 

method data sellectllon was used extenslveJly to select records that had been classified 

as possibly belonging to two or more groups. For eX~IlI1J)le. many the artefacts were 

cla:ssliied as either Personal Belongings or Utensils. record in this case 

contained both of options. of this, it was necessary to select more than 

one value when examining personal belongings. query: 

( [ sifi ) or 

( [Classi Utensil Belongings) 

allowed the system to select rec:orcis all of the records cOlltalLrurlg 

cla~;sitilcation values. 

two 

Having sel~~cte:d the reh~valnt data it became possible to create a new 

contains the data that has been sel~~cte:d by the The theme must again be 

COlovert to Shlipefile option in the active to perform this operation. By 

drop-down menu, 

relE~vaJnt records. 

location and 

system is instructed to create a new shalpetile that contains 

ArcView sha1pefile is a non-topological tonnat for storing 

of features {ArcView When 

cornmand is used, the system will automatically prompt the user to name the new 

shapefile and ask whether it should be included current Once the shapefile 

been added to the View it is possible to switch it on and display the mtiDmlatlon 

that it It is also possible to create new table that hold the attribute 
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information of the shapefile. These tables are called "Attributes of [F I LENAME ] " 

when displayed in the table of contents of Tables. Comprehensive use was made of 

these functions during the course of this project as will become clear later. 

3.3 PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS IN DATA CAPTURE 

The excavations on the Doster/and made extensive use of a "mailbox" or "blower" to 

remove sand overburden from above the site. This tool creates an artificial current on 

the site by deflecting the propeller wash of the surface vessel vertically onto the sea 

floor. This method of excavation has often been condemned by archaeologists as being 

destructive and inaccurate but, in the case of the Doster/and project, it was the only 

method that could effectively removed the sand overburden and expose the site. The 

sterile deposits above the site reached depths of up to three meters and currents 

running across the excavation areas meant that sand was quickly back-filled into 

exposed sections. Although airlifts were used to a limited extent, they proved to be 

ineffectual in removal of overburden. Although the use of the propeller was as an 

archaeological tool has often been slated, it should be noted that, if used in the proper 

context and in the proper manner, it can be an effective tool in uncovering wreck sites. 

In the context of uncovering the Doster/and, the propeller wash was used at a 

relatively high power to clear sand from the wreckage. As soon as the rock-containing 

layers indicating the presence of the site wee reached, the propeller wash was turned 

down until it acted only as a means of slowly "peeling" away the sand. Even small 

pebbles and peppercorns were observed to remain in situ while the propeller wash 

operated at these levels. 
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Several prc)ble~ms were encountered in data capture and in adllptmg to 

archaeological As has been discussed above, the lI1llrneltlla'te plroblenls 

converting distance data from measurements on to 

co-ordinates was apl,arent 

that manual conversion 

problem as it would 

development of the Doster/and GIS. It is 

200 ~rtiMi:l,r_t positions would have caused a 

many artefacts. It 

COIISUmirlg to calculate triangulation solutions for so 

imJ)ra(~ticai to plot the artefact positions on graph 

drawing distance intersection arcs with a compass from PDPs. Conversion 

prc)gramme~s served as solutions to this pr()blc~m. Although Breitenmoser created such 

prclgrl:lmrneS in 1991, they proved difficult to because of the author's limited 

understanding of True Basic and because data input methods and formats were not 

recordled. Instead, a conversion programme written 

Uo;yter'!and data. 

ROther was used for the 

Once COIlvelrsicln pJro!l:Trunrnle had been created, the nr('ll"_p~~<i1 adding data to be 

transformed V'i.#1",a.u. Prc)ble~ms were encountered at the early ;:)LCl.IIl.I!;;;:) nr(,'('P'~<i1 in 

that inc:lucled n3Jme:s, codes and distances were found to 

contain errors. errors because of the time spent entering 

author tired, mistakes be(~anle more abundant. This problem was often only reallse~d 

when the conversion progr3Jrrl was run and incorrect distances would in 

incorrect co-ordinates or The progr3Jrrl would if 

measurements were too short and no be achieved. 

problem was solved by having a second most cases Werz, check records that 

created. This process meant not only of distances, but also names 
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descriptive codes and although it was time C0I1SUlmiIllg it meant that aU 

entere:d were cne:ck~'Cl at twice. 

Arteta,ct names needed to changed to suit the GIS. In the Finds Lists 

artefacts had all associated with a description information 

as where they were found on site and what other artefacts had recovered in 

the same 

at this 

It became this information would not be COlltailned in the GIS 

of development and that artefacts had to named in such a manner that 

each could on its own and contain relevant on its position, number etc. 

It became nec:ess,ary therefore, to create a naming sys1tem that contained of these 

This data. Werz the author created a system, as has been described 

meant that during an2Llvsis it would be pm;sible to examiIle artefact 

relating it to others. It meant vat"lOllS bits of information concerning each artletalet 

determined at a glance. 

:se'i!er:aL difficulties were encountered me,ilsured distance 

and artletalets. Most pf()blt~m'ltlc were those ms·tances where 

between DPs, 

measurements were 

too This problem occur during underwater measurement for several 

reasons. most frequent reason appears to that divers me:ilsured distances 

from dlfterlent points on the <>rl.;>i-!:& .... t For example, artefact was a miniature vase, 

one of measurements may taken base of the vase another 

from the lip. would mean that a discrepancy of length of the in case 

about 5 cerltmletl~es, would occur data. ent(~red incc)rrec:tly, the 

conversion pf()gram could not create intersections arcs and could the:refbre not 

calculate the art,etalct co-ordinates. Although it is possible to program the computer to 
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with these instances using 

aU the distances used those 

extended by a maximum of 5 cm. 

was not done here. It was 

artt:~tacts that experienced this 

adjustmeJnt slightly lowered 

plotted data and means that the accuracy used 

and on plans as a whole win be within 0.05 meters. It is 

aCC:UfliCY over a site of this extent and nature is acc:ep1:able. 

Measurements that were too also created some problems. were over 

long distances, possibility inaccuracy was increased. Currents that moved over 

the Goster/and site tended to cause measures to bow in the water, which meant 

that distances were mcreaLsec1. was cornpelum1ed by that fact that obstacles and 

irregularities on the 

Although great care was 

measures and again increased distances. 

prC'ble~ms to a minimum, they did occur. 

conversion program was specifically de!nglled to take this occurrence into account 

to 

the use of at least three distance measurements. The first two measurements 

are to find an intersection and the third 

cOiltre.l. This method of data adjustment is 

sul)seQwent measurements as a 

creates a point that has the best fit within the measurements. 

Ul""'1'Ir", is shown in Figure 4. 1.3. 1 below. 

adjustment and it 

example of how this 
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Figure 4.1.3.1 Creating a best fit point using cocked hat placement. 

Arcs from 
DPs and PDPs 
intersecting 
around a 
point. 

Problems, however, occur when distances are very long because the enclosed polygon 

which is formed by the arcs and which would contain the "best fit point" tends to be 

too large. Again the program is specifically designed to handle this and so all points are 

created in a manner that is accurate and acceptable. 

Data had to be entered into the system in a specific way for the program to be 

effective. Because the intersection between the arcs formed by the first two distances 

on the data set are used to determine the area in which the point will be positioned, it is 

necessary to take two things into account. Firstly, the datum points that are used 

should not be opposite each other as this results in two intersection that are situated 

close to each other. A third intersection may lie between these two and the system 

would not be able to choose between which is correct. This could mean that it chooses 

an incorrect value and the point will have inaccurate co-ordinates. This means that, 

when creating records to be converted, care should be taken to make sure that the 

order in which data are entered takes the above problem into account. Secondly, 

distance measurements should not be taken from datum points that exist along the 

same line. This results in two co-ordinate possibilities either side of that line and the 
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system may choose to calculate the wrong one. This problem was solved in the early 

excavation stages of the project when divers were instructed to take measurements 

from adjacent sides of the grids. 

Measurements that were taken to grids during the 1995 fieldwork season were found 

to be producing consistently poor results. In an effort to discover the problem that was 

associated with these inconsistencies it was decided that a re-evaluation of the entire 

grid system should be made. The process of evaluation worked from the measurements 

taken to the artefacts themselves back through the measurements taken to the rigid 

grids and finally to the PDPs and the perimeter grid. It was not until the PDPs were 

examined that the problem was solved. Measurements had been taken between the 

PDPs during the course of the season and during the process of laying down the rigid 

grids. The measurements between PDPs was recorded in the ERS. Since PDP5 is the 

most stable of the datum points, it was chosen as the base from which the re

examination would proceed. Measurements taken from this PDP and others which had 

remained in place were used to convert the distances between the datum points to map 

co-ordinates once again. As conversion progressed, it was discovered that PDP4 had 

shifted from its original position to an locality approximately one meter north west. 

The position of this was entered as data in the conversion problem and the point was 

called new PDP4 or PDP4N. All of the records that used PDP4 as a datum point were 

changed to use PDP4N. This change resulted in accurate and consistent conversion 

results. 

Other problems were associated with the grid themselves. Firstly, it was difficult to 

maintain any depth control over the site because of the distances between rigid grids 
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be surveyed 

established. 

at a stage before the position of 

descriptive codes that were crel:lted 

were found to be inadequate. It was real1sE~d users 

in 

artt:~tacts can be properly 

1994 version of the 

have to have access 

to or explanatory information if they were to decipher what each number in the 

de~,cn]ptn,e code meant. Instead, it was decided that these codes should be converted 

into words. It is believed that this will it easier to use the system in the 

that any future Up(lat<~s complicated to complete. In addition to a 

description of each c:an .... ""'"l ... rt art4eUu:t was given. 

3.4 ARCHAEOLOGICAL QUESTIONS 

It already indicated that this project has not set up as a means to 

cre:a.til1lg a complete GIS for the Oosterland exc:avl:ltion. This would serve little purpose 

bec:aw)e only a relatively small part has excavated to date. Instead, 

project is aimed at laying 

excavation and once the 

a that can be used for analysis during 

completely excavated, and has been tested by 

making preliminary analyses on artt:ltacts that have been recovered so 

reasons it should reCOgl:usEld that any conclusions drawn from this resjeaf(~h are 

tentative and may have to be modified at a later stage as more beC:OIrle available. 

asked of the GIS in this context should, theret()re, seen more 

as a means evaluating the viability of the system rather as an end product. It 
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should also be noted that certain questions may change over time and future research 

and new finds may result in further questions being asked. 

Within the context of this section on archaeological questions, artefacts will be 

examined in groups or individually and the relations between artefact types will be 

explored. The first question that will be asked relates to quantities of particular 

artefacts and looks at individual groups of artefacts in isolation. Items such as lice 

combs, shoes, navigational equipment, buttons, musket plates, clay pipes and spoons 

will form the basis of this line of questioning. Historical documentation as contained in 

the VOC archives and experience gained on other projects indicates that certain 

numbers of each of these items should be present on the Gosterland site. For example, 

it can be assumed that each person on board the ship would have had at least one lice 

comb, one spoon, one pair of shoes and several clay pipes in his possession. Spoons 

have been taken as a specific example because they are amongst the very few utensil 

that indicate usage by specific numbers of individuals. One spoon represents one 

individual on board (Van Rooyen 1987: Appendix 9; Van Holk 1997: 114). If the 

number of spoons is examined as a percentage of the number of people on board, it 

will be possible to provide an indication for the extent of excavation to date. Questions 

that follow from this point will determine which items can be most closely related to 

recovered spoons. This line of questioning uses neighbourhood examination to 

determine related objects. Answering this question may indicate specific ownership of 

spoons or at least give an indication of the status of the person who might have used 

this utensil. 
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Items as navigational eqtllprneI1lt, musket pewter utensIls are also 

specific to cet1tain groups of people on the ship. It can safely be asslilmt~d that 

only the passengers and pm;siblv non-commissioned officers would 

pewter plates that the crew would have eaten from wooden bowls. This tmpilies 

pewter would be limited to specific areas within 

The same can be for navigational eqtuprnerlt, 

exclusively by na,rig,ltional officers. It assumed that 

namely the stem. 

would have been 

items would also 

found only in stem of ship. Although of the navigational items, such as 

sOlmomg weights, may have been handled sailors in areas of the ship 

durmg a voyage, the Uo'ster/ana was at anchor shortly oetlore items would 

probably have been could have in the stem of the ship or further 

up the rail. This assumption is compounded by the fact that loose objects 

such as would have been packed away when weather was In the 

case of the Dosterland, the ship had experienced days of stormy when 

lying at anchor. Another catc~golry musket plates, may been represented in two 

areas would the officers QmLrters and the master gUlnne~rFs areas of the 

room, in the and the soldiers n"~.ri"" .. ,, in the 10Vlrest of the bow the ship. 

A further cat(~golrv the provenance IS difllcult to establish, is buttons. It 

would be troublesome to determine whether they are from items of clothing oelicmg;mg 

to a member of the passengers or otttcelrs and worn the foundering 

or from clothing which was kept in luggag;e. GIS 

nature and numbers of recovered 

nUlnb(~r expected. type of analysis is pen~entage of the 

det,ermlinillg the extent that has been excavated to 

to examine 

look at these as a 

useful in 

assuming that the 

ship with its inventory complete and that, subsequently, no art~~tacts have been 
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removed 

activities. 

UmDUQn natulral pf()ce:ss~~s or sal'va.'~e and treasure hunting 

project h .... t-"'",r questions relating to artefacts that can be found ship 

position of groups, or categories, of artefacts be related to one 

anclthe:r, which may go some way in explaining the way which the 

the sea bed and how the wreckage was dispersed. The GIS will 

position of the concretion mound in relation to navigational eqtllplnerlt, 

and barber surgeon equipment. The same application will 

between navigational equipment, barber-surgeon mstruments 

IS on 

stern. Because the positions of art,etacts on 

extent knowrt from historical documentation, it should 

a wo:rkirlg are to some 

possible to det,emune how 

far 

groups and relaLtlOltlS to one an()thc~r 

inspection of these artefact 

eX]llruln why certain concentrations 

and what factors possibly had an effect on of artefacts occur on 

site formation. St~ltlStlC.:tl allal\rSeS as nearest neighbour analysis will then be used 

art~~tac:ts to pectple on the operational ship. This may also be useful in to 

deternn.i.niing areas that still to ex<::avate:d and how excavation might proceed. 

An attempt win also be made to determine owrtership 

certain artefact groups such as galley utensils, na'f1g~ltlonal instruments or h!:ly"h",-",_ 

surgeon equipment to their neighbours, it may pos~llble to dete:rmilne 

attaching ownership to specific groups people or indl\f1clualls. Clus1ters 
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items and inventory, if £'Ihc~.,.n".,.t1 pr()xilmity significant enough to relate one 

to take into account the way in which the ship to the other. que:stlcm will 

broke up and 

previously" ... ,,"" ...... 

way in which the vessel is orientated, as de1tennirled by 

eX~lml)le, it were possible to note that all 

eqlup1neltlt rc~colvelred was to fall within a specific area, it might be pos,slble to res:ohre 

within that area could be related to the saIltle 

user !'¥V'UIJ. analysis will take the a twofold nearest neighloOllr 

statistic. barber-surgeon instruments would have to 

in order to ascertain their distribution 

personal items. 

they 

rel:ated to one another 

to be related to 

A further exercise that can answer position of the ship and the 

way in which it has been concentrates on the positions of carmon that have 

been uncovered to Hel::au:se of the weilght of these items it would seem likely that 

they have not moved extensively on the sea bed. In looking at where these carmon lie 

in reilltloin to the presence or absence of lighter artefacts may prove ......... '1. ..... 

to be situated away from other deposits and have only or 

no around them, then it may be assumed that a 

Oe1)os:lt movement taken place. If, however, they were to be surrounded by 

artc~ta(~ts, it be to detennine the position of the carmon on board ship. 

particular question is, however, a cautious one bec:am;e 

the Oosterland have not been found as 

show some kind of patterning, this may 

carmon may lie, giving yet another to 

the carmon from 

loc:ate:o were to 

other 
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mentioned previously, these 

artefacts recovered 

uesuOllS do not pretend to pVTunlC'" all spatial relations 

to far from They are merely a means 

testing feasibility of applying a to Dosterland project and its 

archaeological capabilities and short-comings. It should be noted that a non-result in 

these cases is as useful as a Showing that some artefact or individual 

items are not in the first parts any of questions will possibly indicate 

something deposit oro!cesses and how they occurred. 

3.5 ANSWERING QUESTIONS RELATED TO SPATIAL 

DISTRIBUTION 

In to answer questions that are related to the distribution of am'Iacts around the 

it is necessary to examine a blueprint that gives an indication of how the artefacts 

have been distributed while ship was operational. This will help not 

aeternrnrutng expected artefact but also determining the extent to which 

items that were not recorded as present the blueprint are visible on site. 

this reason, the following section will offer a examination of internal 

a Dutch Indiaman and types artefacts that may 

associated with divisions within structure. 
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for contravention rules and re~~lEltlolns. record may beC:OITle inaccurate 

because of sub~ec1tive reportllDg. Finally, no complete contemporary building plans of 

VOC vessels an archaeological cOftte}!:.!, it is therefore nec:essary to examine 

such as differences between what is found in 

and the histonc:al 

anomalies occur. Looking 

record. It is nec:essary also to 

interpreting deviations, however, 

kn()wled~(e of the mean or blueprint 

why these 

a 

Since does not specifically with mventiom~s of """ ... ~"' .. 

Indiamen, with the use application on wreck sites, it is not 

equipment that would appropriate to of all provisions, stores, utensils 

have been n .. """"",,,t on board a 160 foot VOC ship, nor scope allow an 

e:ll:.tensive description of the locations on a fully eqlllPl)ed vessel. Instead, 

this chapter will a more general a typical seventeenth century Dutch 

Indiaman and organisation. examples of the of artefacts 

would have been each area will be to create a basic understanding 

of organisation of the 

such ve!~se.ls see Gawronski, 

a more cornplete reclord of art(~tacts 

Stolcvis··van Bo€~tzelaer 1992. 

aboard 

As has alneadly been indicated above, this project concerns itself with trading 

in particular those of the VOC. 

divided into two distinct groups, 

the 1650s, larger """''''''''''' Dutch ships had been 

warshiip and the or East lndiarrlan. 

Because of the darlge1rs associated with in the east, such as privateers, pirates and 

East VOC were built, fitted and manned in a similar 

manner to the men-of-war used by the It is thus rea.sollable that, when 
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describing a merchantman of this some associations warships can 

(Bound The voe, in its to tum a profit trade in the would 

to productivity of a ship. In other the 

in ship the interior would have 

on basis of using the confined space to its maximum potential. With corlstraints on 

volluITle and capacity and bearing in that a ship also had to be self 

sufltici~mt, space had to carefully planned utilised (Muckelroy 1978; Gawronski 

et al. 1992:22). 

divided 

a voe retourschip, 

or the stem, 

include that area to the stem of the ffilzzen mast; mid-ships 

internal organisation 

parts. These dlSC:USS 

To examine 

here as the area between the mi;zze:n mast and foremast; the 

section has been 

in this context will 

cargo hold, assllgm:d 

the area tnri:U~I'1i 

of the foremast. Although compartments of ship overlap the sectlorls as 

des:crilled au,-'"",. the mast areas been chosen to demarcate these areas because 

they form rough physical bOljndaru~s within 

indicated social boundaries dividing various groups 

(Werz 1997:31-32). 

structure. They 

people, as will 

also have 
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captain's cabin Ischjpperskamer) 

2 captain's bedroom Ischipperulaapkamerl 

3 cabins lor officers thunen vaor sluur/iedolll 

4 surgeoo's cabin 

Ihut voor opperme.ste, I cnirurgijnll 

5 cabio (kajuit) 

constable's room Iconslabe/sKamer) 

cable tiers (kabe/gatl 

8 cartridge lockers (walegangl 

9 bread &. oailrooms Ibroodkamers en zeilkooien) 

10 powder room IkruilKamerl 

11 pumps and pumpwell (pompon in pompzool 

quarterdeck Ihaltdekl 

IIpper deck l.erdek) 

poopdeck (campanjedek) 

IS capstan (kaapslander) 

16 ventilalor ly"oWatorl 

12) gundeck Iquarters lor crewlloverloopdek) 

18 galley [quaners for coak and assistantsllkamb,t/sl 

19 steward's room 

(quarters lar steward and assistantsll''',"elar'}) 

20 mastwelilshatiockers)lmastlool 

21 water and victual. hold Iwaler en .pij.gal) 

22 main hatch Igrole luikl 

23 hold Ifuiml 

24 waterhold (walergatl 

25 rop.work sto,. (bergplaalS voor lien I toulfwerk) 

26 cable tiers Ikabelgal) 

27 manger Ivoorhell 

28 bilts Idekknechts) 

29 waist (kuildekl 

30 lorecaslle I'luaners lor crew) (bak) 

31 anchorbin. liJnk.rb"tin~sl 

@ farecastle deck (bakdekl 

33 beak Iheads tor cr.wllgaljoen) 

34 .ail,aam Ilei/kool) 

35 passageway to constable's ,oom 

(loopgang naar conslabe/skam"r) 

36 area fo' consumption of food and drink 

lplaats voor eonsumplie van .oedse/ ell drank) 

37 backhatch laehrerluik) 

38 cook's hatch (koksluikl 

39 for.hatch Ivoar/uikl 

40 transom gallery lofficers' h.ad.llgalerljl 

-\() 
\() 
N 
N 
w 

-
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3.5.1.1 THE STERN 

The stern, which is situated at the back of the ship, is probably most detailed in terms 

of organisation. Five decks divide the stern horizontally. The uppermost deck, exposed 

to the open air, is called the poop deck and contained small enclosures such as chicken 

coops~ Swivel guns, used in close combat, could also be attached to the thick planking 

of the gunwales of this structure (Gawronski (ed.) 1987:55). As mentioned above, the 

perils of East India trade meant that the ships had to be well armed and organised in a 

manner similar to the man-of-war. Artefacts that may be recovered from this area in 

terms of official VOC policy might include: swivel guns, perhaps the remains of 

temporary enclosures or structures added to that of the ship i.e. remains of planking, 

wire, nails etc. and possibly even organic remains of the animals kept in that area. 

Being exposed to the elements, it is unlikely that any "loose" artefacts would be 

associated with the poop deck. Anything that was not firmly attached to the ship 

would have been hazardous in rough seas and susceptible to weathering and, therefore, 

stored elsewhere. 

Situated below the poop is the quarter-deck. This deck is of equal height to the 

forecastle, the highest point at the bow. Although the quarter-deck itself extends to 

forward of the main mast, the deck only supports enclosed cabins in the area behind 

the mizzen mast. The quarter deck extends quite a way into the section in front of the 

cabins. This area would probably have been utilised by the officers and passengers as 

an area for relaxation. It was also utilised as a command post, for manoeuvring, rigging 

and de-rigging of the ship (Ketting 1979:63-64). It would be unlikely that any artefact 

remains could be specifically associated with this area. The quarter deck forward of the 
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mizzen mast may, however, have been as a "T"""'''",. area this mid-ships 

as it 

structure. 

spatial capacity to support a permanent or semi-permanent 

The allocation or use the cabins on the 

large cabin at the back was the 111U,,,,..,1 

charts, books, crew lists, 

deck followed a specific 

"workingll cabin. It would have contained 

as most the 1" .... n..,. 

of this were smaller cabins. These utensils and personal OeI4Jn,g;mgs. 

served as sleeping quarters the master and the first mate (Figure 3.5.1.2) 

the 1 century retourschip, large stern cabin was (Gawronski 1987:56). 

orc)celea€:~a by one cabin, as shown in Figure 3.5.1.3 which represented a "communal" 

cabin for the officers of the ship (Kamer 1995: 158). Other people that would have 

been section are and possibly some The 

ships steering mechanism was situated in front the second cabin. As a result, items 

associated with two cabins, such as personal belongings, can possibly be In 

association with items formed of the or navigational eqlllprnerLt, 

as sounding weights and compasses. 

Artefacts that may be associated with stern quarter deck area include navigational 

equipment sounding weights dividers, lamps, quality dining .......... "".,,"". 

Hn,· .. r" weapons, such as swords and side furniture as tables or sea-

chests, fittings etc. The barber surgeons instruments would also present in this 

area. These may include ""Tr1lT1n,",,, ointment jars and medicines. It should be noted, 

however, that the 

room underneath 

surgeon equipment was often in the master-gunners 

quarter deck, and not in his cabin (Leuftink 1991:57). 
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Figure 3.5.1.2 Outlines and compartments on decks of East Indiaman (after Gawronski 

deck upper deck 

L.l . ... . 

, 

• 

hold 
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quarters of 
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r---:.::t.---l---- Chest 

-+-__ -f_+ ____ Mast 

T able and benches 
-+~--~~~-------

~ ____ Cupboard 

cot 

chairs 
~--~~~~~~--r------Cupboard 

was sittlated below the cabins of the stern. This is 

• ..., .. ,0 ... of the ship. At the stern of the 

the upper deck supported a large 

masters 

up the entire stern area. cabin would have housed some of small armament 

(Figure 3.5.1.5), the un~)ort:ant passengers or if there were no could 

have been used as a store room. It would be mtc~re:)tmlg to know whether ofiicelrs 

crew shared this space for or whether there was some of 

hierarchy in space allocation. Art.eta,cts possibly be associated with this area 

thus include personal belongings as luggage chests and perhaps 

p01:celain and other goods that people were to Europe on the homeward-

items would be similar for both or storage siruations, 

volume without the added consumption of people. In 

the example Goster/and, all porcelain recovered, with exc:eptlon of some of 
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The lOVi,est of the ship was 

accessible only through the hatches 

enclosed deck on ship. 

The area tO~Jar(1" stern of this 

master-gunners room. This large 

118 

deck. This was below the 

led from the This is 

was occupied principally by the C01:1starbel or 

contained small we:aponry of the 

ship. With eXl~eJJ,tloln of some cutlasses and firearms were kept in main 
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cabin, gurmelrs tools and equipment, hanldglIns, armour other weapons, with the 

exclusion of the cannon themselves, would been room. area 

would have heavily gmlfd~~d to ensure agamst crew memb,ers acquiring weapons 

that could be tunned against the O!11lceI·S. The stec~nnlg gear passed through room, 

the steering mechanism on the quarter-deck to the rudder itself Artefacts that 

this area would then mostly small arms and gunnery 

equipment. The ste4ermlg gear found here could also play a part 

this area of the ship. Ha;rber-sllrg4eOn equipment, was often kept a chest in the 

mastelr-glllnrlerS room could be useful as an indicator of this area, but care would 

needed to distinguish this particular set equipment its cOtmt~~rp(uts that could 

possibly found in barber-surge,ons sle~~piI1lg quarters on the quarter 

The cargo hold is the lowest and biggest enclosure of the the stem secltlOn the 

hold was divided into smaller compartments covering the area from mizzen 

mast to about the distance to the agterstevenbalk, the stem structure 

to the keel. At very stem ship was a well. The would have been 

as storage areas for cables, bread and sa:ils other supplies. They also acted as 

cartridge lockers and contained powder room surrounded bread rooms. 

Forward of these was a that surrounded the and was 

COl1lDec:ted to the 

would include cables 

In the IdeJntlllLcatlon 

pumps above. Material that may be associated with this area 

anchors, stores such as na:ils, carperltry tools etc. 

seC1:ion of the it may be useful to make note of the fact 

that copper sheeting, mu:""t:5 and na:ils would have been in the powder room and 

adjacent areas to create a free emrironmlent. qU8.1ntibes of materials 
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could point to this space. Again this area would have been heavily guarded and items 

associated with soldiery may be present in small quantities. 

3.5.1.2 MID-SHIPS AND CARGO HOLD 

As mentioned above, the quarter-deck and forecastle overlap with the mid-ships 

section, as defined in this project, and are on the same horizontal plane. The sections 

are, however, not joined and they are open in the centre revealing the upper deck. In 

other words, the upper deck, the first fun deck on the ship, is situated below the 

quarter deck and forecastle deck. In the area at the stern that is covered by the quarter

deck, the upper deck houses the capstan (Gawronski (ed.) 1987:57). The capstan is a 

lifting device used to move heavy objects such as anchors, ship's boats, cannon, etc. 

(Figures 3.5.1.6 and 3.5. 1.7). Although it would have been necessary to keep this area 

relatively uncluttered, it may also have been used to store livestock such as pigs 

(Gawronski (ed.) 1987:57). Once again the ships fittings, in this case the capstan, 

would give a clue of the area being examined. Little in the way of artefact remains 

would be found in this area except for possibly animal remains and personal items 

belonging to the crew if the area was used for sleeping or other activities. Most of the 

crew were, however, accommodated on the lower gun deck. The portion of this deck 

that was uncovered, was used for the storage of the ship's boats. The section covered 

by the forecastle housed part of the crew. The boatswain and watchmen could have 

used this area for shelter in rough or unpleasant seas. The anchor bitts were also stored 

in this part of the ship. Because of the accessibility and situation of this deck, it could 

be used also as a place to tend to the sick during calm weather. Being uncovered and 
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thus aerated it would more hygienic and pleasant in Activities of 

kind would not, hmNe"er. retlectc~d in the archaeological record bec:aw;e ship 
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wreck accidents did not occur 

pounders, of the ship would 

weather, The smaller cannon, mainly six 

sitLlate:d on this deck and would also thus 

addition, there was the small boat be reflected in the archaeological renlaiIlks, 

equipment, personal items of the crew with livestock 

mamtemmce, This area may also contain small quantities such as medical 

eqlJ1plrnellt left by the barber-surgeon perhaps attention to 

personnel during a disaster, Although is an 

these are important when excavating a nrr,,,,,,lr 

COI1lfuS:lOn cre:ated by items that seem out of place, 

The lower gun-deck was sltllated 

hatches and a small passagewliy leadulg 

ship's armaments and 

the upper deck and was accessible through 

the room, This deck housed the main 

stem area on this level was used as a 
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sail room ulh", .. ", sheeting, ropes tackle would have 

Forwards the sail room were veIltihltioln shafts that opened up just behmd the 

large bellows was situated area to accommodate ventilation of the 

crews quarters and lower compartments the ship (Gawronski The 

armament of the ship, i. e. cannon were situated 

The East Indiamen, altltlOtlgh l'~r ... ri1'l(J fewer guns, were armed in a similar fashion to 

the war ships. Ships were sonletiJmes armed differently on voyage (Brown 1992, 

in: Bound (ed.) 

as resolutions 

of the 

114). different types ofordlmance depended on factors such 

VOC governing weaponry, war political circ~unlst(mC4es 

once again shows the importance of the correlation be1;wt:~en 

archaeological recants and the historical sources each voyage. The number of 

present on 

work 

ship would not only 

thus affecting the 

org;anisat1ion ofthe ship to accommodate 

numbers of trained sailors to 

COilstI'amts on board, but internal 

present and related equipment. 

crew stored their sea around the cannon and on ship 

ste1war'd's room and the galley were slttlate~d to the port and advanced in this area. 

starboard of the main mast on gun deck. were the areas where the 

place and the crew rec:enred its refreshments rations. The preparation of hot food 

galley was a brick lined area that contained fires nec:ess.a:ry preparation of food. 

bricks enslued was controlled and did not spread to the rest the 

ship. Tmvar(is 

used mainly 

section of the ship accommodated another store room 

stora~~e of rope work. 
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Artefacts that can be associated with the lower gun deck of the ship are varied, Firstly, 

and most noticeably, are the cannon. Where salvage operations could not retrieve the 

cannon after the ship had been wrecked, it may be assumed that a large number of 

cannon can still be found in the lower gun deck area. Related to the cannon are items 

such as shot, used in the operation of the guns. Items belonging to crew members can 

also be found here. The contents of sea chests, including tobacco pipes, footwear, lice 

combs etc. should be visible in the archaeological remains in many instances. Items 

such as clothing that were contained in these chest are unlikely to survive, although 

leather and buttons can be reflected in the archaeological record. Personal items and 

part of personal trade goods were also stowed in these chests, out of sight of the 

officers and other crew members. The size of the chests would, however, restrict the 

volume of such items. Artefacts associated with the galley and stewards room, such as 

bricks, copper cauldrons, pots and cooking utensils should be highly visible in this area. 

As a result of the durability of such items, together with their unique size and shape, 

they can be excellent indicators of the lower gun-deck and its associated 

compartments. This section of the ship would also be the most difficult to investigate, 

considering the possibility that unofficial goods were kept here. This again would be an 

area where the archaeologist would have to draw in the historical records in order to 

decipher the official ship's equipment and fitting issue from the informal items taken on 

board. It is this area that would probably give the most infonnation regarding everyday 

life on board ship, 

Below the gun deck was the main cargo hold (Figures 3.5.1.7 and 3.5.1.8). To discern 

this section from other areas with absolute certainty it is necessary to know what cargo 
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at the again, investigation of the the ship was 

documentation tog;ether with arCllae()logjcal evidence show what 

artefacts can be associated with this enclosure. There were, nmNe'/er. divisions prf:sellt 

the hold give additional as to its identity. Towards the stern of the 

hold were water and victual stores. contained 

beverages, as well as provisions (Gl!W1~Onski ( ed.) 

drinking water and alcoholic 

smaller provisions store 

was situlate~d towards the bow the ship, the two separated by cargo 

hold. area around mast was as a storage space, or well, for the 

majority of cannon balls (GaMonski (ed.) 

It is pmisible to recogrnse part of the ship, therefore, without kncJwma the specifics 

cargo being can~ed although large quantities of items such as peppercorns, 

fennel, cowrie shells, tropical hardwood indigo, all found on Oosterland, could 

a good indication. Artefacts, ships equipment and stores can be to 

part of the include barrels and used for the sto!ra~~e of liquids such as 

water and alcohol, other containers 

lead shot and cannon balls. If the 

as baskets used 

the ship is knOWl1. 

storage of provisions, 

section of the 

will be even more easily recognisable. obvious cargo hold 

relatively artefacts with life on board, although it might well contain 

illicitly transported private goods. 
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Figure 3.5. 1.8 The hold looking from mid-ships towards the bow (Ketting 1979: 73) 
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3.5.1.3 THEBOW 

The bow area, in front of the foremast, included the forecastle deck and the upper deck 

which were taken up largely by the fittings of the bowsprit. Below the bowsprit on the 

gun deck were cable banks used for rigging etc. There was a manger in the hold and on 

the beak of the ship was the crew's head. What may remain are artefacts allied to 

livestock maintenance and rigging. The actual ship structure in this area is relatively 

solid and densely fitted. It may be that ship fittings and perhaps even decorative 

paraphernalia, such as the figurehead which was attached to the bow, are preserved 

due to these conditions. 

Soldiers and sailors were also accommodated in the lower parts of the bow structure. 

This would indicate that many items associated with these people can be recovered 

from excavations in this part of the ship. Finds would include weaponry, such as brass 

musket plates~ personal belongings, such as lice combs, spoons and other items that 

may have been stored in the sea chests~ and possibly personal trade goods. Buttons and 

other metal items that were used on soldiers uniforms could also be associated with 

this area. Because soldiers were comparatively inactive during a voyage, artefacts such 

as gaming pieces and other devices that may have kept people occupied may be found 

in the bow of the ship, although such items would obviously also be present in the 

crew's and officers' quarters. 

It can be assumed that certain structural features determined and restricted spatial 

organisation within the ship. For purposes of this research, it is therefore useful to 
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exalrnitle parts of the ship that most likely to survived over pel10cls of time. 

ex~unJ)le, the location of the a good indicator direction in which 

the ship was deposited on the sealbed and therefore where ""'''''<>in artefacts can be 

expected dmmg excavation. Inversely, location of an unidentified can 

possibly to a structural component that can provide a as to artefact's 

original location on board the working ship. the archaeologist to begin to 

relate this artefact to peelple on the ship use or significance. it is not 

practicable to look at component of the ships structure in detail in the context of 

this only a few eX~lmJ)les or the more durable components will be given her'eatter 

to this assumption. 

As sug;ges,ted above, the keel togeth1er with the aft and detemlined 

length ship. These stays are imt>oI1:ant parts of the ships structure. In a spatial 

sense, they the bow and stem ship and are also SlgIutic:ant as indicators 

ofa ship's proportions, as these seem to been deJ)endellt on height of the 

was used in fore and aft stay. structural components, were vital The 

the attachment hull planking to skeJleton. The aft stay not only supported 

outer planking, but 

pre:SSlllres put onto it 

needed strength to the wide stem structure and the 

mizzen mast (Ketting 1979:17-18). Because stress 

tactors, the stays would been heavily built thus possibly C!l1n.N""" in the 

underwater environment a long time. An example of this is provided by the remains 

of the VOC ship, Batavia, wrec~::.ed on the Australian west coast. They are important 

as an archae:olOlglcal n~fer'en(:e deterrnining the bow and stem sections of the n"'''','' ...... 

which the ship is positioned, and the size the abs~enc:e 

the complete keel}. Once the lie and of the ship has determined, certain 
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determinations can be made concerning 

examination of their positions in relation to 

dispersal. 

structural remains would show how 

an 

ship up or how a shifting .,..,aIIJVU affected the wreck and its contents. The 

position of their rellltlC,n to .. I .. tn .. n-r", could also some 

sense on board the Artefacts that seem out of from their location as 

by official or historical documentation could be identified with this analysis and 

show something more about they way oeclme 

other while living on the ship. 

..., .......... "',.' .... themselves and interacted with 

Other structural remains which can serve as indicators for the layout of a wreck site 

are the masts. U.U'VU'J;<.U the would be easily put out of place during the 

the of masts would stay in as a result of size their 

strong connection to the keel, due to support required the immense sail area 

ships needed propulsion. The on port the 

gundeck, is another structural component that is very visible to excavators. 

Because it is lined to avoid fire spreading to other areas of ship, and because 

these will the damages of it is likely that part ship 

be easily discernible. Such bricks been recovered from the Oosterland and 

can be associated cooking pots and utensils. galley compartment is associated 

primarily with gundeck 

as the used 

crews quarters. It contains certain unique items, such 

food which will be discovered in no other area on 

the Therefore, the archaeologist could to find the regulation items 

by the VOC this area. It may be an interesting problem to decipher the relationship 

of unofficial 

that, due to 

found in association with galley, In such an instance it be 

close proximity with SleC~01I1R quarters, artefacts belonging 
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to crew other than the cook or his assistants, have been on 

sea 

there are those structural "IndIcators" the catl~gOlry of ship 

fittings. These include the capistan, the stecermlg and possibly the larger vents and 

bellows. The capstan, siwlate:d on the deck between the main mast and the 

mizzen mast, could C!Hn/ivp de~itrulctilon. This large, solid circular winch affected 

the internal or~~anjlsation to a and function meant that the area 

surrounding it "T"","Ir1 to Therefore, artefact remains would be rare 

in lffilnelllal:e '''1l'11'Utu He:calJSe of its size and strength, the steering is well 

to term survival. Because the steering mechanism is in the 

would have been a necessity for some sort adjllstnlent to 

comlpensate for its presence. This affect would possibly be on personal bel()flgJ.ngs if, 

ex,unJ)le, a temporary strucrure to house them was built area 

comm.) and on the freedom of movement 1'\1+,l'","'"'' living around it. This can 

possibly shown through spatial anaLlVSllS. mech(l.ni~ims that connected 

the steering mechanism to rudder ran thrloUJj~h the room, affecting the 

organisation of this rudder did not have an impact on the internal 

organisation, as it was at of the ship, it can be used as a positional 

pointer during and should, the:retc)re. included here. 

What must mind is that during excavation, the positions of exposed arteta,cts 

or indicator's, such as those mentioned above, allow for a Pf()grIOS1is to of the 

apflrmumate position of as yet undiscovered structural remains. 

belonJ~ng to the master of the ship were to be discovered, it could mean aft 
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stay and the rudder are proximity if they survived on same scenariO 

would be true if structural rel11aU1S that are difficult to identify were rec:ov,ered. 

fact that certain artefacts are only with certain areas on board ship, means 

that artefacts can as a means distinguishing these structural remains. A case 

in point would be to find separate lJt:i:I,rH::S pivots on the extremities which were 

cle,ulv never integrated into the structure. these are found in and amon:gst 

gurmelry equipment and the remains of small this could well indicate part of the 

ste~enfllg mlectlarulsm that ran through master guflmer's room. 

In conclusion, in discussing the interior a 160 ship it must be assumed 

that the rernainil1lg structure has been altered as a result wrec1dnlg, by contemporary 

or by other en~V1f()nrneIltal tac:tOl"S such as wave 

action and currents. factor affecting both structural and artefact 

assemblages is day treasure and souvenir hunting, What remain, 

however, are substantial features such as parts of the hull rudder and 

artefact assemblages .. A ... ",,,,,. to a "''''r1r~1n extent, reflect the COIlstructlon 

organisation of the ship it was operational. 

Although only a very general official ships layout has 

research. The concept of is one this section forms an lmt)ortant 

most fundanrtental cOl1cepts on archaeological interpretation is based. 

case manttme archaeological Ooster/and project specifically, it 

may aSS1L1mE~d that relations between art€~facts a!;soclatec1 with different parts of the 

ship information about the breaking up of the vessel and the 

formation orolces:s. Depending on the distribution from each deck and 
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area within the 

the collapse of 

it must be possible to at least in nature of 

on the sea example, if items associated with the 

officers quarters on the quarter deck were to combined with assemblages 

related to room on the gun deck, it could be part of the 

stem sec:tiCln wreck collapsed vertically on to itself. however, the same 

aSS111m(~d that the wreck artefacts were in areas adllac~ent to other, it may 

pitched over onto its side before deposition. An artefacts originating 

from areas on the ship may suggest environmental such as wave 

on the wreck and moving artefacts around on sea bed. Further sorlead 

dis1tributic)ns could show 

durmg the wrecking orClce!;s 

fracture of the ship's structure on the surl:ace 

of these qm~stlc)ns which are related to the internal organisation will 

be further examined analytical stages project, when dealing 

archaeological qU€~stllons and answers For example, km[)wina what types 

of artefacts can be associated with different areas on ship, can provide clues as to 

differences be1:w(;~en distinct social groups in terms of space allocation. addition, 

artefacts formally rec()rd€~d can be compared with the uncloc1umlentied 

remains reC:OVlerela. pel:sonal items not reflected the historical 

documentation, and this win give a more detailed oflife on board a ship in 

a spe:cltitc period. Hereby it is aSS11m~~d that people's mt€~rac:tlOIIlS and daily lives 

will retllect:ed, to an extent, 

spatial distributions of 

actlVl1:les took place. 

material they leave behind. Examination of 

show where, how possibly why such 
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It is clear that a geller:at understanding of the full quantities 

eql1iplment that would have been carried llIhn,llIrn is a vital commencement point from 

spe(~ific anomallies, irn;~gularities, tiift''''l''PYll''P''' and omlSSl,ons can be measured 

research is concerned principally with the use a GIS on a spe:cific 

it is not relt~vwr1t to make a cOlnpl.ete list maritime archaeological nl"r\;PI-t 

enormous volume of ma'tenai carried on board a Dutch 

Indiwman. Such studies have already been I1n,riPf-tlll1.'pn by, for example, Gawronski et 

would have 

al. 1992; 1987. 

Dosterland for use in the 

organisation artefacts 

hmNe"er~ each artjetajct recovered 

from 

been classified 

the and official documentation in mind. As the archaeological 

excavations continue and the ass:en:tblatge becomes more complete, it will become 

possible to identifY what is missing the coJ.lec:tlOn . 

. 2 CARGO 

INTERNAL ORGANISATION 

It is a gellen:tlly accepted that people on Indllan1en made use 

opportunities overseas to 'I:I1"£ll1i1'P varying wmounts trade goods personal use or 

resale on return to the Netherlands and benefited from favourable exc:hw1ge rates to 

transfer money money (Werz are several reasons 

practices are difficult to study. items that 

were on board were Um)fiijClai and th<::re1:one, despite several historical re£erenc(~s to the 

sometimes personal 
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Another difficulty 

hidden in various 

prommlent place 

the quarter deck 

ex~mumIllg personal commodities is the that these goods were 

on board the or VI ... '",,,,,,,,, m teIlrlP()rwrv structures. most 

structures was in the area in front 

ship plans above). It has occasionally 

officer's quarters on 

recorded that 

VUJ''''' .... " on board <'''' ..... Ai' ....... ''' set up temporary structures in this area to house 1"\<' .. ,,"' .... 

acquired in or to ac(~oIlrlmodiate themselves if cabins were filled 

personal trade (Werz 1995, comm.). If this is the case, then the 

that were stored there would probably be with the formal contents of the stem 

sec:tlon. This is because the break-up 

collapse onto or onto its side. 

of the 

exception would 

ship would 

environmental 

cause interspersion between private 

and crew, who were accommodated in 

belonging to ranking persons 

mid-ships and bow 

structures presumably be on the poop 

In the case of the upper deck structure, it would again 

but artefacts found here could seem to associated with 

and the upper 

the domain of the 

ship broke up. The structures built on the poop would be """"' .... "'. 

crew when the 

associated 

there is a 

due to 

the 

with This relation problem could be solved in a number of 

ti,t't .... ,,, ... ,. ... between the quality of personal items available to crew and otrlcers 

nn:an(:lal differences, then it could be possible to sort out the one categlory 

to some extent. """ -._-. J recovered nn1iXlP'IIPT not a Sra(;tOI'V means 

to ownership U'"'''',(lU;:,,", individual crew members may have bought one or two 

expensive items, whereas some officers may bought large quantities of 

mexocenslve commodities. would certainly 

of the available to individuals of different status and the 

earnings between officers and crew. It can therefore assumed, 
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generally speaking, that higher ranking 

personal items than individual crew members. 

Although the main cabin in the stem of is not an un<)ml~lal or tenilD()rrurv 

structure, it may well have been used as a storage area for 

event that the ship was carrying no it seems likely that 

would be an ideal area for storage. It is large, easily to the out 

and out of bounds of the crew. If passengers were on board, then mam 

cabin would again be a source of unofficial or personal commodities. 

were returning from a stay overseas then they would probably be 

belongings with them. This may mean that even items as 

found in this area. These larger items could, however, also be 

' ........ ,1""·'" can 

hold, so 

care should be taken in using these as identifying markers for a particular area within 

the ship. Smaller personal items, such as jewellery or cutlery, might 

cabin area. 

As mentioned above, the social hierarchies on the vessel to 

boundaries. The sleeping quarters of the higher officers were ,.."''''·t ....... ·1''''11 

the ship. Only during the execution of their 

Passengers would have adhered to SImllar "'IJ" ....... 

merchants, clergymen, newly appointed or retiring On'l,,,,rnn,eCl. 

could often considered passengers if they were 

"1J","'1l1'" d·estmatloltl. However, specifically merchants were actively involved in .... "'''' .. ''.''' .. 

"",.· .... .1.1:'15 on board ship which makes their status somewhat obscure 

non-commissioned officers would appear to have been of status 
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most of the passengers, Sailrnakers, 

carpenters and barber -surgeons were, therefore in 

provosts, 

ffil'(l-smr:'s or in 

the lower decks of the stem and close to workirlg areas. He(;au!se tasks 

and the fact that many of them, such as the master gUI:lIleI's, would be nee,c1ed mainly in 

an emergency, meant that they ne(~de:d to be 

perform their functions Iffilneciia1:ely and swift Iv 

call" of the time and ready to 

mast. 

status sailors and soldiers were housed forward of the main 

lower status people, there were social divisions 

sailors were situated on the gun decks of the ship, making it possible 

to their area of work. The soldiers, who were considered to the 

lov.rest status on the ship, lived on the orlop the tor1ecastle in the 

The hold at the bow. The reasons for this dlvislCm were maltnlv to timction. 

soldiers were only active on watch duty, 

they were required to assist in loading 

were active for the entire voyage. 

was eng;agc;:d battle or when 

........ I".V, wbere.as sailors 

It may assumed that above ment14:mc;,d divisions are, at least in part, reflected in 

are, however, certain factors that would affect the 

theretiore the analysis of the artefacts that may indicate how the ships 

were partttt1om.::d terms people. The most obvious problem is trying to identify 

arteta,cts that show differences between classes. It should be noted that 

the differences in personal items of the sailors and soldiers would probably 

slight. The difference in pay, as derived from historical was small 

and so the types of items that were for PUI"cruise 
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Detennining separation between soldiers and sailors is further complicated by the 

manner in which the ship broke up during the wrecking process and it's decay on the 

sea floor. If the ship collapsed down onto itself it may be difficult to unscramble and 

assign different artefacts to different people. Further complications relate to the space 

for storage of personal belongings, which would have been restricted to approximately 

the same area for both soldiers and sailors. For these reasons the archaeologist can, in 

most instances, only make reasonable divisions between the people of high rank and 

the people of lesser status. 

Even if items associated specifically with one group or another were to be recovered, 

the fact that in many instances they would be interspersed with items associated 

directly with another group complicates the issue. For example, if the ship collapsed 

down onto itself, the officers personal belongings would be mixed with the items found 

in the cabin and the gun room. This makes it very difficult for the investigator to 

detennine what belonged to the first mate as opposed to what belonged to the master 

gunner, assuming that both transported personal goods in their respective areas. 

In conclusion, it is clear that the majority of the ship's company would have made an 

attempt to collect personal items while in the East. These items could take the form of 

trade goods, for resale in their home countries, or of souvenirs. Added to these items 

are personal artefacts taken onto the vessel in an attempt to make life during the 

voyage more comfortable, such as gaming pieces, or as a reminder of home. Even 

though the VOC tried to curb illicit trade, most people on board seem to have made 

every effort to acquire the maximum quantities of personal commodities possible, 

perhaps even through the sacrifice of official VOC issue items. For this reason, space 
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would have been used in a manner to maximise the storage of personal goods. The 

space available for personal goods is directly proportional to rank. or status. There are 

clear divisions of status groups on board ship and these can possibly be reflected in an 

analysis of the personal items recovered during archaeological excavations of wrecks. 

Because the study of history is about people adapting to and creating their social 

environments, these items would go some way in reconstructing and interpreting the 

history of the trade system that was aided by these ships and the people living in their 

bulks. East Indiamen were amongst the most technologically advanced structures of 

their time and they played a vital part in historical developments throughout large parts 

of the world. F or this reason, a detailed and thorough study of these vessels is 

important in recreating aspects of 17tlt and lStlt century history. 

3.5.3 RESULTS OF THE OOSTERLAND GIS 

In preceding sections, some archaeological questions were in an effort to test the use 

of the GIS system developed as an analytical tool. In the following, an attempt will be 

undertaken to answer these questions. Before doing so, however, it is perhaps 

necessary to explain briefly the way in which data resulting from the Oosterland 

project have been organised within Arc View. 

Several tables were created in the Tables feature of the Project menu. These included 

separate tables c_ontaining x and y co-ordinates and PDP and DP numbers for different 
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sets of grids. The perimeter grid was plotted first followed by the smaller rigid grids. 

Grids 1 and 2 form the first set, 3-5 the second 6-8 and 9-13 the third and fourth 

respectively. These divisions were created based on the fact that the grids in each 

category are physically connected, except in the case of grids 1 and 2 which form a 

separate table. Once these tables were created, they were joined to form one table 

called "Grids" that contains the x and y co-ordinates for all of the DPs and PDPs on 

the site. Artefact data and positions were contained in a second group of tables created 

for this purpose. Three tables were created, one for each excavation season. These too 

were joined to form a table called "Artefacts". This system of tables means that each 

group of grids and each season of artefacts can be examined separately or as a whole. 

It was felt that the option of setting up tables in this manner would make the system 

more user friendly. Artefacts were selected using the Query Builder tool in Views. This 

tool allows the user to select items from the tables based on the contents of fields in 

those tables. This is why the classification of artefacts was an important feature of data 

capture. It was found, however, that searches were most effective if the artefact 

descriptions were used as a means of selection because several different types of 

artefacts had the same classifications. For example, the classification Tools and 

Utensils includes both items associated with navigation and items such as spoons but 

these two categories may be needed to be examined separately or as a whole, 

depending on the questions being asked. 

Spoons and possibly lice combs represent categories of items that show a one to one 

ratio to people on board ship in terms of numbers. From historical documentation it 

has been possible to determine that 146 people took part in the return voyage of the 

Dosterland, eleven of whom died during the journey. On arrival at the Cape, 35 sick 
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and probably some of the officers would have disembarked and been taken ashore. 

This means that almost 100 people would have been on board the Gosterland when 

she was wrecked (Werz 1997: 241). It can therefore be assumed that artefacts 

recovered would represent these people at an absolute minimum. To examine the 

numbers of these items and their relation to other artefacts on the site, the "Artefacts" 

table was selected and inserted into a View. This process makes the data contained in 

that table available for visual inspection and data query. Using the Query builder tool, 

spoons and lice combs were selected from the list of artefact descriptions as shown in 

Figures 3.5.3.1 and 3.5.3.2. Only a minimal number of such artefacts have been 

recovered to date: three spoons and five lice combs. This means mean that a maximum 

of eight individuals can be associated with the area covered by these items, if it is 

assumed that each item belonged to a different person on board ship. It is likely, 

however, that fewer individuals are present. Figure 3.5.3.3 shows that at least one of 

the spoons and one of the lice combs could be associated with one individual. Artefacts 

associated with these items and their relative position on board ship will be discussed 

later. By examining the numbers of individuals represented on the site to date, it is 

possible to determine how much of the site has been excavated to date. The fact that a 

maximum of eight out of almost 100 individuals can be accounted for by spoons and 

lice combs, means that implies that less than 8% of the total wreck has been uncovered 

at this stage of excavation. Other evidence that allows for the determination of the 

amount of the site exposed to date comes from items that are listed in the standard ship 

inventories of the period. List supplied by Van Yk (1697:276-285) of the inventory of 

a 154 foot East Indiaman can be examined and comparisons can be drawn between 
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Figure 3.5.3. 1 Spoons recovered from the first three fieldwork seasons of the 

Dosterland excavation from 1991 to 1996 (artefact numbers included) 
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has been rec,ove:red and should be present. It should be however, 

that the Goster/and was a 160 foot and may ditl:cre:d slightly, term of 

standard outfitting, to inventories cOl1ltailrled in Van It is possible, however to 

......... tl" examine in an attempt to determine the extent to which exc:aV,iltlcln 

has CO'\irere:d the site to Items of interest include the following: 

vario8S~al'eas on 
a~mdicate.fbyVaD'Yk 
(1697:276-285). 
nine anchors two grapnels one large anchor 

small anchor 
one 

and two bro:nze 
cannon 

pewter four jugs 

22% 

100% 

What the above indicates is the degree to which the has been uncovered. This table 

does not account the art~eta4~t groups that are not re]:Ire!;ented at all. A large 

proportion that has been undertaken to has concentratled the areas 

where this type assemblage would most visible. estimate the extent 

theretc)re, be put at approximately 15 to 20%. 
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In order to establish position of the wreck on seSlbec:i, or the direction in 

which the keel was det)Oslted it was decided to exa,miIle artetilcts associated with 

specific areas on board. it was nec:essary to establish the positions of 

groups been present in at least two separate parts of the 

this case, artefacts aSS,OCllatc::d with the stem, namely dividers, 

pe1wt~~r utensils, and barber-surgeon equipment, and items mcludmg C01JP~:r cauldrons 

bricks associated, with the mid ships TPO~{\n were ch()sen. Many 

been recovered to date most of them were not accurately "nr·'l1p'l.,.rt into 

the only an apJ)ro:ltirnlate pm.iticm was noted. For this rea!;on, only a 

getler;a! area position of these been indicated here. The ass'umptl<)fl 

was made that these two sets of artefact groups could possibly indicate a 

showed the approximate position and orientation keel on the sea floor. 

pO!;sible to overlay a base map positions of artefacts it should thus 

ship's outline and det,ernune the best fit position of " .. ","'..,... Again, it must be noted 

here that this anl:Llvsis is solely on the artefacts rec:overed to date and that further 

discoveries may slightly the position as established 

analysis yielded some mtc~re:stlru! results. It was nrf!VUUlslv SllSP4~ct€~d that the 

wreck was orientated more or a north-east south-west and parallel to the 

as shown in Figure orientation of the was to follow this 

line, it would to be concluded that the ship broke up outwardly bec:am;e artefacts 

are pOl)ltl4cm~:d in an explosive pattern. 

art~:tacts St:,lec1ted, it appears that a 

east Ofllent;ilttcm as shown in Figure 

the base ship ov(~rlaLv over the 

fit can be gained by a nOl:ln-we:Sl to SOUltn-

.5. orientation allows more 
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selected artefacts to be included in the confines of the ship base map. It also suggests 

a more plausible solution to the manner in which the ship broke up. It shows an 

artefact distribution to the east and forward of their original positions, with the 

exception of the galley bricks which seem to have remained more or less in place. This 

orientation also includes a greater proportion of the total artefact set as is shown in 

Figure 3.5.3.6. By placing this overlay onto the artefacts described, it is also possible 

to determine the "ownership" of artefacts to some degree. Pewter items found in the 

mid-ships area, between the galley on the starboard side and the stewards room to the 

on the port side (Ketting 1979:25,69) and west of the stewards room are statistically 

closer to these two partitions than to the stern of the ship and the officers quarters. By 

using the Information button on the toolbar of the Views function and mouse clicking 

on these pewter artefacts it is possible to examine what each artefact is. Four of these 

six pewter artefacts are jugs, one is a bottle top and the sixth a spoon. These are all 

artefacts that can be associated with the two above mentioned partitions in the ship. 

Pewter jugs stored in the stewards room may have been used for dispensing beverages. 

When these objects are compared with pewter found nearer the stern, it is possible to 

see some marked differences. Items near the stem include plates, spoons, a sand 

dispenser used for blotting ink and syringes, all of which would have been used by 

officers and non-commissioned officers and stored in the stem of the ship. This analysis 

again supports the probability of the orientation of the ship being north-west to south

east. This is further supported by the copper artefacts found on the site. Copper items 

associated with the galley and stewards room, including cauldrons, are found in these 

areas. The only accurately surveyed copper object that is found associated with the 

stern is a copper coin, quite possibly belonging to one of the officers. However, 
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cOlJiper sheeting and a copper 

probably indicating the remains of 

ownership to the copper coin it is pm,slbJle to 

been found in the same area, 

powder rooms. In assigning 

this artefact to other items whose 

positions in the working ship are the artefacts chosen are those 

associated with specific people and areas stem. Nearest neighbours to coin 

are navigational dividers. This would su~~gest that the coin could 

however, that the coin ranking ottilcer·s. It should 

dividers are rellllti\i'eiv art<:ltacts and would therefore be subject to a gre,iter 

of movement on 

The hypothesis were deposited in an direction is 

supported by occurrence of navigational dividers to the east the barber-surgeon 

Besides the example of the copiper 

belongings to specific groups 

\.<'iCTI1r.,. 3.5,3 

attempts were made to link pe1~sonal 

the ship. Again, those artefacts 

suggest specific areas on ship were as a mean from which to the 

occurrence and personal belongings. It was if of these 

obJc~cts feU within neighbourhood of official items that some be made 

... 1<1"11 ... .,. 3 Although there appears to be a near 

the stem tovvar(is mid-ships, these artefacts could not to spe(~itic people 

on """""""'" hovveVE~L a high probability that obllec1ts are owned by officers 
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desicrilJed above, the Oosterland was one of two ships that were wn~ck€~d 

storm at approximately the same location and other reoc)rts 

other ships, that were wrecked before or 

same 

same area. For the purposes of this project it is assumed that anchor is one 

bel4Dng;ing to the Oosterland. Since the dimensions of the anchor are knOlwn and an 

weight can be made it is possible to look for examples of similarly 

and anchors of dimensions. In determining the identity of the anchor, it 

was nec:ess.ary to return to literature on the sut)jec:t. Ketting gives a description of 

an century East Indiaman (Ketting 1979). 

an indication of the sizes of anchors used for 

reS4eaf(~h it was determined that the anchor is 

was stored mid-ships. A second 

the anchors used on the 

Historical documentation 

different breadths of 

most probably one 

problem associated with that many of the cannon seen 

when the site was originally discovered were not measured into the grid system. To 

particular anallvsis is 

date only 5 iron cannon and two bronze cannon, which rerrlOV€~ from the 

been located. Cannon which are shown in Fiuure 

can be seen from the Figure, cannon in an area slightly ofPDP3 

west ofPDP8. Again these cannon fit in well with the the:onrtical olrierltation 

Aa~ilea to this is the location of the anchor which seems to adhlere to the 

aSSlumlPticm that it was one of the anchors stored mid-ships. 

artetacts allows some tentative conclusions to be U.I. u.n .. re~:ardltng 

which the ",,.,..,,,,.,11' took place. It would seem that the ship was pushed towards 

by the wind the north-west, changing shortly thereafter to south-west, 

and heavy swell until it bottom 1997:243). It is possible that the vessel 

then keeled over towards to the east, possibly losing some of its cannon in 
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the process. The distribution of the cannon and the anchor suggests that the ship then 

righted itself after losing some of its weight, possibly swinging back past vertical to 

deposit more cannon to the west. It could not, however, survive the storm and began 

to sink and break up. Artefacts from the ship were washed towards the shore by wave 

action and deposited on the sea floor in a pattern moving from west to east as shown 

by Figure 3.5.3.6. The heavier articles, such as bricks, were deposited closer to the 

wreck and the lighter items, some of which were possible packed in crates or chests, 

were washed inshore. The position of the anchor compounds this analysis. It is 

positioned about a third of the way from the bow of the ship and in the mid-ships 

region where it was presumed to have been housed. It would seem that the entire ship 

did not sink in this area. Cannon and other artefacts have been located inshore and to 

the north of the perimeter grid and suggest that part of the ship broke away and was 

washed in towards the beach. This could be confirmed at a later stage when the GIS is 

fully operational and more survey data have been collected. 

A large feature of the site which confirms what has been said above is the concretion 

mound. This is a large area in the middle and to the east of the grid square formed by 

PDP2, PDP3, PDP4 and PDP9 (Figure 3.5.3.10). It has been assumed that the 

concretion mound is made up of part of the armament of the ship, mainly cannon balls. 

The position of this mound relates well to the orientation of the ship as described 

above. The gun room was situated in the stem of the ship and the main store of cannon 

balls slightly in front. The concretion mound is also a good area from which other 

artefacts can be related. This area would be situated behind the cargo hold and, as a 

result, artefacts linked to the cargo should be recovered north of the concretion 

mound. As a test of this, the locations of baskets containing indigo were plotted into 
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the GIS. As can be seen from Figure 3.5.3.10, this is the case. This should, however, 

be seen in the light of another basket, not shown here, being located in the area north 

of PDPS. The location of this basket does not discredit the hypothesis being put 

forward here as it still falls within the area in which cargo might be found. 

Finally, it is necessary to examine why certain artefact groups such as musket plates, 

that should be highly visible on the site, have not been recovered. Musket plates would 

be associated with only two areas on the ship, the officers cabin and the Master 

gunner's room in the stem and the soldiers quarters in the bow. It has been assumed 

that many of the artefacts that would have been found in the gun room have been 

engulfed by the concretion mound. This would mean that musket plates would not be 

visible without analysis of this mound and its contents. The area of the site which 

surrounds the bow portion of the ship has not been extensively excavated to date. The 

musket plates in the bow area may also be engulfed by concretions formed by the guns 

and other ferrous metals. Problems encountered with fixing the grid square in this area 

has meant that it is not possible to plot the artefacts recovered here at this stage. 

Further excavation seasons will allow the position of grids 14 and 15 to be established 

with more accuracy and further analysis can be done. 

The limited number of lice combs and shoes may be accounted for in a number of 

ways. Firstly, they are relatively light items and would be easily washed off'the site. 

Shoes in particular are vulnerable to currents and wave action because they often float 

for a period of time if loose, or removed from the site as people try to swim to the 

shore. It is clear though that a non-result, as is the case here, is as valuable as a result. 

Because these items have not been recovered in large quantities, it may be necessary to 
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adjust the area in which "''V{,·!:I'I.1'i:lhr,n place, As it stands the area west of the 

ex(~aV,aIea ""U"""!"," some exploratory work has been perimeter 

done, 

not 

The distribution of art~~tacts a 

ex()ec1ted and '!.u" ... r ... f3YC·,..""Hu,n 

the was ....... } ............ nOln:n··ealst to 

Ul""""''''' other artefacts might 

on the previous assumption 

"_'!.XI"''''T axIS, excavation was 

concentrated 

that it is IJV~'"'U''''' 

to fit that hypothesis. This project 

IS ommtaLted slightly differently and future 

should perhaps be planned to 

excavation areas west the 

point. 

Having examined artefact groups in terms 

necessary to examine the rel:atumS,h1tIS h,etvlJp.p.'n 

this possibility. More extensive 

may be able to prove this 

relation to the layout of the ship, it is 

art,etacts themselves. Since this 

',,-,.1 ...... 1 .. £1 into the grid system, only project is not a total analysis of all 

certain "hot-spots" will be examined .... ~ .. ~~ 3. 11 shows total distribution 

of artefacts over the It is 

first of these is the obvious C011centnatlcm 

formed by PDP2, PDP3, and 

four The area under observation COfltail!1S 

surgeon equipment, personal belon,gmgs, 

is also one item of 

approximately 4.5 by meters. attl~mllt was 

such hotspots will examined. The 

centre square 

namely barber

There 

IS 

to rum:Iacls belonging to 
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the category "Personal Belongings" to a specific person on board the ship. Because the 

only artefacts in this area that can be related to a specific person are those used by the 

barber-surgeon, it was decided that analysis would focus on attempts to make some 

links to the tools that he would have used. As can be seen from Figure 3.5.3.12, only 

four artefacts associated with the barber-surgeon can be found in this area. They are 

three white porcelain medicinal jars, one of them still containing ointment, and one 

pewter syringe. The distances between the items range from 0.88 meters up to 2.48 

meters. The nearest neighbour for each of the barber surgeons tools was calculated 

with a cut-off distance of two meters. Two meters was chosen as a conservative cut

off point because the distance falls within the maximum distance between the selected 

items. Hodder and Orton (1976) used similar methods when plotting the occurrence of 

Mayan burial sites. A distance was chosen as a maximum has been put in place because 

only close neighbours are being studied. Although items that may be related to the 

barber-surgeon are spread over an area exceeding ten meters, a neighbourhood 

analysis incorporating this range would encompass almost all of the surveyed artefacts. 

By narrowing the maximum distance to be searched between artefacts and their 

neighbours will also increase the probability of the relation being true. It is felt, 

however, that the nearest neighbour of the artefacts under investigation as well as the 

nearest neighbours of that artefact should be examined. Once this has been done it is 

possible to create a buffer zone around the original artefact that incorporates the 

second nearest neighbour. This has been done in an effort to eliminate the possibility of 

an artefact being associated incorrectly with another. The nature of an underwater site 

implies a certain degree of movement of artefacts as they come under the effects of 

currents and wave action. This in tum means that it is possible that some artefacts will 

be deposited in th.e same area, even though they are not directly associated with one 
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an()thc~r For this reason~ if at least two am:~tacts do not fall the then 

it can be inferred that association is This does not eliminate the possibility 

as groups of may be moved or many of Inls··att'Lchnllent conlple:tely 

artefacts from dltlerent areas of the may be det:,osited currents same 

but it make the analysis more statistically significant 3.5.3. 13 

shows all of the person.at blelo:ngings that are present within two meters the barber-

surgeon's equipment present in this area. It should noted that only one other object 

of this natlJre. a white porcelain has been c!l11""'''''~l1&'n into the site and lies near 

east side vessel next to galley. Art:eta,ct 1> a pewter svr:ing,e. has nearest 

neighbours of two pewter These spoons were recovered the same place as 

the have the same co-ordinates. second nearest neighbour is a leather 

shoe. phase nearest neighbour analysis on the artefacts closest to the on:gmal 

neighbours show that blue white a staruette 

fall within 0.50 meters of the syringe. A white porcelain is 

repI'ese11ted by point marked 2. Its cio!:;est neighbours are a blue and bowl 

0.11 meters away 

neiJghbour of a 

a Yi-Xing lid O. meters Artefact 3 has a nearest 

and white which in rum a nearest neighl)Ollr of a 

miniarure blue white vase. These two artefacts fall within 0.30 and 0.31 meters of 

white porcelain vase. Artefact 4 is another white porcelain ointment jar with some 

of the contents contained within it. It has nearest neighbours two shoes both 

falling inside 0.50 meters of 

suggested above regarding 

strong probability that these 

close proximity in relation to what has 

orientation artefacts distribution suggests a 

can be linked the baI'belr-sllrg4i::On or at least the 

same area ship from which the barber sur:geoln tools originated. Also of interest 

are those artleta,cts that within two meters of the four barber-surgeon items 
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A. Barber-surgeon Items 

x Personal Belongings 

'\ 

~ 
( / x \ 

3 .. x 

\ 

l,{ 
x x 

x 

\ / 

o 2 4 6 8 10 Meters 

Figure 3.5.3.13 Personal belongings Ivin. within two metres oo'er-surgeon 

equipment 
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selected. These include seven blue and white porcelain vases, a Yi-Xing teapot and a 

small duck statuette. Again, they lie within close proximity of artefacts associated with 

the stem but can not be associated directly with the items selected. This means that it is 

only possible to assume that the items that fall within half a metre of the tools have a 

significant probability of originating in the stem and thus being associated with the 

upper ranks on board ship. 

This range of certainty can be tested by examining other artefact groups. As has been 

discussed previously, two categories of pewter utensils can be found in the artefact 

assemblage, those associated with the stem and those associated with the galley and 

the steward's room. These items can be examined in relation to other personal 

belongings to test whether any valid relation exists between the two. It would be 

expected that personal belongings can be associated with the pewter found in the stem 

because of the close proximity to the officers living quarters. The pewter found around 

the galley and steward's room would be less likely to be linked to personal items 

because the areas were used as places of work and it is unlikely that many personal 

items would be stored there. By glancing at Figure 3.5.3.14, it is possible to see that 

this is true. The pewter found at the stem has a substantially higher proportion of 

artefacts lying within 0.50 meters of it than that found around the mid-ships area. The 

same nearest neighbour analysis as was used to determine the significant distance 

between artefacts associated with the barber -surgeon instruments was used to 

determine the nearest two neighbours in the case of pewter. In the area of the stem 

that was examined in the previous example, it was again found that a distance of .0.50 

meters represented the maximum distance between artefacts and their neighbours, 

while the pewtef: items found near the galley showed only one artefact within that 
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distance. of particular interest numbered diagram. They 

represent items that do not conform with what has been calculated and should 

therefore more eXJ:IlaiIled. Artefact 1 is a pewter sand dispenser, an item that 

can associated with the stem of the and the offic~ers complete certallntv 

possibly even with the masters cabin. From the plot it would appear this 

to be significantly linked to any artefact. In there 

are two blue and white porcelain that share same position and can therefore 

not be seen in figure. It is however an anomaly that artefact, which would have 

been kept in a where personal belongings were probably most prevalent, does not 

have more of such items in may be by examining 

the weight the artefact and the possibility that the sand would be 

likely to move after being deposited on the sea floor. The point marked 2 in 1<10'n1'''' 

3.5.3.14, a pewter flagon, is two reasons. Not only is it not affiliated to 

any personal belongings, 

argument 

clm,ely related to 

it has the same co-ordinates as a cop'per pot han.dle. 

the pewter found in this area of the ship are more 

and ste'wairds room than to stem. A pewter pot is 

represented by the point marked 3. point is of because it can only be 

to one other artefact in its neighbourhood. The artefact to east is a 

un(iet-emlim,d material, although pewter suggested. artefacts 

lie in an area approximately half way between stem and the and are an 

irregularity that cannot be explained in this part of the analysis. Point 4 also appears to 

be an It has been in Excavation Record Sheets as being a 

pewter bottle top. It has the same co-ordinates as a leather 

strap that be a part armament of 

thi~ is case then the pewter top may share 

a sheath 

tools and uteIlsils 

classification. In the 
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classification list used in this project, this item described as being part of the 

and utensils which may mean it did not originate from the stem of the ship. 

item may well also be the stored in this area since higher 

ranking crew and officers were allc)we:d to alcohol with them. 

In order to check the validity ownership to pewter items rec:overed 

the mid-ships were examined in relation to the types of tools and utensils 

in their neighbourhoods. It can be assumed that if items found 

surrounding 

model then 

De'wtE~r are associlate:d with certain furlcti,on areas on working ship 

Dt!1wtf~r items could be assigned to those same areas ..... iallrp 3.5.3.15 

shows the !:Iri,o.tQ, .. t plots for items classified as Utem;ils and for items made 

material Pewter. Nearest neighbour case, took on a 

slightly different form. Because the pewter are classified as being 

and utensils, they were allowed to be to one another in an endeavour to 

their position on board. This was only done if connections could not be made to 

artefacts. The maximum buffer dls1tan,~e 0.50 meters used previously also needed to 

be reassessed. 

extensive as those 

as close. 

that fall under these classifications are not as 

personal bleloJngIngs and so links between artefacts might not be 

distance was extended, distances were too to be comidered 

from the pewter artefacts in the stem could be associated 

artt;~tacts such as barber -surgeon implements to within a distance of l. 5 

confirming the likelihood of 

ship, this test proved to be of little value. 

arte~tacts being kept at the back of 

out of the five pewter items surveyed 
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into the mid-ships region could not be aSSiOCllaU~d. with even one artefact 't:mth,n a 

distance of meters. Where cotlpliJngs be made such as in the case of the 

pewter 1, they were to objects not be fixed into any position on 

the namely a coconut spoon and a black cup of The 

prc,ble~ms exi!lted for the pewter pot and spoon marked 2 and the to the east 

of the main concentration and outside ship overlay. Each items could be 

to one other, a spoon a leather pouch respectively, but no other tools or 

ute:nsils are present in those areas. 

position held on board the 

mentioned are not indicators of the 

Four objects were surv~,ed into the grid system that have been classified as or 

buttons. Of two been identified as the other two could 

objects, several different groups either. In an attempt to analyse the ownership 

of artefacts were chosen as a means to measure proximity. By plottiIllg the 

cOlnsibuttorlS into the grid system, it was possible to see that they in stem 

area this reason, could both identifY specific 

ship and be found the area where the were recovered were chosen; this case 

the Devlrter collection associated stem of the ship and the associated 

with the barber surgeon. The fact both of these groups are asSlJCUllted with the 

stem immediately skews the favour of that area so a group 

arterracts was added an attempt to balance the resolution analysis, in this 

case navigational starting this analysis, it should be noted that the 

number of coins/buttons on the site is only a small proportion of the 

expected quantities. Although the exact quantities cannot be determined, it can be 

assumed that at a few hundred buttons should present. It is knc,wn 
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solldielrs and ... 1+, ... "', .. " unifonns had buttons attached to them and it is likely that at least 

part of the clothing would have same. virtual of buttons 

can be explained a Firstly, it may be officers who went ashore 

while the Oosterland was at anchor may have taken luggage, including off the 

ship. The presence of only a buttons be a result of the limited excavation 

area cmrered to which did not include the lower parts of the bow where soldiers 

were housed. Finally, buttons may have been rel1tlmred from 

not uncommon for hotlt"" .. artefacts such as porcelain shards to 

by currents. It is 

up on the adjacent 

beach approximately meters away (Werz Buttons are small 

and may also be easily swept away by wave action. 

Figure .16 shows the occurrence of the artefacts chosen to ownership 

of the coinslbuttons. two coinslbuttons on the left (no. 1 and no. 2) are those that 

not identified way. They are 0.46 meters apart and 0.59 and 

meters from closest neighlloulr, the sand (no. to the north-

west Their sec4cmd closest neighbour is a pewter tankard (no. 4) to the east at a 

distance of 1.91 meters and 

within this range are three blue 

meters respectively. The only other artetacts to 

white n01Fcel!ain items which cannot be related to 

C1etln11te part the site. The nearest neighbour in this data set to the coin 

(no. possibly held part 

7) which 1.07 

this as a buffer distance, one other artleialct is within 

It is a basket (no. 6) in the centre is 0.91 meters 

of the The nearest neighbour to the basket is a basket lid 

meters the coin. 

of the coin, this is the white porcelain ointment (no. 8) containing the remains of its 

contents. Other artefacts that occur within this zone blue and 

porcelain Yi .. Xing stoneware. Finally, the copper to the of the data set 
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Figure 3.5.3.16 Assigning ownership to coinslbuttons 
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(no. 9) has a 

away. Also in 

it is pm. sible 

ofna'rig~ltional dlVldelrs (no. 10) as a nearest neighbour 5.13 meters 

pro,xin:tity is a fragment of a blue and white vase. From this analysis 

to ownership to the silver coin. The artefacts that 

and fall within its buffer distance appear to indicate that 

origin.ated from someone in the stern of the ship or a crew member 

mizzen mast above the stern-most part of the cargo hold. It 

two coinslbuttons lie within the area associated with the 

the types of artefacts surrounding them, but this can not 

type of analysis. The same is true a logical 

as 

of view 

it would appear that the coin is associated with stern bec:aw>e the only artefacts to 

which it can be related from that area. 

Navigational dlVIc1elrs n:~pn~Selnt sc)mlewlnat of a problem in the context of this project. 

The only are sltllatc;~d near to the far starboard side of the ship 

overlay are the examination of the distances between the 

three sets dividers it may be possible to offer some suggestions as to what 

COllcrleti()ns contain. It is known that this type of navigational equipment would be 

the masters cabin at the top and stern of the Bec::auise the distance 

between sets of dividers ranges from 5.43 meters to 10.66 meters it can 

any concretion lying within this distance has a medium prc)ba1bill:ty 

associated with these instruments. If this is the case, then sev,eral 

contained within and make up the concretion, such as 

ranking officers in the stern of the ship, and ship fittings, as of the steering 

mechanisms mounts. All 

concretion. It is unllikely that heavy 

items form the basis for small pieces of 

as cannon balls form the greater 
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part of these concretions as not be stowed here, particularly during the 

course of a storm. What is pOS:Slbl.e, hloweve~r. is that some cannon balls came adrift 

the ship during the wrecking process and were Clel)OSllteCl in this area. The location of 

cOllcnetIclfl mound to the west of the navigational dividers also suggests that matter 

mound spread out as the ship collapsed on sea bed. 

Many of surveyed artefacts that have been rec:overed thus far can be classified as 

personal bel,on!pn!~s or personal trade goods. As it is 

difficult to say with dej2;ree of certainty that particular artefacts could associated 

with particular pec,ple on 

proportion of the persoDlal 

assumption, it was de<:lde:Cl 

It however, reasonable to su~~gest 

were stored near the stem. As a 

a test should be carried out on artefacts that 

a 

found in groups. pmpo!;e miniature vases and animal figurines were used. It is 

possible that people would have purcha.sed types of articles in sets on 

an basis. If this were the case then it can be expected that small pockets or 

COlrlcentratic)ns of these artefacts would over the site. Figure 3.5.3. 17 

distribution of these items in relation to hypothetical position of the 

vy no........ It appears that concentrations can be detemlinE~d 

statuettes miniature vases occur towards on 

galley on the stwrboard It is also noticeable that none 

this plot. Pockets of 

and around the 

objects are located 

forwards of the 

commodities was lar~~ely 

this reason it might be assumed that person.al 

domain of the higher ranking people on board. 

in these 

In 1991, an shaped wooClEm object, possibly a husk from the 

near the stem of the ship. What this different was the fact 

was reclove:red 

it was 
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* Statuettes 

... Miniature Vases 
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As a final analytical test, an attempt was made to ownership to this 

object. Previously the popular belief amongst excavators was that the object could 

have carved by one the soldiers or sailors on board during Having 

set to handle spatial distributions through the examination of nearest 

neighbours, it is possible to test theory and determine the most likely person or 

group of pectple who owned object. Figure 18 shows the of the 

object in relation to the overlay of the ship. The 

all of the artefacts found in the neighbourhood 

SllOlwn in Figure 

object. Although 

gives 

are many 

artefacts surrounding the object. it is possible only to use those that can be spe:cifilcally 

to ship or to other artefacts that relationship. same 

co-ordinates as the carved object are two combs a porcelain eagle statuette. 

These can not be relaLted to a specific of the ship so next nearest neighbour 

was taken. This nearest neighbour to is an object meters 

to north. The nearest neighbours to this object are a a blue and white 

miniature vase and a teapot, all meters from the unidentified object. 

these objects, the only one can give an indication of ownership is the pewter plate. 

This that the object was owned by a living in the stem area of the ship. 

i.e. an or non-commissioned officer. IS by the close 

proximity second pewter to the west object. 

The project presented here has met all of the cntlena that it set out to accomplish. 

Firstly. it has shown that GIS cornpulter maLppmg act as a good means to storing 

the large amounts that have gathered over fieldwork seasons on the wreck 

Appendix IV COflta111S the tables that have been to store 

needed in the arulllvSIS of surveyed artefacts. These show all of data 
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o;ari,"'T'll,"t in a manner that is 

to baI1ldle than the record .., ...... ' ..... '" 

to examlIle and easy to ;nt""1"T\1"pt 

They are 

in that 

another. 

which they originated, not only 

are smaller, but also that art€,tacts can be quickly referenced to one 

record sheets, although tho,rO'IJ12h. contain information reg:ardmg: the 

C!l1 .... , .. ,,,""A artefacts in several different V141",":;3, while tables pre:seillted a 

complete record in just one line. The recorcls each line of the 

description and geIler:allocation, information previously COlltailned the 

artefact in Excavation Record as well as a classification 

terms of material and fun.cticm on 

Record Sheets. 

the ship, previously contained in the Finds 

Computer based storall~e artefact information is not to access, but also 

more secure than nW'Q-C;;Ot'V counterpart. Paper of such data are much more 

easily nuspla1ced or destro'ved than computer of the volume of rec,ord 

sheets it is bulky to make many co[,ies of them. Computer disks are 

small. cheap and are more durable. several copies of the same 

int()rm.aticm can be stored in different locations. It is unlikely that all of the different 

corrupted and so a record is available 

Bec~au:se the of tables created in this are also much smaller than the ori;ginal 

reclord sheets, it is possible to make hard CO['leS that are portable and can be can:led on 

site, a feature that original impossible. 

a later date, more intiOmllatlLon re2ardin2 artefact recovery and operrations can 

be added to this example, Diving Record can SUDlffiaflSc::d as 

tables to the Oosterland GIS. This would allow easy access to diving times, 
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total hours spent lln,1PTUlSltE'T etc. Finds List can also be corlvelrted to 

computer based tables. allow easy reference to all of the 

recovered on site, including their gel1er;a1location and a description of each one. 

3 FUTURE OF GIS 

is that can still be added to the exi:stitllg 

Firstly, there are sevleral cm;m~~tlc additions to the system that would make it both 

more user fiiEmdlly edtlcatlolrlal. These could include the addition images 

artefacts. Existing surveyed artefacts can be scanned into 

and linked with the map window. This addition would 

svsltem more interesting to users no archaeological background who wish to view 

ret]ri~{ed items rather than to analyse 

accessJible to the public. Connected to is 

would also make the site more 

optIon to add a brief history of the 

the wrecking and the subsequent as presented in hard-copy 

in this thesis. Again, this would make the more interesting for the lay-person. 

Making archaeological information available to public is invaluable to the 

preservation 

such a 

Awareness 

general sense 

far as possible. 

hiSltOrilCally important shipwrecks. the were to be set up in 

it public interest, it could help tremendously this reg.acd. 

and archaeological activity may go some to creatiIlg a 

hiCltnrv and the idea that archaeological sites should be nre!'lerved as 

sysltem can partly assist in changing the current perceptiOils of 
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archaeology as being an indulgence rather than a relevant science. Scanned can, 

of course, also be of value in archaeological analysis. may be linked to artefact 

data, such as dimensions and weights. 

record of material recovered from 

and the wreck itself close at 

questions that may 

only would ensure a more complete 

having infc)rmaticm relatlIlg to artefacts 

arc:na4eollDgtst to answer many 

Adapting the user mtlertiace to display only {"<>1"1, ...... features and menus may be 

a good method creating a system that can be used by the public. Knowledge 

reachE:d a level that allows most people to operate ma(~hines with 

competency. The use of pop up menus and click-and-view access to differlent 

as):)ec1ts of the site would make the GIS an invaluable educational tool. 

scic~ntific~illy excavated maritime archaeological sites in South ru. ......... are I1ml1teC1, it 

be possible, at a later stage, to link data captured on the Uo.stel'!ar.rd to omers. 

this is realised, a series of different can the 

example, a of South Africa could dislpla~red with various regions available for 

selection. into smaller areas and so on until 

wreck the finest level of detail. Again this would 

of use in that sites and/or their artefacts can be compared 

to one anc)thc::r and areas ot l:eSE~ar(:n r€~latmg to the precise distribution of wrecks, such 

as likely location of survivor camps, can be examined, 

Archaeologically the system will hopefully be improved with the addition of more 

in the future. These data will come from continued excavation and relE~Vall1t 

research focusins:on the ship and the artefacts corltailned thet'ein, system is used 
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to answer questions, more information about the wreck will become available. It can 

also be assumed that the GIS itself will advance. As this occurs it may be possible to 

use more and more of the functions being developed in an archaeological context. 

Archaeology has been fortunate enough to get involved with GIS in their infancy and 

may, therefore, have some say in the direction of development. 

3.6.1 ADAPTING THE OOSTERLAND GIS TO OTHER WRECK 

SITES 

The advantage ofthe Goster/and Geographical Information System is that it is spatially 

referenced. This means that it can be plotted onto any map accurately and completely. 

This also means that it can be easily adapted to any wreck site anywhere in the world. 

By correcting co-ordinate data in all of the current conversion programmes, to suit 

other areas under investigation, it is possible to create a similar GIS for these other 

wreck sites. This does, however, mean that data capture and organisation would have 

to be conducted on a similar basis. The conversion programmes make use of data that 

have been entered using a specific structure. Spacing between parts of the data, the 

names of artefacts and the names of Datum Points are all specific to this design and 

may vary from one project to another. In order for other wreck sites to be 

incorporated or connected to the Goster/and project, it would become necessary to 

follow certain data entry paths. Firstly, data files that mirror those used in this project, 

as shown in the appendices, could be created for compatible use with the co-ordinate 

conversion programmes used here. This would create a standardised excavation model 
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that would be connected to Fortunately, on-site data 

were on the are standard archaeological 

use of a grid sysltem wh~eret)v artefacts are plotted by direct 

survey measurement from datum points in grids. These ............. .. are usually 

numbered and positions established as have been here, this the easiest 

and one of most accurate methods recording such points. Adapting this project 

to sites that have been recorded a C!11"nd", .. manner would be ml''Tplu a matter of 

formatting to suit programme requirements. 

nrI101,,,,, .. t is not, however, to specifically formatted data sets. Because co-

ordlmaltes are universal it not matter how they were calculated, although 

projections do playa role other wreck can 

connected to the co-ordinates of this project. same is true for attriblLlte data 

recorded on other 

incorporated into 

are entered into 

ArcView. By 

Descriptions and images and artefacts can 

shipwrecks. 

svs:ter:n. The only requirement that would be relevant to data that 

svsltem would be it to be a format that is compatible to 

ArcView, it is possible to create a world-wide 

sysltem has analytical functions that can applied univer-salJly 

of 

Because the stand.ud version of Arc View was in this project, it possible to 

use its functions on other as well, even in instances where 

different capture techniques 

to utilise data that have 

This is pm;slble as A .. ""." .. " has the 

acquired using several different capture techniques. 

With being made in remote sensing and Global Positioning Systems( GPS), 

ability to use:other is vital. As was dls~cussed earlller, data gathered 
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from sources such as video imagery can be used not only as a cosmetic addition to GIS 

but also in analysis. Images have been used successfully as a means of mapping sites 

and calculating distances and scale on the sea bed. This new direction has additional 

advantages in that bottom time and excavation time can be substantially reduced so 

that work progresses at a more rapid rate (Gifford 1993:167). 

It is the view of the author that the Oosterland GIS can form an invaluable base for 

future maritime archaeological research in South Africa and beyond. Even if it is used 

merely as a mapping tool to start plotting known wreck sites around the coast, with 

attribute data being linked to those wrecks, it will serve a notable function. Current 

databases of this nature do exist but only in table form. The addition of a mapping 

capability will greatly improve the ease with which these data can be used. The system 

can be easily updated as information regarding these wrecks becomes available and all 

of this can be stored and accessed from one place. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The development of GIS as spatial data handling and a giant 

lead forward in terms of map making and use. Since early inception, GIS have made 

rapid advances and have put to use in a of commercial and research 

ventures. The tools been used by terrestrial archaeologists for some but 

have not been extensivelly adopted the maritime field to despite interest. 

Where have been used, very of the resll1lts of the work have published 

makiIllg research into the area difficult. The current project was set up in an attempt to 

address the feasibility of the application of to a site. 

of this project were to create the database that encompassed the wide range 

of data collected the Oosterland wreck and database into Arc View 

in an attempt to produce a tool that could be used in spatial analysis of 

had captured entered, a series of test 

questions were devised to indicate the analytical capabilities of the and examille 

worth entered in the format chosen. 

It is felt that all of the aims of the project as described have been explored and fulfilled. 

The application of GIS to sites many been the 

domain the terrestrial archaeologist. As the power of the tool has been an 

identifiable increase in interest in systems can be identified to exist UN" I..... the 

maritime archaeological community. Despite this, little concerning application 

on been made publicly available to date. It is only a small number 

of applications s~h as those to the Monitor, which been published. The 
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CONCLUSIONS 

development of GIS as spa,bal data han,dl1rlg and anaLlvsis tools rep:resc:mts a giant 

forward terms of map making and use. Since its early inception, have 

rapid advances and have put to use a wide range commercial and research 

ventures. tools have been used by terrestrial archaeologists some years but 

have not adopted in the maritime field to date avid intE're~;t. 

Where very little the the work been published 

maldng resj~ar(:h into area difficult. The current project was set up in an to 

add:ress the feasibility the of GIS to a maritime archaeological The 

of this project were to create the database that en<:onlpaLssc:~d range 

database into Arc View of data collected the Ooster/and wreck and insert 

in an attempt to produce a tool that could be in spatial anallvsls of the 

art~rtacts distributions. Once data had captured and entered, a of test 

questions were devised to indicate the of the and exantline 

the worth of the data entered in the format chosen. 

It is felt that all of the of the as described been explored and fulfilled. 

The to archaeological sites many been the 

domain of the archaeologist. As the power of the tool has been realised, an 

identifiable increase in interest in the systems can be to exist the 

maritime archaeological community. Despite very little concerning its application 

on underwater has been publicly avcwable to It is only a small number 

applications as those applied to the Monitor, which have been published. The 
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primary aim of this project was to create and manage a simple GIS that could be 

applied to a specific maritime archaeological site and easily adapted to other sites 

around the world. In setting up such a system, it became necessary to first look at the 

development of GIS from their inception in the 1960s to their application both on land 

and underwater sites. Because the project dealt specifically with the wreck of the 

Oosterland, it was substantive that the history of the vessel be recreated in order to 

understand the people on board and the way in which they were organised. This was 

dealt with extensively in chapter 2, which also discussed the discovery of the wreck 

and subsequent project planning that was undertaken. 

Since early steps were taken to create a GIS that could deal specifically with survey 

data collected on the Oosterland site in 1991 by Breitenmoser and in 1994 by the 

author, substantial advancements have been made in the area of the spatial analytical 

capabilities of the project. Although Breitenmoser's work appears to have been 

detailed, his unfortunate death meant that the data types needed for the system and the 

methods of data entry could not be recreated. For this reason, it was necessary to start 

the process of data capture from the beginning in order to develop an easily useable 

format that was wen explained and could be continued by future researchers. The 

author made an attempt to produce such a project in 1994 as part of a BA(Honours) 

thesis. The project was successful in that the end result was a simple mapping tool that 

supported certain data queries concerning artefact classification. It could not, however, 

solve spatial analytical questioning. The current project picked up where the 1994 

study left off. Again it was necessary to update the data types and classification in 

order to change the software format from ArclInfo to ArcView GIS. The system was 

updated further to include all of the surveyed artefacts recovered from the wreck to 
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date. Problems were associated with the 1996 fieldwork season in that datum points 

that had been used to reference the location of grids had obviously moved. This meant 

that the last grids (14 and 15) could not be correctly positioned and the survey data 

gathered from that grid could not be entered. This constitutes only four artefacts and 

does not effect the aims of the project, which do not include a definitive analysis of the 

distribution of artefacts on the seabed. The information regarding these artefacts has 

not been lost and later excavation will allow an opportunity to measure the position of 

the grid again and hence find the position of the artefacts that have been omitted. It 

was also decided that the classification of artefacts should be updated to make the 

system user friendly and adaptable. The portions of this project concerning data 

capture and the solutions of problems associated with entry into computer readable 

tables deal with the adaptation of the earlier work to this style. This constitutes one of 

the primary aims of this undertaking and it is felt that a good system has been 

established to deal with the mapping and querying of artefacts and their attributes. 

Once the system had been set up its validity was tested by asking several 

archaeological questions that dealt specifically with the analysis of the distribution of 

artefacts around the site. Although these questions are simple, they should be seen in 

the light of being a preliminary trial of the capabilities of the system and a method of 

making certain that the system, in its current format, works. It is felt that the questions 

and results shown in this study more than adequately show the power of the system 

and that it does indeed operate effectively. Despite the simplicity of the questions 

asked, some important information regarding the wreck has already been found 

through GIS analysis. The system shows that the orientation of the wreck differs from 

the original hypotheses on this subject. Re-orientation of the excavation based on this 
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conclusion may be in the .,,,g,1...,11 for more artletalctirliolmulticln and also help in 

the rec:ovlerv of 1nU\nrl'!:Int artefact groups that have been absent to date. The 

also answered some important qU~~Sti4:)llS on the manner in which ship was wrecked 

broke up on the sea floor and given some preliminary reSl11lts cOtlCeltlllrlg the 

ownership or pm!1tl()fl of Ull(lffiiCial artefact assemblages such as personal items. 

These results, although tentative, go some to the lives people -on 

board the India trade of the late 17th century and the arnmg,ement of the 

people on board the vessel. range of questions asked of the system tests the varied 

capabilities of the GIS. The functions such as overlay and neighbourhood 

statistics, this to test validity and application over a of analytical 

processes. 

The future of maritime archaeology seems to be bright. The as 

developed, can be easily adapted to deal from other wreck and 

to and wreck anywhere the world. 

develops and reputation becomles more 

analytical tools such as the ones described in 

adapted and used as an educational tool 

it will be necessary to 

project. system can 

allows public interaction 

wreck The popular field as a glorified 

use of 

be easily 

virtual 

of treasure 

hunting to be finally and totally dispelled. kee:pmlg with technological 

advances data by systems of handling that are abreast 

those place in terrestrial archaeology, it is possible that the public and professional 

understanding of maritime archaeology as being concerned only artefacts and 

their monetary value can be Maritime history and culture and long 

relationship humans have had sea are some the most important as):leC1ts of 
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history in general. The spread of people, political and socialtdeO!OigIe:s, et~IllOlllies and 

knowledge relies heavily on sea. The world which we see arolund us today 

largely shaped by the earliest movements colonisation 

by sea-faring nations. must be seen as being as important as its 

land based counterpart. Work as analysis help to dispel current, incorrect 

perceptions of the field and intr'odllce new understanding of the complexities of the 

world around us. 

met aims and shown that GIS is a powerful tool in spatial analysis. 

It is a time saving method in that it performs analytical functions that would previously 

tedious when done by hand, in a matter of rrliIlut~'S. The 

capabilities of today' s computers make it possible to create 

concerning wreck sites that are more durable and 

C011tailIlilllg information 

strulLlJer than their 

colmt€'fP~uts and also allow for quick access and reproduction otlntb,rmlllDOln n;'2wrdlI1I2 

the In particular, GIS makes performing of mapping 

features are all contained in separate overlay of 

artefact can be separately selected and mapped if the with gIrealtest of 

ease. GIS is pmisibly one of the most 1'ft"11'\ ..... 1'1'!lInt de"relc)pnlents that have taken 

maritime app'ear to an outstanding future in the 

field. Interest 

that this study will 

allow others intE~re!lited 

of 

est:ablilsh~~d and is expanding at a rapid rate. It is hoped 

analysis of the Oosterland wreck site. as well as 

apJ,liclllDoin of GIS to underwater sites to gain a better 

aaa,ptatloIls and that are required to develop a truly 
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